


A. Father's Advice

If a sportsman true you'd be
Listen carefully to me ...

Never, never let your gun
Pointed be at anyone.
That it may unloaded be
Matters not the least to me.

When a hedge or fence you cross
Though of time it cause a loss
From your gun the cartridge take
For the greater safety's sake.

If twixt you and neighboring gun
Bird shall fly or beast may run
Let this maxim ere be thine
"Follow not across the line."

Stops and beaters oft unseen
Lurk behind some leafy screen.
Calm and steady always be
"Never shoot where you can't see."

You may kill or you may miss
But at all times think of this:
"All the pheasants ever bred
Won't repay for one man dead."

Written by Mark Beaufoy of Coombe House,
Shaftsbury, Dorset, England, in 1902, on pre
senting his eldest son, Henry Mark, with his first
gun. Reproduced here by permission of the au
thor's granddaughter, Mrs. P. M. Guild.

STURM, RUGER & Company, Ine,
2 Lacey Place
Southport~Counecticut 06490 IT.S.A.
Manufacturers of Firearms for the Responsible Sportsman



It's time for a RedfIeld Pistol Scope.
Redfield has pioneered to help all
kinds of shooters since 1909. You can
always depend on Redfield quality
and precision. You'll get the finest·
materials available, clear and brilliant
optics, and the highest attention to
detail. Redfield standards dictate that
every scope undergoes over 400
checks before it gets to you.
. When you want the finest-quality
precision-made scope on the market,
you need a Redfield. For our complete
catalog, send 50¢ to: Redfield
Company, Dept. 315 , 5800 E. Jewell
Ave., Denver, Colorado 80224.

turers glue in their assembly). This
makes the assembly an integral part
of the scope tube an beefs it up
where the stress is Featest. Second,
we utilized our famous rotary dovetail
mounting system to develop our
•• Double Dovetail" mount for pistols.
Rings are machined to precise toler
ances to provide uniform pressure
around the scope tube and positive
gripping to retain accuracy. In most
mounfs, special recoil shoulders
are incorporated for even greater
strength. In short, these modifica
tions assure that Redfield Pistol
Scopes will hold up on calibers that
tear other scopes apart.

A durable pistol scope is just one
example of the kind of innovations

ous. That's the best word to
cribe the tremendous kick of a

pistol, especially magnums. And
that's exactly why Redfield makes
scopes specially designed for use with
today's high powered handguns.
Some manufacturers simply offer
rifle-type scopes with extended eye
relief. But at Redfield, we know that's
not good enough.

Our pistol scopes, in 1 1!2X,
2 1!2X and 4X, are designed and man
ufactured to withstand the recoil of
any caliber handgun you choose to
put underneath. How do we do it?
Fir the internal lens assembly is
mou in a sturdy non-rotating ball
pivot a tually threaded into the
scope tube me other manufac-
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In an emergency

P2Al Signal Pistol!

For emergency use to launch signal or
distress flares for hunters, mountain climbers,
bOcUs!TIen, pilots or for any outdoorsman or cross
90untry traveller.

A reliable, compact,
rugged signal-pistol which
fires a variety of signal
flares, parachute
distress si,gnals,
anq colored
flares.

Specifications:

Caliber 26.5 mm (1.04 in.)
Weight 0.52 kg (18.2 oz.)
Length 200 mm (7.9 in.)
Length of barrel 155 mm (6.1 in.)
Width/height 38/145 mm (1.5/5:7 in.)

HECKLER KJOCH 933 NORTH KENMORE STREET, SUITE 218
& ,INC. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22201 • (703) 525-3182

Write for our 20~pg, catalogue of new & exciting H&K weapons, Include $3,00 for postage & handling, .
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JERRY RAKUSAN

INDUSrRY INSIDER

MILITARY 9MM TESTS TO RE.RUN;
SHOT SHOW OUTLOOK OPTIMISTIC

in Springfield. We will have a full report in
our JUly/August issue. The guns will be
shown at the NRA Meetings in Denver.

•••
Two guns that were announced a year or

so ago have not yet hit" the stores, and both
seem to be having trouble, not with the
design or manufacture, but with financing.
The small .25 auto pistol from CB Arms, a
look-alike of the Walther TP, is still stalled,
although it looks promising. The Coonan
Arms .357 Magnum auto pistol is not yet in
production. Here, we understand, it was an
error in the type of financial solicitation
that prevented an earlier start.

•••
From the SHOT Show:
. Charles Daly products, available from
Outdoor Sports Headquarters of Dayton,
Ohio, include some interesting handgun
products. Custom Crafted stocks for autos
and revolvers are made of Blong-Ita, a
Philippine hardwood. The holster line,
again for autos and revolvers, are made of
a leather composition, lined with "buck
suede," a synthetic. '

P.M.C., ammunition in military cali
bers, is already making a name for itself.
By mid-198l a line of sporting calibers will
be available. Handgun calibers will run
from 9mm to .357 including .38 Spec. and
.45 ACP.

Detonics showed their Combat Master
pistol in 9mm caliber.

American Derringer Corp. of Waco,
Texas, had not only their line of .25 auto
pistols, but also their stainless steel ~<!er

ringer, which they offer in just about any
handgun caliber plus, according to their
catalog, .30-30 or .223!

FIE Corp. has a new Super Titan 11 auto
pistol in .32 or .380 with staggered maga
zines holding II rounds in the .380 and 12
in the .32.

The attention drawn by the Bren Ten at
the show showed that the interest is there.
This .40 caliber, Cooper-designed auto
pistol will be made by Dornaus & Dixon of
California. At least at their booth, they
emphasized that production was still at
least a year away. We did not inquire into
their financial status.

Generally, the entire SHOT Show was
well attended, and just about every exhibi
tor was optimistic about business the com
ing year. The handgun people, especially,
were upbeat and none of them lacked

. dealers examining their
wares.

•••
One of the custom gunsmiths featured

in our magazine has developed a sub
trigger assembly for the .45 auto that will,
in effect, give the shooter a 2-shot burst. To
get BATF approval, it will have to work on
a staggered hesitation mode. A selector
will be furnished for time when the 2nd
quick shot is not needed. As soon as BATF
approval is received, we'll run a test on the
system in this magazine.

•••
There has been a lot of news lately about

Seecamp. His .25 DA is about to hit the
market, and bigger caliber guns are in the
wings. The latest, however, comes from
Omega Defensive Industries of Midland
Park, New Jersey. This outfit bought the
rights to Seecamp's DA conversion system,
and is now offering their own .45 in stain
less, and in both full and Commander size.
As this is written in January, production is
still a month or so away. We'll have a test
gun soon and will wring it out.

•••
A usually reliable source tells us that

although the Beretta 92 won the tests for
the new military pistol, there has been a
snag in its adoption. Evidently the big
brass said that they did not like the way the
tests were conducted, and they have sup
posedly asked for more samples from each
of five manufacturers, and will re-run the
entire test program.

Not mentioned ,before, the military is
also looking for a smaller 9mm for special
purpose use, and Beretta offered their
shortened version, the 92-S.

•••Sworn to secrecy until after May I, we
won't tell you now. about the. two new
revolver models from the handgun maker

T he scene was a meeting, in early
November, with top brass from F.N.

looking ahead for the 80's. Sources there
claim that a rather momentous decision
was made. The new F.N. 9mm pistols-the
double action and the "Fast Action"-will
begin full production in 1982. The DA
pistol is still in the running in the U.S.
military tests to adopt a new 9mm, the Fast
Action model having bit the dust. This
news will be hailed by many, but the after
effects will cause consternation by some
when production of the DA and FA pistols
is established, the single action Hi-Power
will be discontinued! Given the normal
problems that are attendant with new
manufacture.
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New combat school
taught by top shots
A new combat pistol school is
opening in southern California
headed by international competitors
Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton.
International Shootists, Inc.,
dedicated to teaching the art of
pistolcraft in a simplified method, will
teach all levels of shooters from those
who have never fired a handgun to
experienced combat competitors.
Classes are now forming.

The range as well as the classroom
instructions will be handled entirely
by international-class competitors.
For further information on this
unique school write directly to
Mickey Fowler or Mike Dalton at
International Shootists, Inc.,
Box 5254, Mission Hills, CA 91345.

Midwest shooters
fonn up coalition
Midwest combat pistol clubs have
formed a coalition, the Midwest
Shooters' Coalition (MSC) to hold
joint matches and other activities.

For further information on the
match or on how your club can
participate in MSC, contact Larry
Goldberg, Midwest Shooters'
Coalition, 7500 Elmhurst Road,
Des Plaines, lL 60016 or call (312)
680-8080.

New reloader guide
from Hercules Inc.
Hercules smokeless powders has come
out with a new Reloader's Guide that
includes much new information in an
expanded handgun section. Seven
new calibers have been added to total
16, including .25 auto, .32 S&W Long,
9mm, and .38 Super. There is also
more data on magnum loads and a
change in recommended .45 ACP
loads.

For a copy of the guide, write
Hercules, Inc., 910 Market St.,
Wilmington, DE 19899.

All tables give the maximum safe
load for each type of powder, caliber,
and bullet design. Lesser loadings
may give the shooter more ideal
results, depending on purpose, but
greater loads should not be
attempted.

Remington 7mm
recalled for defect
REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY INC. has
recalled all 7mm Express cartridges
manufactured in August, 1979
because of potential problems with
excess pressure and defective cases.

Company officials report that some
cartridges may produce higher than
normal pressures that could damage
firearms, and fired cases from the
ammunition could be adversely
affected and should not be reloaded.

Cartridges alfecte.d include the
7mm Remington Express; the 150
grain pointed soft point "Core-Lokt"
with index numbers R7M061 on the
outside of the end flap, lot numbers:
M021, M031, M061, M071, M081,
M091, and M131.

Consumers are asked to ship both
fired cases and unused cartridges to:

Remington Arms Company Inc.,
Attention: J. H. Chisnall, 939 Barnum
Avenue, Bridgeport, Connecticut
06602. Replacement of the potentially
defective ammunition will be prompt
and at no charge, company officials
say. Shipment can be made collect
using United Parcel Service.

Remington and Accelerator are trademarks
registered in the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office by Remington
Arms Company. Inc.. Dept AH.
Bridgeport. Conn. 06602.

J.tmington, <[U![NJ>
FIRST ON THE RANGE. FIRST IN THE FIELD.

/'

~~~n~t~~~snts.REMINGTON AMMUNITION.
~~~a:r~~~~:~~a~ii~~Yper_ FACTORY-LOADED DEPENDABILITY.
i~~~ea:~~hi~ou. ON THE RANGE. ON THE JOB.

Our law enforcement line offers you a wide
range of pistol. revolver. rifle, rimfire, and shot
shell ammo. Including several new cartridges.
among which is a new "Accelerator" sabot car
tridge. and our new 1-02 rifled slug. to give you
improved performance. Get the whole story
in our free law enforcement brochure or learn
more about getting the same Remington quality
in your reloads from our new components catalog.
Write for both. to the address below.



Customize your own gun with the
famous M-S Safari Arms components

At M-S Safari Arms, we are constantly developing cus
tom components for the average shooter/sportsman as well
as the true professional. We developed the .45 caliber auto
matic Enforcer®and MatchMaster®pistols and now, those same
custom features are individually available for your own hand
gun. These parts are designed and priced so that you can

customize your Browning, S&W, or Colt automatic easily and
inexpensively with the same professional features that were
once only attainable through custom gun mechanics.

All components are supplied in satin finished stainless
steel or high luster blue ready for yourJ!:: ..M!!
local gunsmith's installation. ® ICn~orcer

------$-

------$-
-----$-

... Extended Combat
Safety. Match proven
design assures positive
control of safety without
having to shift or repos~tion

grip. $16.95

... The Enforcer (3.8" barrel, E·I02)
or The MatchMaster (5" barrel,
E-103). Deadly accurate, .45 caliber
combat pistols. Loaded with custom
features. Avail'lble in Teflon,
Armaloy, or stainless steel finishes.
Send $1.00 for fully illustrated
catalog and ordering information.

<l Combat Magazine Base Pad.
Available for all Colt, S&W model 39,
S&W model 59, Browning High Power
automatics. With this component, you
don't have to worry about noise or
damage to magazine when ejecting the
magazine - even from a standing
position - during match shooting
or in combat. $1.95

~ Extended Combat Slide Release. Computer calculated
angle and curvature of releases allows reliability of

hand control from shooting grip
leaving left hand free to handle fresh
magazine insertion. $17.50

~ Ambidextrous Safety
Set for S&W Models 39 &
59. A must for the serious
combat shooter, police
officer and left handed
shooter. $39.95

VISA

~ Ambidextrous Combat
Slide Release Set. Now
full control of the .45
automatic with the left
hand. $29.50

... Beavertail Grip Safety.
Provides better control of the
weapon by spreading recoil over
a la rger a rea of the shooter's
hand, reduces apparent recoil
an"d eliminates hammer-pinch.
Requires minimal frame con·
touring for perfect fit. $15.00

,-.-------------
Mail To: M·S Safari Arms Dept. AH5

I P.O. Box 23370 • Phoenix, AZ 85063 ( ) MB'ke,.
a rowOlng

I
Please enter my order for: Qu,nHty, Qu,nlily, (b) S&W
o Extended Combat Slide Release Slainless Blue (e) Coil • Tolal,

@ Browning, $19.50 Colt: $17.50 $__
, 0 Extended Combat Safety

@ Browning: $19.95 Colt, $16.95 $__o Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set

.......... AII-800aska_8&24~7a9wla9ii I ~I~ro$~~i.~~: $39 ..95 ..~~~~ .$3.9.95 .

,
0 Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release Set

@ Colt: $29.50 ...

o Beavertail Grip Safety @ $15.00 .....

I 0 Information on The Enforcer I
The MatchMaster & other M-S products @ $1.00 $__

I 0 Combat Magazine Base Pads
o Browning 0 S&W 39 0 S&W 59

SAFARI", 0 ~a;t~h; g'~~Sft"C~;d"""""""""" Shipping" Handling: 1.00

~._..~ Date Card Exp.__ 0 My Check 0 My Money Order is enclosed ... TOTAL: $__ARMS, I Name _

I
Address

City State lip _

Master Charge
Visa

C.O.D. Only

Call
Operator 758

24 HOUR TOLL FREE ORDER DESK

Now available for the Browning Automatic Pistol

... Extended Combat Slide
Rele... se. Now the same tech·
nology as applied to the
Enforcer parts provides for one

. hand control during reloading
of the Browning High Power.

$19.50

... Extended Combat Safety.
Full control of the Browning
High Power Safety without
shifting the shooting grips.

$19.95

... Ambidextrous Combat Safety
Set. Full position control right
or left handed. Get the most
from your Browning. A must for
combat shooters. police offi·
cers. and all. left handers.

$39.95

~ Ambidextrous
Combat Safety Set••
Allows full function
of safety for left handed
shooters or right handed
shooters in case of
injury. $34.95·

M·S Safari Arms. P.O. Box 23370 • Phoenix, AZ 85063 • (602) 269·7283
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Nearly 1 MILLION sold
to Law Enforcement

& Gov't.Agencies

RECORD SCORES
National record 240-24X scores con

tinued and climbed past the 80 mark in
Match I. Shooters told me they were disap
pointed and discouraged that time had not
been reduced, or that both stages were not
moved to 15 yards. Not enough requests in
writing, or them appearing before the
committee, I told them. We could try again
I said. I would stick with my belief that
most shooters wanted the change. I put
thought and consideration and 32 years of
competition into my decisions and then
vote my convictions, as do others on the
committee. Incidentally, NRA committee.
work is hard and time consuming, just
attend the meetings and you'll see.

The makeup of the LEA Committee had
not changed basically, though reduced in
size, when it met in Washington in March

(Continued on page 22)
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the X's and taking my time, the targets
turned and I lost 10 points.

In the '70's, Stage 2 of Match I was
moved back to 15 yards, both stages re
mained 25 seconds, but now we were using
speed loaders, probably the greatest inven
tion for revolvers since double action. The
heavy barrel custom guns were cutting
down recoil and recovery time. In 1978,
hundreds of shooters thought it was time
to modernize this 24 round match, still
considered training, by having realistic
time limits. I took these shooters verbal
requests, ("Why do you need letters,
Lucy?") to the NRA Law Enforcement
Assistance Committee meeting in Jackson,
Mississippi in October 1978. This commit
tee has the authority to make rule changes
and if they do not affect other shooting
disciplines, such mle changes can be
adopted without going before the NRA
Competition Rules and Programs Com
mittee for its approval. Through the first
two nights of meetings, I presented these
shooters' opinions for a time reduction in
both stages of the match to 15 seconds, or
at least 20. I began with some support on
the committee and one or two shooters
who attended the meetings. At the final
vote on the 3rd night, my support had
dwindled to no shooters in attendance and
only one other committee member voting
with me. Match I failed to get updated by a
12-2 vote. At no time did I advocate shoot
ing Match I, with one hand. It never
entered my mind, or the committee's
discussion.

VOTING FOR NRA PPC· MATCH 1
WHERE CONTROVERSY ABOUNDS

LUCY CHAMBLISS

LEGAL SIGHTING
To make this practical change, shooters

and referees had to convince NRA rule
makers that legal sighting was necessary to
keep disgusted and disillusioned new
shooters, (usually the most rule abiding,)
from leaving the ppe. A Rapid Fire non
aggregate match we held two consecutive
years at our Florida Regional prior to 1968,
and witnessed and shot by influential
shooters and referees, helped us prove
sighting could be fast, accurate, and speed
did not make for unsafe conditions. Our
Rapid Fire Match was 2 stages of 12 shots
each, fired in 15 seconds from 7 yards,
loading then, from loop loaders. Sharp
shooters won their class with 237x240,
soine firing their first 5 rounds in four
seconds. The match winner only dropped
one or two points. The point was proven, if
sighting could be done at that speed, then
certainly Match I, with 25 seconds for 12
shots, should be point shoulder sighting.

SIGHT SErrlNGS

Once upon a time in the '60's, there was
a Match I-fired in NRA Combat

Matches at 7 yards, one hand, crouch
position, loading from the pocket.
Pythons, K-38's, and other service guns
were used. Slowly, but what seems
smoothly now, this event allowed 2 hands,
loop loaders, sighting and the custom slab
side sporting revolver.

In 1968, aiming and sighting, or point
shoulder shooting was made legal, it was
being done by 90 percent of the competi
tors anyway. I marvel at any rule changes,
but had some insight into how this one was
accomplished. The rule read, "The gun
must be below shoulder level and elbows
visibly bent." Two-on-one block officers
wouldn't have been able to enforce it. I
argued that immediate disqualification for
sighting would stop it, but nobody lis
tened. So this 90 percent slightly bent the
elbows but brought the gun to eye level
and shot 240x240. The other 10 percent of
us were down there "feeling" around for
the 10 ring in the legal crouch position and
definitely not shooting 240's.

POINT SHOULDER
The point shoulder went into effect in

January 1968. I remember because at the
Mid-Winter Combat Match in Miami that
same month, I saved a round in Match I.
My mistake had been that now I c\luld
sight and so close to the target, it looked

. easy to make them all X's. While admiring

Metal points hold cartridges securely in loader
... until knob is turned to release them!

• 6 NEW MODELS WITH NO CARTRIDGE JIGGLE
ARE AVAILABLE IN .38 and .357 ONLY

• GUARANTEED-ONE FULL YEAR

LEATHER CASES

Model #103(Double)
- black, brown or
tan in Plain, Bas
ketweave (shown)
or Clarino. Nickel,
Brass or Velcro
fasteners. Single
and triple cases
also available
inquire.

12 MODELS

~

$5~!

LOADS SIX'
CARTRIDGES

INTO REVOLVER
INSTANTLYl

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL GUN DEALER
For Dealership/Ordering information. call Toll Free

1-800-354-9814
8.K.S. PRODUCTS

132 FIFTH STREET, DAYTON, KY.41074



WHICH IS FACTORY ?
WHICH IS RELOADED •

No, you can't tell by looking-but you can Ifyou load your own, you CAN load match
sure tell at 50 YDS! Go back and check]im ammo by using our 148 gr. 50 YD. WAD·
Weller's column in the March/April '81 ! CUTTER .38 cal. HBWC. Tell your dealer to
issue of AMERICAN HAND GUNNER- contact us direct.
Ammo loaded with PRECISIONS'S 50 YD. Ifyou purchase reloaded ammo, it is avail
WADCUTTER shot at least as well as some able loaded with our superbly accurate 50
and better than most of the costly so called YD. WADCUTTER from the sources listed
Factory Match ammo on the market. below:
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FLORIDA
Wiegels Ammo
3512 Pipes of the
Glen Way
Orlando, Florida 32808

VERMONT
Craig T. Wood
RFD 1
Bethel, VT 05032

MICHIGAN
Ralph E. White Gunsmith
7216 Cooley Lake Rd.
Union Lake, Michigan
48085

OKLAHOMA
Royce O. Weddle
4111 24th Ave. N.W.
Norman. OK 73069

CALIFORNIA
Accuracy Manufacturing
13215 Ocaso Ave..
La Mirada. Calif. 90638

OREGON. WASHINGTON,
IDAHO
P.AW.S. Inc.
8175 River Rd. N.E.·
Salem, Oregon 97303

NEW YORK.
CONNECTICUT, NEW
JERSEY, PENNSYLVANIA
Hudson Valley Ordnance
P.O. Box 63
Garnerville. NY 10923

LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK
Colonial Firearms Inc.
1864 Front Street
E. Meadow, LI. NY 11554
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PHILIP C. BRIGGS

S54 EVENTS SHOT
Final count showed 554 events were

shot by those present, which was down a
couple hundred from the 1979 Champion
ships in Arizona, but not bad considering
the extra effort necessary to stay legal.
Shooter participation from outside of the
region was limited but about the same as
for the previous Championships in the
Southwest. The out-of-region participa
tion was the greatest in the higher classes,
reaching 30 percent or so in International
Unlimited, and falling off fast to zero for
some of the lower classes.

The major manufacturers were on hand
with top representatives and help for the
competitors-from answering questions to
rebuilding guns. Two prominent suppor
ters of the sport, Bill Ruger Sr. and Warren
Center, spectated and spoke with some of
the shooters. Ruger, Smith and Wesson
and Dan Wesson had their .new .44 mag
pistols on hand, and gave interested com
petitors the chance to test fire the Red
hawks, 629's and test-production Dan
Wessons. Marine marksmen from~Quan

tico ran a shooting clinic using guns and.
ammo supplied by S&W. Nolan Jackson of
Wichita was on hand shooting and had the

in the production classes, and the growing
feeling among many that revolvers can't
compete with single shots, both production
classes were split in two: revolver and
single shot. Production shooters were re
quired to choose and shoot just one set of
classes. As the match spanned four days,
every shooter that scored 75 or above had
to shoot ten 200 meter chickens before
leaving to aid in breaking ties.

The firing line at Camp Curtis Guild,
with forty shooters lined up in a row.
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Progress in equipment and shooter skill
is a continuous process in the still

young sport of handgun silhouette shoot
ing, but it's most readily observed at na
tional championship matches. The 1980
lHMSA Championships were no excep
tion; scores in this-the sixth annual
meeting for the organization continued
their upward climb.

The championship was precedent set
ting in another way too-it was held deep
in the heart of anti-gun country, at Camp
Curtis Guild, twenty miles north of
Boston, Massachusetts. Land of strict
ownership restrictions and mandatory sen
tences for violations. Not a good place to
visit with a pistol in the trunk. But match
director, Ron Ricci, with a lot of help from
GOAL (Gun Owners Action League) and
a bunch of solid citizens within the busi
ness community, law enforcement, and
legislature managed to create a broad base
of support for, and successfully pass into
law, a special piece of legislation that
authorized temporary pistol permits for
registered competitors at the Champion
ships.

SILUETAS

LAW PROBLEMS
Getting the pistol to the Baystate still

presented problems-New York's law is
just as tough, and even though the odds of
being caught while traveling innocently
are slim, the consequences are severe.
Those that flew into Boston passed over
the problem, but for the others Ron ar
ranged for an lHMSA FFL holder to taKe
delivery of firearms and ammo shipped by
shooters from their home dealer via com
mon carrier. Persistent fellow that Ricci.

Ron by the way is no stranger to the
handgun silhouette sport, having pro
moted the first match in the east at Camp
Curtis Guild in September 1976, and he
currently holds the post of Director for
lHMSA's eastern activities in Region One.
With this knowledge, experience and the
special legislation in hand, the remaining
tasks of promoting -the Championships
were easy.

All it took was a 100 or so volunteers,
tons of steel, yards of concrete, gallons of
paint, piles of earth, sheaves of paperwork
and bucket's of sweat. The result? A ten
bank range that Ron says is "... the largest
and finest east of the Rockies."

The match program called for 80 long
range targets to be shot straight through.
Due to the strong local interest in revolvers

NEW RECORDS SET AT NATIONALS
OVERSHADOW. INITIAL PROBLEMS

I hilve enclosed $__ . PleJse rush me

_ copy(s) of·

Walther P-38 Pistol

by Major George Nonte

A complete volume on the famous
P-38. All facets are covered, from the
history. development. variations and
technical dope, to all the practical field
use and maintenance techniques, right
on through to complete rebuilding. re
pair and conversion installation. PLUS
a full section on other contemporary
double-action mil itary autos such as
the S&W M39 and M59, Colt M71.
H&K P9S. the VP70 fUll-auto double
action pistol. the SIG-Sauer P220 and
the Seecamp M1911 comversion.
Book No. 127. . .$4.95------III DESERT PUBLICATIONS

'\1 Dept. AH Cornville. AZ 86325

AOl)HfSS _

Clly .... r ,\1 1__ /11' _

NAMf _

Send $1.00 to

THE ALBERTS CORPORArION
P.O. Box 157. Franklin Lakes, NJ. 07417
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I

Sl '\I'\lAR\ o~ R~ SliTS
1980 1I1\ISA Inlernational (hampionships

Powder
Shooter Pistol Cartridge Bullet Type Charge
Jim Jonasen Wichita 7mm Inl. 150 Nos. H4895 30.0

748 39.3*
David Bradshaw Ruger 44 Mag. 240 Sie. 2400 21.0
Tom Calasanto Merrill 30 Her. 150 Sie. 4\98 22.0
Jo Bartlett Merrill 30 Her. 165 Sie. RL-7 24.5
Steve Morse S&W 29 44 Mag. cast swc. BDot 15.0

265 Hor. HIIO 21.0*
Ron Hopkinson S&W 57 41 Mag. 210 Sie. 296 21.0
*Rams
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the shooters are getting more skillful, as
the pistols have been capable of the feat
for a couple of years. The availability of a
new low cost factory unlimited can only be
expected to accelerate the attainment of
this level of com petence by evermore
shooters. Unlimited is a tough class, es
pecially at the top, where the blink of an
eye, or a moment's loss of concentration,
can drop you to an also ran. It'll get
tougher.

In the production classes the high scores
in single shot show the TIC has finally
become as good as the gun writers have
been telling us it was for the past few years.
Their newly introduced 7mm TIC U
chambering just blanketed some classes.
The winning score in the AAA class, a new
record, was shot with one. Still, there's
nothing magic about the cartridge-a good
30 Herrett should do as well. But didn't.
Maybe next year.

The top standing single show score is
also a new record and up 10 targets from
the winning score last year, which was shot
with a revolver.

The scores in the revolver production
(Continued on page 23)

Standing Single Shot
Class Shooter State Pistol Score
AAA Tom Calasanto CT Mer 30H 65
AA Robert Thomas TX TIC 7 T/CU 54
A Gary Rounds VT TIC 30-30 39

Freestyle Single Shot
Int. Allen Kirchner SC TIC 7 T/CU 79
AAA Richard Wilander MA TIC 30H 77
AA Tom Calasanto CT TIC 7 T/CU 75
A Dennis Kerns IN TIC 30-30 55

Standing Revolver
AAA Ron Hopkinson MA S&W4l 5\
AA Lee Piasecki CT S&W44 46
A Ronald SCOIl MA S&W 44 34
B Leon Cook MA Rug 44 27

Freestyle Revolver
Inl. David Bradshaw VT Rug 44 73
AAA Richard Best MA Rug 44 69
AA David Modica VT Rug 44 69
A Norman Lavallee MA S&W 357 54
B Jeffery Kolok CT Rug 44 44

Unlimited*
Int. Jim Jonasen CA Wic 71nt 80
AAA Stanley Paul PA Wic 308 80
AA David Lemieux MA XP-C 7 Inl 77
A Don'ald Eisenhart MD Wic 308 69

*XP-C refers to a custom XP-IOO in the indicated chambering.

pleasure of seeing the top unlimited place
taken with one of his guns. Remington was
well represented and Jim Stekl, major
force behind their new 7mm BR Sil
houette, no doubt enjoyed seeing one of
the new guns go straight, and end the
unlimited shootoff in second.

There were trophies and merchandise
awards through fifth place in each class,
with elaborate perpetual trophies from
S&W for the champions in each class.
Their names are inscribed and the tropbies
reside at IHMSA headquarters. The first
two places got pistols and the remaining
got their choice from a groaning table
piled high with goodies.

The scores which I've summarized for
each class are, almost without exception
the highest yet for a championship, and
three competitors set records. There were
ten 80 x 80's in International Unlimited,
and eighteen 79 x 80's. Three of the 80's
took 9 x 10 200 meter chickens, necessitat
ing a shootoff, at turkeys, at the normal
distance. But the stands held not the usual
tough targets, but the .22 version. Now
that's tough.

The mass of straights in unlimited show
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J. D. JONES

HANDGUN HUNTING

BARREL LENGTH OF HUNTING GUN
COULD DETERMINE HUNT OUTCOME

2.5" 1205 1118 989
4.0'; , 1368 1227 1153
6.0" 1400 1282 \.179
10.0" TIC 1944 1726 1587
10.0" Test 1866 1732 1591
8% S&W 1501 1342 1221*

*Only one 8%" gun shown-could be fast,
slow or average. Included for possible in
terest only. 3 of the 9 six inch Speer guns
gave higher velocity with 158 grain loads
than this particular 8W'. Ballistics taken
from Speer Manual.

Obviously, there are two areas where
substantial velocity variations exist. Ve
locity increases substantially as barrel
length increases from 2.5 to 4.0 in~hes,

becomes of little consequence between
4.0 and 8f's inches and again increases
dramatically when the unvented 10" TIC
barrel is used with the same ammo. We
ca~ then only conclude that the velocity
differential between a 4" and 8W' hunt
ing handgun is of little consequence in
the field. In the case of the 158 JSP the
difference is in the range of 75 fps, which
is less than the shot to shot variation
delivered by many revolvers with a great
many loads!

Pistol bullets have lousy sectional den
sity and ballistic co-efficients. The Hor
nady Handbook shows a .357 158 grain
HP with a muzzle velocity of 1250 fps
traveling at 1088 fps at 50 yards-a loss of
162 fps. So essentially, our "example"
8W' gun becomes a 6 incher at 20-25

(Continued on page 24)
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Length 125 JUP 140.HIP 158 JSP

they are by far the worst offenders in
velocity variations. I"

For tile above reason, it is unwise to
have much concern over the supposed
difference in velocity delivered between a
6.5" and an 8f's" barreled revolver. As a
matter of interest; I, have never chro
nographed an 8f's" .357 S&W in .357 or.44
Magnum that exceeded the velocity of a
couple of my personal 6 to 6.5 inch re
volvers. I'm sure that "all factors being
identical" the 8W' will deliver slightly
more velocity, but achieving identical guns
in every way is an impossibility.

Typically, let's take a "middle of the
road" 6 incher and compare it with other
"middle of the road" barrel lengths with
the same ammo-as well as a TIC single
shot and the test barrel.

SPEER MANUAL USED
The Speer Reloading Manual #9

contains a great deal of accurate and use
ful information. A majority of our data
will come from that reliable source.

In an excellent section titled "Why Bal
listicians Get Gray!," it explains that in a
10" test barrel made to tight ammunition
industry specifications, the extreme ve
locity variations were 48 fps for the 125
grain hollow point, 26 fps for a 140 grain,
and 38 fps for the 158 grain soft point load.
Using what six inch barreled revolvers
were on hand, the revolvers delivered an
extreme spread of 376 fps with the 125
grain, 275 fps for the 140 and 282 fps for
the 158 grain load.

In effect, the velocity spreads between
6" barreled revolvers covered the entire
spread of velocities to be expected from 2.5
inch through 8f's inch guns. Generally, my
personal chronograph results with various
guns verify and even intensify this great
variation between guns. In addition to the
minor but ballistically important changes
from gun to gun, changes in components
of handloads also change ballistics dra
matically. It boils down to simply this: if
you do not have a good, properly set up
and calibrated chronograph, you simply
don't know what you are getting from a
particular gun, particularly revolvers, as.

Barrel length in hunting handguns is an
often overlooked factor that can possi

bly decide the outcome of the hunt.
I certainly don't mean to imply that a

couple of inches in barrel length will alter
ballistics enough to make a great deal of
difference in power, although using some
thing like a 2.5" barreled M-19 S&W is
somewhat on the ridiculous side of things.
Balance, weight, sight radius, visual and
physical ability of the individual user also
enters the picture-sometimes causing a
drastic necessity for particular equipment.

First, let's stick to revolvers for awhile.
We have only three calibers well suited to
hunting medium to big game: the .41 mag
num, .44 magnum and .45 Colt. The .41
and .44 are adequate with factory loads.
The .45 Colt in the excellent Ruger re
volver can be pepped up with handloads to
be suitable. The .357 magnum, although a
marginal hunting round, does see a lot of
use in the woods and a great deal of data is
readily available for it. We will use it as our
primary example of barrel length and bal
listics.

ROGERS
& SPENCER

The Name of 5 quality hand·
guns preferred by American
Blackpowder Shooters. Write
for complete information in 0llr
illustrated catalog.

Send $1.00 for catalog to:

EUROARMS OF AMERICA

• Standard .. $ 145
• Target Model .. $ 160
• London Gray Satin
Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 160
• Pre·Assembled Kit .. $124
• Dis·Assembled Kit .. $105

Dept.: AH/5
1501 Lenoir Dr., Winchester, Virginia 22601
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THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS

W/'ife Todsy! FOR OUR NEW
NO.8 1981 CATALOG

See how one single shot pistol with a full range of
interchangeable barrels can handle the hottest of wildcats or the

tamest of pussycats. A rugged handgun that is superbly
accurate. A handgun that will smash out a varmint load such as
the .222 Remington at 2,512 F.P.S. A handgun that can down a

Whitetail buck in the morning and win a Silhouette match before
suppertime.

P.S. All Thompson/Center firearms are American Made and
backed by a lifetime Warranty.

15

Farmington Road, P.O. Box 2426, Dept. TAH 5 Rochester, New Hampshire 03867

When it comes to past history, Contender wasn't there.
Built for "sport" not "argument", Contender didn't partic

ipate in the "Indian Wars" nor the "fight at the OK Corral".
Unconcerned with the esthetics of yesterday, Contender has

about as much in common with a frontier revolver as a jet liner has
with a covered wagon.

What Contender does offer is downrange capability. Its superb
accuracy and strong break open design - coupled with a unique
interchangeable barrel system affords the kind of performance that

was hitherto unheard of in the handgun world. Think about it! Before
there was a Contender did you ever hear of a handgun firing varmint

loads such as .222 and .223 Remington? Did you ever hear of a handgun
that handled .30/30 Winchester, .35 Remington and a trio of fiesty wildcats
(.30 & .357 Herrett plus the new 7 M/M T.C.U.)? Of course you didn't

because a true hunting handgun did not exist before there was a Contender.

By increasing the effective range of the handgun - offering workable terminal
ballistics (heavy bullet weights accurately placed with sufficient remaining

energy to do the job properly), Contender has made history In the hunting
handgun field. The first "out of the box" production pistol to shoot a perfect score
In Metallic Silhouette, Contender is racking up additional merits at every match. If
you're serious about long range handgunning, shouldn't you be thinking in terms
of performance?

CONTENDER

THE HANDGUN
THAT ALTE
THE GAM
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MONOGRIP PISTOLSMITHING
for S&W SQUARE BUTT K FRAME,
RUGER SECURITY-SIX
(post 1976 serial numbers 151 and above).

KEN HACKATHORN

PISTOL

SIMPLE ADDITION TO .45 AUTO
STOPS STRESS CRACKS IN FRAME

o

rounds of ammo through his weapon in a
lifetime, so the long range effect of heavy
shooting is not known to many of hand
gunning fraternity.

The thing that disturbs me and other
active .45 shooters is the fact that after
spending hard earned cash to have your
favorite blaster tuned for top performance,
the life of the gun may be shortened by the
heavy loads that must be used in IPSC
shooting. Smart contestants train and
practice with the ammo they must compete
with.

For this reason, the Wilson Shok-Buff is
a welcome sight. What the Shok-Buff does
is soften the blow of the slide hitting the
recoil spring guide, and transferring the
inertia to the frame. This can be noted by
picking up a stock 1911 pistol, making sure
that it is clear and safe, then smartly
pulling the slide to the rear. The solid

metal to metal contact you feel at the end
of the recoil stroke is the source of wear
that causes cracked frames, slides, and
damage to the internal parts.

This is also one of the problems that
causes the Gold Cup to ftip the sights off,
or shoot loose. On some .45 autos, es
pecially the Commander series of autos,
the slide stop latch will bounce up in recoil
and engage the slide to lock it open.

By installing the Shok-Buff, most of
these problems will be solved. The beauty
of this concept is that for $5.50, you get a
package with two Wilson Shok-Buffs, and
a Wolff 18 1/2 pound recoil spring. It is
recommended that after a thousand
rounds of heavy loads, the Shok-Buff be
replaced.

Some readers may question the practice
of using the other popular .45 auto recoil
buffer devices oft'ered for sale by various
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Shok-Suff poly-fibre buffer goes on
spring guide to prevent slide cracks.

MILITARY BREAK-DOWNS
In the last half of a century, the only

Colt .45 autos to really get shot a lot were
those service automatics used in military
training units. While the new troops were
given a chance to fire the issue pistols for
familiarizing, the issue guns in the training
battalions were fired thousands of rounds
each month, month after month, year after
year. The result is that after 10,000 to
15,000 rounds of full power hard ball
ammo, these pistols start to break down.
Cracks in the slides and frames become
common. Interestingly enough, the guns
go right on shooting even after they be
come cracked in many places.

In contrast, the civilian use of the .45
auto has been rather limited until the
popularity of combat shooting and the
writings of Jeff Cooper. Those that did use
the .45 Colt auto were the ranks of target
shooters who used highly tuned target
grade .45 autos that are designed to fire
very light loaded, light weight bullet, mid
range target ammo. With this light recoil
ing target ammo, wear to the gun is mini
mal, and recoil caused damage to the pistol
is rarely a problem.

If you compete in an IPSC shooting
program, you will use full power ball
ammo duplication loads. If you plan to
become successful at the art of the practi
cal pistol, you are going to shoot lots of
ammo. The top guns shoot at least 1,000
rounds per month, and sometimes more.
The average combat shooter will fire about
half that amount. The end result is that in a
couple of years, the pistol will see a lot of
use.

It should be noted that the average
handgun owner will not fire over 1,000

N ow that the sport of practical pistol
shooting has become so popUlar, a

great many innovative ideas in gun modi
fications have come along. Sadly, only a
few of the gadgets sold on the market are
really worth the money. For this reason, I
tend to remain skeptical of most new
gadgets that hit the market.

Recently, I have been testing a simple
device that seems to work extremely well.
Called the "Shok-buff," it is really a small
poly-fibre washer that fits over the recoil
spring guide of the 1911 auto. This
moulded piece of space age material is
highly resistant to shock and recoil, and is
marketed by Wilson's Gun Shop, Rt. 3,
Box 2It-D, Berryville, Arkansas 72616.

$1695 Check or
money order

plus $2.00 postage
handling (California
residents add 6%
sales tax).

HOGUE
COMBAT GRIPS
P.O. Box 460
Dept. HGR3
Morro Bay, CA 93442

Send for FREE literature today.

THE procedure preferred by
knowledgable shooters to Reduce

Muzzle Lift and Recoil.

MONOGRIP@ features include: Unique,
ONE-PIECE construction. Hogues famed
orthopedic hand fit. Fully relieved for all speed
loaders with positive case ejection
• Compound, ambidextrous .1;1'
palm swells. Proportional
finger grooves
• Exclusive
COBBLESTONE<ll>
non-slip, non-irritating
stipple pattern •
Strength and
durability of
reinforced
Nylon -
No cheap
plastics.

Mag-Na-Port Arms has 20 years experi
ence with EDM technology, and 10's of
1000's of satisfied customers will attest to
our expertise.

There's only one, genuine Mag-Na-Port
process, and it's available only from the
Mag-Na-Port locations listed below.

~<ll>~<ll>
AIMS.lNC. USA ABMUNe. CANADA

30016 South River Road 1861 Burrows Avenue
Mt. Clemens. Michigan 48045 Winnipeg, Manitoba R2X 2V6
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firms. These recoil buffers are recoil spring
guides with a spring loaded plunger in the
front that replaces the stock guide.

In theory, these spring-loaded devices
are supposed to slow down the rearward
stroke of the slide and prevent damage
from the sudden blow of each round fired.
Like most .45 users, I have tried them over
the past few years. I am not convinced that
they indeed work as intended. If the
spring-loaded plunger is to work as the
buffer effect as intended, then the spring
tension must be extremely heavy. This in
turn causes malfunctions. On the other
hand, if the spring loaded buffer is light
enough to insure positive functioning, then
little red uction of recoil exists. Also, the
increase in forward travel when the slide
returns from this thrust will often cause
problems with a .45 that has had a fine
tuned trigger pull.

After all the gadgets marketed over the
years, I think the Wilson Shok-Buff is the
answer. The idea of the fi bre washer is not
new, Armand Swenson recommended this
route years ago. Upon Swenson's idea and
experience, Bill Wilsoo went to Bill Rogers
of the Rogers Holsters fame, and asked
him to locate a plastic material that would
be suited for the use in this application.

I have tested the Wilson Shok-Buff in
two of my .45 combat autos. The first was
installed in early August, 1980 when Bill
Wilson sent me one for testing. It has had

Shok-Buff kit with Wilson Combat .45.
Kit has Wolff J8Y2 pound recoil spring.

nearly 2000 rounds pounded against -it,
and while still functional, it should be
replaced. I notice that after a couple hun
dred rounds fired in a pistol with the Shok
Buff installed, an impact impression is
made on the surface of the Shok-Buff, with
little noticeable change in the appearance
from then on.

The second Shok-Buffthat I have tested
is in my Wilson 130 Master Grade .45
which has had over 1200 rounds shot
through it. For testing purposes, the Wil
son 130 Master Grade has not been
cleaned in the period of these 1200 rounds
of combat loads. All that was done was the
application of a small amount of Break
Free lubricant after every couple of hun
dred rounds. Neither solvents, nor oils
seem to damage the poly fibre washer.

Of key importance is the quality of the
recoil spring in your pistol. If this spring is 
strong and not fatigued, the Shok-Buffwill
last easily for the intended 1000 round
period. However, if your stock spring is
well used and has lost much of its power,
the impact at which the slide hits the Shok
Buff will be greater, and wear will acceler
ate damage to the Shok-Buff.

Firing a .45 auto with the Shok-Buff
installed gives a slightly different sensa
tion. The pistol still has the common snap
like recoil, but with a less sharp flip to the
gun in the hand. This softer recoil is a
definite aid to rapid combat shooting
strings. Recovery is quicker; and overall,
most users of the Wilson Shok-Bufl' kit
agree that the change is for the better.

As of now, all my regularly used .45
autos have the Shok-Bufl- kits installed.
For the recommended price of $5.50, this
package is one of the few good buys on the
market. Anyone concerned about the life
and wear of their favorite .45 auto should
look into this concept. Those owners of the
Colt Gold Cup would be wise to install the
Shok-Buff kit, for both the stronger 18 1,

pound recoil spring, and poly Shok-Bufl'
will reduce the danger of sight damage or
loss.

o One of the best merits of the 1911 Colt is
its simplicity, and the Wilson Gun Shop
Shok-Buff has followed ......
this theme. ~

We'll payyou UTell.
. . . ifyou're a talented
writer and can write with
authority about handguns.

We're always looking for
fresh articles, think pieces,
reports or personality
interviews whose main
theme has to do with
handguns, handgun
shooting sports, and/or the
accessories that go with
them. AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER already has
some of the most respected,
authorities in the world
writing for them but we'd
like some new slants too.
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... ifyou're a reallygood
photographer, and have
soine outstanding
handgun-related prints.

Almost all of our stories
require photographs (color
or black and white) where
handguns or handgun
action is the major focus of
interest. So we require
extensive files of really
high-quality prints (that
eliminates polaroid type
material). Clarity, beauty and
exciting stuff are some of the
requisites.

So AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER is opening
the door to new talent. If
you've been published, you ~,

already know how
rewarding it can be ... and a
hell of a lot of fun to boot!
We'll pay you well ifyou
qualify. BUT DON'T SEND IN
YOUR MATERIAL YET! Write
to the address below and
ask for our "Guidelines" first.

11..._
Attn: J. Rakusan, Editorial Director
591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92108
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DAN COnERMAN

HANDLOAD'NG

HANDLOADING THE .45 ACP ROUND:
WHEN & HOW TO USE THE ROLL CRIMP

Charge
Bullet Powder gr. wt.

200-gr. SWC, cast HP-38 4.8
Red Dot 5.2
630 10.5
231 5.5
Bullseye 4.3
Unique 6.8
700X 5.0

225-gr. RN, cast 630 10.0
700X 4.5
Unique 6.7

.45 ACP RELOADS

"When you are having feeding prob
lems with the .45 ACP, a careful inspection
of the magazine is definitely in order. I
always keep mine in web pouches since
tossing them in the old shooting box,is just
asking for feed problems."

Mr. Benjamin's remarks, especially on
the subject of crimping .45 ACP hand
loads, are appreciated. The spice of the
matter is found in the fact that the "Good
01' Boys" at Speer say that, "Since the .45
ACP headspaces on the case mouth, only a
slight taper crimp can be used." And the
Sierra folks, speaking of the .45 ACP, state
that, "As with other autoloading calibers, a
tight grip of the case mouth is necessary to
keep the bullet from being forced back
into the case under stresses of feeding
through the action." Then, with emphasis,
"This condition cannot be corrected by

(Continued on page 20)
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combat matches without a hitch on numer
ous occasions. The no-roll-crimp taboo is
unfortunate as I believe it confuses new
reloaders who have reloading problems
with cast bullets.

"The NRA reprint shows a .020-inch
roll crimp. The right amount is enough to
hold the bullet on its trip up the feed ramp,
and no more. I am sure it can be overdone.
We all know of the horror stories where a
too-forceful roll crimp was applied and a
case was destroyed. I have seen revolver
cases so flared by novices that they looked
like funnels. I have seen bullets crimped so
hard they would not chamber in revolvers.

. As I said, it is a matter of degree. However,
I feel it is wrong to say a roll crimp should
never be used on the .45 ACP round ...
I crimp all pistol and revolver ammo I
handload.

"My favorite and most accurate.45 ACP
reloads are as shown in the table.

INFORMATION HELPFUL
The greatest peril we must avoid is that

of allowing good, helpful information to
remain unpublished. That, to be sure, is a
disservice to the reader. Furthermore, it
renders this or any column of its kind a
one-sided affair wherein the writer poses
as a guru. The scope and perspective of
such sessions is often somewhat limited.

Much information on handloading for
the .45 ACP is sent to me by readers. Ron
Benjamin, a firearms instructor in Salem,
New Hampshire, offers the following:
"Since 1958, I have reloaded both cast and
jacketed bullets for the .45 ACP. I cast my
own now and find the Lyman 452374 and
452460, sized .452, all the bullet I need for
any purpose. I disagree that a roll crimp
should not be used on this cartridge. I was
disappointed with the performance of
taper crimp dies. Also, what happens to
the carefully sized bullets that are forced
into such devices? To get 100 percent
reliable feeding, I have used a moderate
roll crimp for years. In the past nine years I
cannot recall a failure to feed because of
the roll crimp. Without a crimp, the cast
bullets 'telescope' into the case on
feeding ...

"My guns are throated and will feed the
round-nose or semi-wadcutter mixed ran
domly in the same magazine. This roll
crimp ammunition has been used in police

I t's about time we put wheels on this
column. We can mobilize it so that it

can become a vehicle for the free exchange
of information on handgun handloading
as well as helpful tools and accessories.
You, the reader, thereby will have an
opportunity to become involved in a more
practical way and, ideally, everyone will
enjoy greater benefits.

Data will of course be subject to a
certain amount of what we might call
'judicious filtration"; no favorite loads or
pet practices that are obviously unsafe or
unsound will be presented. A part of this
necessarily involves repetition of the now
threadbare disclaimer about not being re
sponsible for damage or injury that might
occur as a result of using said loading data.
However, I feel that it is just as important
to state that never, in over twenty years as a
writer on the subject of guns and hand
loading, have I been witness to an instance
wherein a fellow handloader attempted to
pass along information on a load he knew
to be dangerous.

Charter Arms Corporation
Fine American Handguns

430 Sniffens lane, Dept. AH-5
Stratford, CT 06497

Made in U.S.A.
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41"LONO" COL,.
The Colt Single Action Army. Since 1873 itsperfectbalanceand simplicityofdesign
have made it one of the most popular revolvers in the world. From the Western
prairies to the gold fields of Alaska, the 45 Long Colt's magnum wallop made it an
indispensable companion of pioneers and frontiersmen. The Colt SAA, produced for
over 100 years, is truly a living legend. Still available in a variety of barrel lengths,
chambered for 357 magnum, 45 Colt and 44 Special. The new Frontier SAA with
adjustable rear sight is also available in 44/40. Colt, the gun that won the West is still
available today... "Beware ofcounterfeits and patentinfringement:¥~

CP~JID"E&din Precision

Important product and service literature accompany every Colt sale; be sure to ask for yours.



(Continued from page 18)

crimping and must be controlled by
matching case neck thickness with dimen
sions of the reloading dies and, in particu
lar, the diameter of the expanding plug,"

Referring again to Speer's recommen
dations: "For maximum case tension on
jacketed bullets, a tight sizing die should
be used and the expander ball should not
exceed ,450-inch in diameter."

But -'he foregoing represents an ideal
condition wherein all aspects of brass case
wall thickness and elasticity are uniform, It
does not necessarily apply to circum
stances wherein cartridges are handloaded
on a more or less mass-production basis
with the use of brass that may have been
fired and worked through dies several
times, In such instances, the use of a slight
amount of roll crimp is obviously less
arduous and time consuming than striving
to control component uniformity,

HANDLOADING

CASE LENGTH LESS CRITICAL
Case length is less critical since, with the

roll crimp, headspace is not established at
the mouth of the case, as is stressed by
Edward V. Cleary of San Jose, California.
"A hard roll crimp does not harm the
headspace as long as there is about .020
inch of lead protruding above the case
mouth. The exposed touches the begin
ning of the lands and grooves, thus provid
ing the necessary stopping point or 'head
space.' It in no way affects chamber
pressure or accuracy. As a matter of fact,
while testing loads at 50 yards from a
Ransom Rest, the roll crimp proved to be
the most accurate load. Taper-crimp and
no-crimp loads were tried, but in all tests
the roll crimp proved to be the most accur
ate. Some of the no-crimp loads malfunc
tioned because the bullet was pushed into
the case during transport. All testing was
done using both the H&G 130 and H&G
78 case bullets, but the techniques can also
be applied to jacketed bullets.

NEVER CHAMFER A .45
"Never inside or outside-chamfer a ,45

ACP case. This thins out the brass at the
case mouth and eventually causes c~acking

or splitting. When handloading, it also
tends to catch and cause bullets to hang up
during the seating operation, Expanding
the case mouth slightly to accept the bullet
smoothly without shaving lead should be
preferred. This also works well with jack
eted bullets and prevents the case mouth
from being crushed. A slight touch with a
taper crimp is necessary after seating."

On the subject of propellants, Mr.
Cleary states, "We have tried many dif
ferent powders and have found that with
bullet weight being the primary considera
tion the powder must be carefully chosen
in order to get the optimum results.... Of
all the powders we have tried Bullseye was
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MODEL #12
"ANKLE HOLSTER"
A very comfortable ankle
holster. Solt, deep-pile genuine
shearling sheeps wool on inside
of leg strap, adjustable with
Velcro tape. Holds gun and
holster snugly against your
ankle. Holster is form-fitted to
your gun, with thumb-snap
strap. Ideal for use when a coat
or jacket is impractical, such as
warm weather. For small autos, ,
revolvers.

MODEL #4
"ASKINS' AVENGER"
Named alter legendary
pistolero Col. Charles Askl
This holster rides high and hugs
the body. The lit has been hand-
molded lor your gun. .
Stabilizing slot through holster
pulls gun butt against body
Molded sight channel protects
Iront sights. Hand-rubbed
leather and line stitching create
a long-lasting holster lor large
autos.

MODEL #M66 PATENTED
"AMBIDEXTROUS
MILITARY HOLSTER"
Atruly unique holster,
designed especially lor
military applications. Flap covers
gun butt: can be unsnapped Irom
either side, swiveled out 01 the
way or removed completely.
Wear holster right or lelt handed,
side draw or cross draw. Belt loop
design allows use on narrow or
wide belts. Black only.

==~~~~':=::~J

MODEL #5BH & 5BHL
"THUMBSNAP"
Belt loop design is twice as wide
lor added stability. Gun rides
higher to reduce bulk. Thumb
snap strap secures gun and
allows a last draw. Hand litted
to your gun, and a sight channel
to protect Iront sights is boned in
by hand. Rear sight guard. Premium
saddle leather is hand-rubbed.
For 2"-83/8" revolvers.

#8 & 8L "SHADOW"
REVOLVERS
Avery high-riding concealment
holster. Widely-spaced slots;
provide stability on belt; allow
high ride; and pull gun close to
body. Thumb-snap design
holds gun securely with clean,
last draw. Molded to lit your
gun and precurved to match
body contours. Fine leather
and hand-rubbed linish, with
silicone suede lining available
lor 2"-4" revolvers.

LJ '-J L--"~.L.J''---'-....J L...JL....o.--JLJ '-'TM

AH-58'\ Temecula, Callfornia92390

BIANCHI

MODEL #10 & loL
"oUToooRSMAN"

A belt holster well suited to
generallield use. High ride

allows seating with long
barrels. Holster is molded to lit
your gun. Speciailiap protects

adjustable rear sights. Avail
able silicone suede lining

protects line gun linishes. Lock
stitched with durable linen

thread.

MODEL #
"PISTOL POCKET"

A lirst-quality inside-the-
waistband holster. For the

lirst time, all the leatures 01
standard holsters in a waist
band design. Features hand
molded leather, thumb-break
strap, sight guards and more.

,vorn just behind right hip, it is com
lortable and very concealable. Can

be worn under loose shirts and
shortlackets Snaps on and pll belt.

For autos and revolvers.

MODEL #BB "HEVY DUTY BELT"
Top quality leather belt. 1'14' wide with creased
edge and line grained linish. An ideal maximum
width lor supporting the weight 01 a holstered
gun and other accessories. Also ideal asadress
belt. Solid brass buckle, available in chrome
linish (standard on black belts) or natural brass
(standard on tan belts). Available in sizes 32" to
46" Plain or basket, tan and black.

MODEL #X·15
SHOULDER HOLSTER
Acompact shoulder holster
designed lor concealment
and comlort. Butt is readily
accessible hugs body.
Leather and elastic harness
is adjustable. Spring in
holster holds gun allows
last draw. For 2"-8Ye"
revolvers, autos.
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Sharpen your instincts for survival and improve your shooting
skills. Plus, increase your technical knowledge as national training
experts and champion shooters such as John Pride, LA.PD. Fire
arms Instructor and National Municipal Champion Shooter, and
Chief Inspector Greg Sambor, Chief Firearms Instructor, Philadel
phia P.o., teach you!

Join the 15,000 member strong - POLICE MARKSMAN
ASSOCIATION. In it's 5th year, P.MA. is dedicated to officer
survival through innovative and continuous training and knowl
edge of the law.

Not Eve!)'
La"" OHicer
Qualifies In This
Situation! ...
CanYou7

The game is SURVIVAL on the streets. That's why we adhere to
the principle that STREET SURVIVAL doesn't stop with depart
mental training - it's just the beginning! It'syour life that is on the
line every dayon the streets - and it isyour responsibility to stay in
shape. As a P.MA. member, you'll be kept up-to-date on essential
tactics you need to perform more effectively in the line of duty
while giving yourself maximum protection. Knowing how to react
during armed encounters may even save your life.

From becoming survival sensitive to improving your shooting
skills, you'll get more out ofTHE POLICE MARKSMAN ASSOCIA
TION because we put more into it. Here is whatyou get when you
join our group'

GET THESE GREAT MEMBER BENEFITS

POLICE MARKSMAN MAGAZINE - With your P.MA. member
Ship you receive a year's subscription to POLICE MARKSMAN
MagaZine - our official association publication and a reading
must for every officer. Exciting in-depth articles cover equipment.
legal aspects, combat shooting, departmental training programs
such as street survival simulation and much more. They'll teach you
how to gain more confidence, improve your ability to react, and
help you stay alive!

PLUS THESE EXTRA BENEFITS

• PMA Membership card
• Special Buying Service
• Eligibility for PMA Competition Awards
• PMA Decal
• National Marksman Matches
• PMA Chapters
• FREE Renewal Gear

Don't wait, Join your friends. Fill in the coupon below and
mail It along with your annual dues to Police Marksman, 305
South Lawrence Street, Montgomery, AL 36104 ~.

AH-MJ

o Renewing

Member No. _

o New Member

Name _

Street _

City _

State Zip _

POLICE MARKSMAN ASSOCIATION
305 South lawrence Street, Montgomery, AL 36104

o Yesl Enroll me as a member of P.MA. as indicated below. If I am not completely satisfied I will
notify you and you will refund the unused portion of my dues.

o Full-Fledged Member. 1yr. - SIS - Eligible for all PMA Benefits (open only to recognized law
enforcement personnel'. 510 is applied to PMA Magazine.

02 yr. - 528.50 03 yr.- 542.50 0 Life Member - 5225
o Associate Member. I yr. - 510 (THE POLICE MARKSMAN MagaZine only) Open to interested

shooters.

o Dues Enclosed 0 Bill Me
o Charge my MC No. _

Exp. date __-'- _

o Charge my VISA No. _

Exp. date _

Bank on which account is drawn:

~-------------------------------------------------------,

POll CE MARKSMAN
ASSOCIATION

Join by May 29
...and receive a PMA

Fifth Anniversary Patch
.. .absolutely FREE*

'With your prepaid membership dues --------------------------------------------------------
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35.95
7.50

34.00
29.00
26.50
26.00
16.00

18.50
34.50
19.50
9.95
5.50

15.00

10.45
4.50
1.50

14.00
15.00

1.00
18.50

Kings Extended Safeties
Ambidextrous Safeties
Extended Slide Release
Recoil Buffers
Wilson Shok-Buff
Ext. Mag Release
Micro Sights (melted
& Blued)

King-Tappan Sights
MMC-Bar Cross Sights
Mellett Fixed Sight
Beavertail Grip Safeties
Long Match Trigger (with
backlash adj.)

Wolff 18112 Spr. Kit
MK IV Recoil Spring
Magazines (Colt) Blue
Laka SS Mags
Mag Pads
Pachmayr Grips (combat)
Pachmayr Mainspring
Housings (flat) 10.50 .

Colt Commander Hammers 14.00
MK IV Barrel and Bushing 44.50
Dwyer Group Gripper Gov't 22.95
Com 27.95

Banchi Chapman Hi-Ride
Holsters

IPSC Hat Pins

SHOOIIST
SUJPPLY

6225th
Belle Fourche, SD 57717

C.O.D.'s Welcome
or call your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822

Attention!
C(OMBAT

SHOOTERS

We offer a complete money back
guarantee -- if you are not 100%
satisfied, your money will be cheer
fully refunded.

Forward correct remittance in
cash, check or M.a. along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:

Now you can purchase the
accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

We have considerable experience
in performing IPSC style modifica
tions. We are here to stay, and we
take pride in doing first class work
at reasonable prices - inquire at the
address below for particulars.

We are pleased to be associated
with Colts Ptd. Firearms Co. as an
authorized Warranty Repair Sta
tion, and we carry a wide var~ety of
Colt Parts.

(Continued from page 10)

inconsistent lot to lot, and was easily dou
ble-charged. We did not, however, have
any blOW-Ups or mysterious explosions
just inconsistent results."

Communications from readers continue
to provide a storehouse of useful informa
tion on working with the .45 ACP as well as
other handgun cartridges. The volume of
mail is great; therefore, it will not be
practical to attempt to pass along every
thing that I receive. Neither does time
permit the writing of individual replies. It
is, however, important to acknowledge the
contribution of every handloader who is
willing to share the benefit of his knowl
edge and experience with others. If you
have developed loads and techniques
you'd enjoy sharing with readers of this
column, or if you've had honestly positive,
or negative, experiences with certain hand
loading products, I'd like to hear from you.
Meanwhile, my input will continue, for,
after all, even gurus have ....
a right to be heard. ~

SIGHT SETTINGS

1980. The committee thinking seemed un
changed from my defeat in 1978, and I still
did not have the written support. So I was
very surprised at the end of the two day
meeting when discussion was introduced
by another committee member to change
Match I. Statistics from one of the best and
largest police departments, engaged in al
most daily gunfights, were in an elaborate
study from this department and relayed, in
part, to the committee. The report empha
sized the second hand was almost never
used at close distance gunfights and that
speed close up, was imperative. After dis
cussion, and my reminding them I had
tried to get the time shortened 2 years
before, a motion was made and passed,
with only I vote (not mine) against. Match
I would be only one hand at seven yards
and both 7 and 15 yards would be fired in
20 seconds. I assumed finally enough
shooters had persuaded other committee
members to change.

Several months before the 1980 Combat
Nationals in Jackson, reports began com
ing to the LEA Committee that our chang
ing of Match I was very unpopUlar. The
committee prepared for some 100 competi
tors to appear at its meeting after the
championships. One shooter appeared
and spoke against the change. However,
about one-third of the classified NRA
Combat Competitors expressed them
selves by letter 'or petition, against firing
with one hand.

Opposition against the time reduction
seemed to be because it was linked with
the one hand requirement. After discus
sion where each committee member wa~

Federal Cartridge,
Minneapolis, MN 55402 Dept. AH
Gentlemen: Please send me:
D Your 1981 Law Enforcement Catalog

SEND FOR FREE
LAW ENFORCEMENT CATALOG

City State__Zip _

Address _

Agency _

Title _

Name _

~:-;;'~~~'(~I' ~«~>' ;'

-'Federal offers law enforcement
agencies .38 Special ammuni
tion with top accuracy and reli
ability. Like our "38E" above
.38 Special with 125 grain
jacketed hollow point bullet. Or
our record-setting "38A" Match
cartridge with 148 grain lead
wadcutter bullet. We've got
seven other .38 Special
cartridges, plus eighteen
handgun loads in nine other
calibers. All are made with
Federal precision to meet your
service, target shooting and
training requirements. Write
today for a copy of our Law
Enforcement Catalog.

FEDERAl:.
CARTRIDGE

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55402
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urged to speak his views (and hers), and
reading of a sampling of letters and peti
tions, the vote was taken and all changes to
Match I, made in March and never even
tried by the competitors in competition,
were abolished. I still voted for the time
being reduced to 20 seconds, if only at 7
yards, but that was defeated.

I believe a realistic time is still wanted by
the silent majority out there that we did
not hear from. The loud minority put their
objections in writing. Since I am the "she"
on the committee, referred to in the peti
tions as "imposing her will on others," let
me emphasize that I did vote for and talk
for the rule changes; however, these par
ticular attempted changes did not originate
with me.

Probably the most respected police fire
arms instructor in the country seemed
puzzled at my struggle to get a time reduc
tion. "Lucy," he said, "this PPC is simply a
game, a sport, not training, let them play it
the way they want to."

So much for Match I and police combat
competition. It is neither a nationally or
internationally recognized shooting sport
and many do not think'it a practical train
ing event for police working conditions. If
that's what the shooters wanted, they have
got it.

Next column-Security Guards, a
growing business with a need for good
firearms training.

LUCY

SILUETAS
(Continued from page 13)

classes, to the contrary, show the growth in
shooter skill-this year's revolvers aren't
any different, save for the IOY2 inch-bar
reled Ruger, and that ofcourse is more of a
re-introduction of the old flat top 10 incher
than it is a new development.

An example of this growth in shooter
skill can be found by reviewing David
Bradshaw's record at the last three Cham
pionships. David is from Vermont and has
been shooting handgun silhouettes for at
least three years, as I first met him at our
1977 Arizona State Championships. David
brought a much used S&W .44 mag to
Salina in 1978, and managed a 56 x 80 in
freestyle with it. One of the new long tu bed
Rugers accompanied him to Phoenix in
1979, and stood by him for a 66 x 80, good
for high revolver, but no money in the
single shot dominated freestyle class.
Come 1980, and the same Ruger, refur
bished by now, was up to a 73 x 80, a new
record, and top freestyle revolver. How'd
he do it? Well, he's shot tens of thousands
of carefully developed .44 mag loads, and
is an intense competitor.

Jo Bartlett has been high lady in produc
tion single shot for two years now. She
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Don't throw your
money away...put it

in good leather
from Roy's

y

If your favorite gun
dealer doesn't stock
ROY'S quality products.
SHAME ON HIM! You
call or write to our sales
department and we'll
see that you get what
you want!

ROY'S CUSTOM LEATHER GOODS, INC.
Rawhide Road P.O. Box G
Magnolia. Arkansas 71753

(501) 234-1599
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SPORTS, INC.,' PO Box 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068

shoots a Merrill, and added six targets to
her 1979 score for a 71 x 80 in Boston_ She
shoots a bunch too, taking in two to three
matches a month, and what with practice,
she fires 800-1000 rounds a month_

Tom Calasanto, who set a standing sin
gle shot record of 65 x 80, is new to the
sport, having been at it just over a year, but
he shoots practice once a week and a
match every weekend if he can.

Jim Jonasen, the top unlimited shooter
is also new to the game, but he shoots a
couple of matches a month.

Steve Morse, the revolver junior champ
shoots practice three times a week if he
can, and he says, "I have my lucky days."

The IHMSA reliance on the shooter,
rather than the depth of his pocketbook, is
unique in shooting sports, is refreshing,
and is quite probably the key to the success
and rapid growth of the sport. Better hard
ware can get you more targets-but with
the birth of the Remington Silhouette and
the rebirth of the TIC and the long
barreled Ruger, the advantage is within
the reach of anybody. But ifyou want even
more targets, the key is to start sorting
through your loads, select a good one and
shoot. A lot.

And if all that shooting and practice
sounds like too much work for you, rest
easy. All of the champions I contacted said
that what they liked best about the sport
was the friendly people, the comaraderie,
and-the fun.

Next month I'll cover the
1980 NRA Championships.

HANDGUN HUNTING

Send for
Free Price
List and
Catalog

Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic handguns. Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four
lustrous colors, plus Sta horn.

Browning High Power
Speed Safety

Blue
Hard Chrome

Colt. 45 ACP
Extended Slide Stop

Blue
Hard Chrome

Coil Extended Speed Safely
Blue
Hard Chrome

High Visibility Combat
Fixed Rear Sight

Haag Improved Ramp
Front Sight

Wide Grip Safely
Blue or Stainless Steel

IPSC-45 AUTOS-COMBAT
Full Gange of Combat Modifications

CUSTOM SIGHTS-ACCURIZING
TRIGGER WORK

50-Round Test rife & Ransom Target on Accuracy Work
Improved Reliability

BROWN CUSTOM, INC.
8810 Rocky Ridge Road Long SASE
Indlanapohs. IN 46217 For Brochure & Prices

NAZI-Collectors M-43 Style
Black S-S Caps. Only SI5.00
Postpaid. Order your size
NOW. Our 224-page fully il
lustrated catalog ooly S3.00
(free with order).

w.w. #2 Ltd. (H) Box #2063
St. Louis, 11-1063158

Send $1
for illustrated

32:page catalog.

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZIIE

A SURVIVOR'S MANUAL!
THE

SA VE· YOUR·LlFE
......1I"'Iip;;;;;;jt=J::- DEFENSE~

HANDBOOK ...~

A veteran fighter reveals all the tricks of the trade.
How to survive in an age of violence and crime.
Matt Braun is a former army officer and combat
instructor. His how-to-do-it training manual gives
you the edge in any fight guns, knives or
hand·to·hand. Illustrated step-by·step combat taco

o tics that work. . on the street or in your home.

$8.95 includes P & H. Send Check or M.O. to

BMB Outdoorsman CO.
P. O. Box 364T

Antrim, NH 03440

(Continued from page 14)
LEAD BUILD-UP

*WIPE AWAyTM
GUN CLEANING CLOTH KIT

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD. BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD·UP
ON HANDGUNS, RiFlES & SHOTGUNS

THIS AMAZING CLOTH KIT CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH,
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG-LASTING

~ .... I can vouch for it really working. Just one or
two swipes of the cloth and leading around barrel
disappears.... ~

-Jerome Rakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
... For removing leading & carbon build-up

WIPE AWAY is the best that I have worked
with to date. ~

-BobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

1. Removing lead from the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cut a 1/2·x1/2~

patch and wrap it around an old brush of the same cal
iber. A little scrubbing and the lead is gone. Follow this
with a clean gun patch and that part is done.

2. To clean the face of the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away.
3. Lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean cloth and the job is finished.
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consuming job 10 clean a handgun.

Look for it at your Local Dealer, or send 54.95 & 1.00 P & H to:
BELLTOWN DISTRIBUTORS· P.O.BOX 444,BEOFORO HILLS,N.Y. 10507 (203)348-0911
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yards and a 4" by 50. The larger caliber,
more powerful guns exhibit the same
general characteristics. Handloads do not
generally alter the figures between barrel
lengths significantly. It is usually found in
revolvers that slow burning powders~ihat
deliver top velocities in long barrels also
deliver top velocities in short barrels as
long as pressures are held at the same level.
Increasing the barrel length of a re\;'olver
to 10-12 inches often results in either no or
a very slight increase in velocity. If fast
burning powders or a large cylinder-bar
rel gap exists gas pressure may not remain
high enough to overcome bore friction
and a slight velocity loss will occur.

In addition, the various different bullet
designs available more than cancel out
the differences in velocity found in re
volvers of various barrel lengths.

The single shot TIC Contender is
usually found in 10" length. The intro
duction of 14" barrel length in some
calibers may warrant a second look. Es
sentially, the 10" .357 Magnum TIC does
about what most factory ammo claims for
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Special $18.4Q

Special $12.95
Special $14.95

Special $25.75

Special $16.25

Special $14.50

Special $10.95

Special $11.25

Crown Square Trigger
Guard Shoe
lIst $19.95 SpecIal $14.95

Crown Recoil Spring Guide Assembly
List $24.95 Special $19.95

Crown Long Adjustable Trigger
List $9.95 Special $6.95

Famous Colt-Elliason Rear Sight
Assembly
List $39.30 Special $31.50

Crown City Patch - Original! Colorful!
Special $1.25

9mm Blue
List $20.20
.38 Super
List $18.20
.22 Conversion
List $32.30
AR·1SIS·rds)
List $13.50
AR·1SI20·rdsl
List $14.00

Crown Extended Safety
Lis! $19.95
Stainless list $24.95

24 Hr. '"Live Order Phone'": 6071753·0194

Wide Combat Grip Safety
(GM or Commander)
List $25.94 Special $19.95

Special $45.95

a
~.

c.... ~wn Extended SI;de Stop
~ ~[~~1$19.95 Special $12.95

Stainless List $24.95 Special $14.95

Special $13.50

Special $14.50

b
WoUf Extra Power Recoil Spring IGM or

~.\ ~~~E:~::~:~i~~K .45 Book - A Must'-)---
lis! $11.95 Special 58.95

~-;-.D C.rown Muzzle Brake
~ List $24.95

~

Wichita WSP
Thumbrest Stock

8.95
1.95

6.9:J
B.9S
895

14.95

Special
12.50

Special $8.50

Colt Premium Grips
Birdseye Maple w/Medallion
List $14.95 Special $8.50

Factory
Outlet

CJhe Oldestand Largest .45AutoAccessory Specialist$
with the WIdest Selectioll. at the LowestPriceJ;!

9.75
12.75
12.75

12.75
2.50

21.00

list
17.50

Colt Accurized Barrel & Bushing Kit
MK IV. Gold Cup. 9mm or .38 Super
List $51.38

f?~
Bingham Battle Combat Pistol Sights
List $15.00 . Special $9.95

REINHART FAJEN INC.• Box 338 AH Warsaw, Mo. 65355

Crown Competitive Magazine Base Pad
Lis! $1.99 Special $1.50

Crown Extended Magazine Catch
list $27.50 Special $18.95

Crown Deluxe Magazine with Removable
Floor Plate leither steel or stainless}
List $17.50 Special $11.75

Crown Stainless Magazine with convex
follower
lis! $12.00

Authorized Distributor

o
t! .Sf!.D

Parts Distributor & Warranty Station

Send S~SE and $1.00 for current literature, price lists, order form and Personal Discount Label.

TO ORDER: Send Money Order or Cashier's Check only, or complete MC/VISA information. Company
and personal checks clear. Add shipping: $1. 75 for first item, 50 cents for each additional, 53.50 maximum.
Alaska/Hawaii double shipping amounts. NY State residents add 7% Sales Tax. FFL required for frame and
gun orders. Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices in effect at time of shipping prevail.

Authorized Distributor of Complete Pachmayr line - 25% Off
List!

~
CROWN

~ CITY
ARMS P.o. Box 1126. Dept. AH

'-- ......J Cortland. N. Y. 1304S

~..........
GM·45 Combat Grips
GM-45 Combat Grips

w/Colt Medallion
Mainspring Housing

(Specify flat or arched)
S & W "K" Frame Grips
Colt "I" Frame Grips
Ruger Sec_ Six,

Service Six, etc. Grips
Convex SS Follower

Colt Commander Barrel
.45 List $40.85 Special $28.95
9mm List $45.50 Special $36.50
.38 Super List $45.55 Special $36.50

Colt Magazines
.45 Blue
List $16.70
.45 Nickel
List $18.20

Authorized Distributor of Complete Colt Line - 20% Qft list!

Colt Ambldexterous Safety
List $46.29 SpecIal $32 50
Extended Ambldexterous Safety
List $52.50 Special $37 50

Crown Recoil Buffer
IGM or Commander!
list $14.95 Special $10.95

Colt Government .45 Barrel
List $40.25 Special $28.95

Colt Checkered
Mainspring Housing
List $23.94 Special $16.95

Commander Hammer
List $14.40
Special $11.50

•V1S4-

5& W .44 with 8-3/8" barre' is on'y
about 75 fps faster than 5" Ruger.

at around 2200 fps. These bullets will
expand properly at normal handgun
ranges. The 14" guns will also drive the 125
Sierra, 130 Speer and 130 Hornady at 2350
fps, which gets them moving quickly
enough to give adequate bullet perfor
mance at normal handgun ranges. The 14"
.30-30 benefits greatly from an extra 4
inches of barrel and with careful hand
loading, will just about equal lever action
.30-30 rifles, ballistically.

The .357 Herrett performs very well in
10" version with .357 diameter pistol bul
lets. 158 grain SP is the preferred bullet for
game. The 14" version is capable of ve
locities high enough to disintegrate pistol
bullets in mid-air. Watch this 14 incher as
far as bullets are concerned. I cannot rec
ommend any bullet of less than 158 grains
in it. The 180 Speer flat point and 200 grain
.35 Remington RN bullets should be about
the best game bullets. Velocities of2150 fps
with high pressure loads and a 200 grain
are possible from the 14" .357 Herrett and
also the full length .35 Remington. These
.35 Remington rifle bullets should com-
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velocity figures. The 10" AS Colt, 10" and
14" Al and A4s are not considered prob
lems. They substantially increase the ve
locity over that produced by r.evolvers.
The 10" 044 barrels will develop around
1560 fps with 240 grain jacketed bullet
loads. Going to the 14 inchers picks ve
locities up around 7 percent. The addi
tional velocity of the T/Cs results in a
flatter trajectory and better bullet perfor
mance. Substantial increases to be sure,
but not enough to give concern regarding
bullet "blow up."

The .30 Herrett in 10" is marginal in
bullet expansion with the great majority of
bullets in the 110-130 grain weight. In the
14" version, more suitable powders are
useful as are heavier bullets. The .30 Her
retts I've used have never lived up to
claimed velocities, but the 14" version is
capable of efficiently using .30-30 flat nose
150 grain bullets with astounding accuracy



"If you are man
enough ~ to handle
long harrels, they
will perform ..."

apart. the popularity of the short barrel
High Standard, S&W and Ruger .22 target
autos would indicate a fairly large number
of individuals fit in this category. In addi
tion, as sight radius increases, barrel length
does too-changing balance of the gun
very drastically. An excellent example of
the various examples exist in the TIe. A
10" skinny barrel balances very differently
from a 10" bull barrel. Combine both the
balance difference when going from the 10
inchers to the 14" bull barrel, the dif
ference in design and sight radius and you
really have an altogether different gun.
Other guns show similar changes in char
acteristics but most of them are somewhat
more subtle than those of the TIe.

Assuming an individual's eyes may be
able to accommodate a long sight radius,
he may not have the physical ability of
strength and coordination required to use
them effectively. Too much muzzle weight
becomes very difficult to control. The 14"
TIC is very muzzle heavy. Try shooting it
offhand on a windy day-it's' damn
difficult. I seem to shoot the 10" bull barrel
considerably better under those condi
tions. The 14" is easier to shoot from a
reclining position than the 10". I have a 10"
bull barrel Ruger Super Blackhawk .44
magnum that is highly tuned, very accu
rate and very muzzle heavy. I shoot it quite
well for awhile although I have to work
very hard to shoot it well. After I begin to
tire, I might as well throw rocks. I much
prefer a slight~y heavier barrel than the
Ruger about 8" long-simply because I can
shoot it better-for more shots. The
tremors and wiggles are much more appar
"ent to the shooter when long barrels and
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bine both excellent expansion and pen
etration.

We have in average revolvers a situation
where little and practically unnoticeable
differences exist in performance between
barrel lengths of 4 to 8% inches. Stepping
up in barrel length to single"shot handguns
having ~ unvented barrels of 10 to 14" in
length, substantial increases are found in
accuracy, flatness of trajectory and bullet
performance. These performance in
creases over revolvers seriously warrant
consideration, as does the fact they are
single shot guns. The 14" TIC is capable of
200 fps more than the 10" in several cali
bers.

A long sight radius theoretically in
creases accuracy over a short one. Some
people simply do not have the visual abil
ity to be able to shoot well with a long sight
radius simply because their eyes will not
enable them to clearly see sights spread far

•

.... $19.50
20.00
22.95
27.95

2.50
4.50
1.50

22.50
14.95
17.50
9.75
3.00

14.95
76.50

3.00
5.95

WILSON COMBAT
High Visibility

Combat Sights $25.00,
$45.00 Installed

3 Week Del ivery

WILSON COMBAT
SHOK~BUFF'

Shock Absorber Kit
$S.50 std. ~ $12.95 deluxe

AAAAA~

o

Dealer Inquiries Invited.

Wilson's Gun Shop
Route 3, Box 211-0, Berryville, Ark. 72616

Phone: 501-545-3618

All ORDERS processed within 3 business days.

Add $2.50 Postage & Handling Per Order, NO COD or Credit
Card Orders Please. Send 2-15 cent stamps for complete
picture brochure. of Custom Services & Accessories.

Extended Combat Safety ..
Extended Combat Slide Release.
Dwyer "Group Gripper" Kit (Gov\. or Gold Cup)
Dwyer "Group Gripper" Kit (Comm.).
Heavy Duty Recoil Spring (Govt. or Comm.) .
Heavy Duty Recoil Spring Kit (Gov\' or Comm.)
Magazine Base Pads.
Beavertail Grip Safety (Std. or Comm.) .
Commander Style Hammer.
Pachmayr GM~45C Combat Grips
Pachmayr Mainspring Housing (B or C)
Break Free CLP, 90 gm
Rogers Combat Grips (blac.k)
Bianchi "Chapman Hi~Ride" Rig (state size)
Bbl. Bushing Wrench
Wilson Combat T~Shirt (state size)

WILSON COMBAT
Competition Match Trigger

$15.95

WILSON COMBAT
Competition Magazine

With Pad (7rd~Stainless)

$18.00

Custom Combat Handguns & Accessories for the Discriminating Shooter.

HANDPICK
YOUR GRIP
Here at Mustang Grips you
select from the beauty of fine
hardwoods or the practicality of
neoprene. No matter which material
you choose, you always get the
time-tested quality of Mustang cus
tom designs and beauty. Our newest
models, the Rangefield line are made
of neoprene and contain no steel plates.
Eliminating the need for steel inserts
gives you much better recoil absorbtion.
The neoprene itself makes a non-slip sur
face for positive cqntrol and has just enough

give to help conform to your hand.

Write today for your FREE color
brochure or call 1-800-854-8236 for the
name of your nearest Mustang Dealer.

--Ii WILSON
COMBAT
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For full details write Dept. D-S
and include your dealer's name and address.

85 Chambers Street, New York, N.V. 10007

,As the name Implies, our "Dual-Angle Hunter" was
speclllcally designed with the hunter In mind.

This Innovative holster Incorponites two separate belt
slots In the belt loop, thus allowing the holster to be worn
at two different angles.

"The Dual-Angle Hunter" Is unique because the wearer
has the option to wear It as a "conventional hlp holster" or
"radical cross draw." Both positions afford accessibility and

complete security to the wearer. The "radical cross draw"
position Is especially effective when using a large hunting
weapon In a seated position. .

"The Dual-Angle Hunter" Is currently available for most
popular handguns.

Retail price from: $29.95 (All Auto's 4"-6" BBL)
$34.95 (7'12"-8" BBL)
$39.95 (10Yz" BBL)

Lining add $8.00
When ordering, state make, model, BBL, length of hand

gun, whether right or left handed. Add $2.00 per holster for
handling & shipping. New York residents add appropriate
sales tax. Send check or mon.ey order (Foreign orders add
~Ing, U.S. funds only).
Send $1.00 for color catalog illustrating our full line of
concealment & hunting holsters.

Minx M2-CaI. 22 short. Overall Length 4'h",
Length of barrel 2'12' ... Weight 10 ozs ... 6 shots ...
Thumb safety ... Half cock safety

Jetfire-CaI. 25 ...Overall Length 41/2" Length of
barrel 2'12' ... Weight 8 ozs ... 8 shots Thumb
safety ...Half cock safety

Galef COMPANION folding single with ventilated rib.
Here's an outstanding all purpo.se shotgun. Tang safety, 12
and 20 gauge chambered for 3" magnum, suitable for 2%"
shells. Also 16 and 28 gauge for 2%", 410 gauge for 3" and
2V2" shells. Hand checkered rolled engraved receiver.

No extractor
blowback
action
only pistol
with instant
breech cleaning
double safety
features.

Distributed exclusively by

J. L. GALEF &SON INC.

I The Magnificent Beretta
MINX .22 SHORT JETFIRE .25 CAL.

"The guy that moves
around a lot learns
quickly what equip
ment works for him"

least 75 percent or more of hunts, is of little
concern and will have no significant out
come on the hunt.

Equipment selection is largely a matter
of personal preference and as long as
common sense prevails in evaluating what
is needed for a hunt no problems should
arise over a c0uple of inches in barrel
length. For those who can use a long sight
radius and handle the weight and balance,
there is no question that it is possible to
shoot more accurately withlong barreled
guns. I detect little, if any, difference in the
inherent accuracy of a four inch versus a
six or eight inch revolver, from machine
rest or scoped. The ability to shoot longer
sight radius does enable most to shoot the
long barrels more accurately in the field.
The barrel length itself has little to do with
it-the answer lies in the longer, more
precise sight radius.

(Continued on page 51)
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sight spacings are used. They make you
work harder and if you aren't careful will
destroy your confidence, and accuracy
goes down the drain. If you are man
enough to handle them they will perform
though. In hunting situations, where few
shots are to be fired at anyone time, a
heavy gun can be a definite asset. I find in
general long heavy barrels to be a disad
vantage to me in quick alignment; being
heavy they are hard to stop moving past
the target. On moving targets they tend to
wobble off target more than shorter ones
and I have bumped them into 'saplings etc.
that I would have cleared with a 6" gun.

Generally, the longer a gun is, the
harder it is to lug around. Most people
have difficulty drawing from a belt holster
with barrels over 6-6V2 inches in length.
Shoulder or cross draw holsters work best
with the long barrel guns.

I see no difference in how tired I am
after a hard day's hunting between guns
weighing within a pound or so of each
other. I'm so beat, it simply wouldn't make
any difference.

Obviously the type of hunt, animal to be
hunted, terrain, cover, etc. should be taken
into consideration. A scoped 14" Tie .30
30 might just be the ticket for antelope or
deer in open country. It would be almost
totally unsuitable for chasing hogs with
dogs in a swamp. Still hunters can get by
with practically anything in the way of
equipment as long as they use common
sense. The guy that moves around a lot
learns quickly what equipment works for
him and what doesn't. •

I think barrel length does in many cases
make a difference, but that difference, in at



#HW7326

8795

PART III: RIMFIRE
RIFLES
#RR8636 $8.95

PART IV: CENTERFIRE
RIFLES
#CR8646 $8.95

PART V: SHOTGUNS
#SR8656 $8.95

ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

By Sam Fadala
Fadala covers this oldtime weapon
in all its forms: pistol and sixshooter
in both small and large bore, target and
hunting. Its ballistics, tuning and timing,
lubes, sightings, scopings and care,
and its unique idiosyncrasies as a
shooting tool. The great amountof infor
mation on loads, loading and ballistics
makes this book outstanding in its
breadth. Individual chapters are devoted
to undercover guns - derringers,
pepperboxes, duckfeet; the Kentucky
pistol; Walker's sixgun magnum; the .
target underhammer; the Green River 'S895Trapper's gun; the Harper's Ferry;
dueling guns; Ruger's Old Army; custom .
guns; kits and much more. 288
8'h" x 11" pages.

HOME WORKSHOP ~\t~~t\i'i\'_h-

DIGEST . I

complete disassembly procedure,
down to the last pin, spri ng and screw.
Accompanying the text are hundreds
of close-up photographs showing the
most intricate detail. Where reassem
bly involved more than just revers
ing the order, Wood illustrates the
more complicated steps to "avoid an
embarrassing trip to the gunsmith
carrying a box full of parts". Each vol
ume also includes an illustrated sec
tion on tools, and a list of sources for
specialized items. All told, this series
gives the most comprehensive, uni
form and professional presentation
available to either hobbyist or gun
smith. Each bookcontains288t0320
8'h" x 11" pages.

By Dean A. Grennell
This is a book for do-it-yourselfers that
doesn't tell you how to do it. It tells you
how to get ready to do it. It's a book
for all those hobbyists who want their
own workshop and need some expert
guidance on types of tools available;
what equipment is needed togetthe job
done right, without unnecessary ex
pense. A lot of the information is basic:
selecting a handsaw and how to use
and maintain it. But there's also plenty
of troubleshooting advice: what to do if
the measurements don't come out quite
right. There's even the esoteric: how

. to achieve lines and proportions pleasing
to the eye. For all those who enjoy
making things themselves, and saving
money doing it. 256 8'h" x 11" pages.

#BN1927

Originally scheduled for four parts,
this highly regarded series has now
been expanded to five with this vol
ume on shotguns. In Parts I and II, the
author broke down automatic pistols
and revolvers; in Parts III and IV, rim
fire and centerfire rifles. Here he dis
mantles and reassembles shotguns
with the same expertise and meticu
lous detail. He covers most modern
guns, includes a broad selection of
the older, more popular guns and
adds some not-so-popular, tricky
ones. Disassembly takes you step-by
step to the "field strip" level, caution
jng about proceeding further without
having developed a basic mechan
ical aptitude With that note of advice,
Wood continues to describe the

Announcing the fifth volume in this unique series!
Gun Digest Book Of ~.

FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY ByJ. B. Wood
PART I: AUTOMATIC
PISTOLS
#FP8616 $~.95

PART II: REVOLVERS
#FR8626 $8.95

Buy OneIDBIIBOOk, Get One Free!
Buy OBI Books Locally - Or Order By Mail

A ~~~:~C:ANDGUN~~.-A"f\tWWl["W#"'"-",,

A piece of Americana and a fasci
nating insight into one of the more
colorful American arms merchants.
Thousands of items; pages filled with
drawings, woodcuts and photos of
weapons dating from the Stone Age thru
the Jazz Age. Cannons, muskets and
pistols, bayonets, uniforms, medals,
swords, knives, even tack gearand ships'
chandlery. A veritable museum in print.
Ideal for anyone who loves gunlore.
384 8'12" x 11" pages.

Gun Digest Book Of

MODERN
GUN VALUES
3rd Edition
By Jack Lewis
Better than ever, this new edition has
been greatly expanded to include all
non-military guns introduced in the U.S
between 1900 and 1978. Includes
current marketvalues, full specifications
discontinuance dates, detailed de
scriptions with crisp, accurate illustra
tions for all domestic and imported
handguns, rifles, shotguns and com
memoratives. Thousands of listings and
more than 1800 photographs. All
makes are alphabetically listed in
separate sections for easy reference.An
invaluable guide to buying, selling and
trading guns. 384 8'h" x 11" pages.

1927, Replica Edition

BANNERMAN
CATALOGUE OF
MILITARY GOODS

28 USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~



Book'

Book'

$,----

$

$

THE COMPLETE
BLACK POWDER
HANDBOOK

By Sam Fadala
Every-thing from proper lubes
and nfling twist to do-it-your
self accessories. Plus surefire
loading methods, ballistics,
safety, successful shooting
tips. 320 8h" x II" pages.

#BL8326 $8.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS 2nd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Be sure of getting all working
parts back into your antiques,
sporting guns, military arms.
Includes parts lists and draw
ings. 288 8Y2' x II' pages.
#EX9326 $7.95

Book'

Book'

Name _

Address _

Book' Book'

Please send the OBI book(s) listed above.

Column 'B' Total

PLUS postage, insurance, and handling charges
($2.00 for each FREE book). $ _

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _
OR

Enclosed is genuine proof-of-purchase (dealer
sales slip only) for OBI book(s) bought locally.
Send FREE book(s) listed in Column 'C'
above. I've included the $2.00 processing fee
for each book.
TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE •••
FAST DELIVERY

DBI BOOKS, INC.
Dept. W289, One Northfield Plaza
Northfield, IL 60093

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
8th Edition

Edited by John T. Amber
Historical and current devel
opments in science of reload
ing. Wildcat and popular
cartridges, shot-shells. Fea
tures for marksmen, experi
menters. Big catalog section.
288 8Y2' x II' pages.
#HA2086 ..•...•. $8.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
GUNSMITHING TOOLS...
AND THEIR USES

By John E. Traister
Introduction to virtually every
professional gunshop tool.
Hundreds of informative,
explanatory photos. Covers
all the fundamentals plus
many tips for the expert. 256
8W'x II" pages.
#GT88I6 $7.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
BULLET AND
POWDER UPDATE
All that's new in bullets, pow
der, primers. Shooters' re
ports. Current loading data
for over 40 cartridges from
makers of both bullets and
powders. Catalog of every
thing on the market today.
128 8W'x II" pages.
#BU2516 $4.95

PISTOL AND REVOLVER
DIGEST 2nd Edition
Edited by Dean A. Grennell
. and Jack Lewis
All-new 2nd edition covers
reloading, maintenance and
repairs, silhouette shooting,
handgunning for big game,
new developments in ammo,
leather, grips. 288 8Y2' x II'
pages.
#PR5926 $7.95

GUNS ILLUSTRATED
1981 13th Edition
Edited by Harold A. Murtz
All-new articles on take down
of Ruger's Blackhawk, test
reports on Winchester's
Model 23, combo guns for
hunters, much more. Exten
sive catalog ofguns and access.
with current retailfrices and
specs. 288 8W' x I" pages.

#GLSOI6 $8.95
SHOTGUN DIGEST
2nd Edition Edited by

Jack Lewis & Jack Mitchefl
All new articles: classic re
novation ofa 1920 WiIichester
Model 12, understanding
chokes, comparing gauges,
Rottweil's new movable rib,
Ljutic's spacegun, much,
much more. 288 8W'x II"
pages.
#SD5726 $8.95

--~G~U~N~D~I~G~E~S=T~B~O~O~K~O~F~-~r--------------------------~

PISTOLSMITHING TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
~~:;sk ~~~~~ging, tuning, OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!
timing,joining, metal temper- Buy one of these OBI books anywhere and get
ing, rebarrelling, troubleshoot- another OBI book FREE! Now you can own
ing, accurizing, installiniUal- any of the books shown in this ad FREE!
tering sights"" making repface-
mentparts.1\.itsfora45 auto Ca) Buy any bookCs) in this ad at retail price.
rebuildingajunkerpistol. 288 (b) For each book you buy, you may select a
8W' x II" pages. second book from this ad of the same price
#PS9546 $8.95 or less FREE!

(c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book
you order to help us cover postage, insur
ance, packing and handling.

(d) If you buy OBI books from your local
dealer, send genuine dealer sales slip show
ing which books in this ad you bought and
where. Same FREE book offer applies,
including $2.00 postage, insurance and
handling fees for each FREE book.

ABC
I'm Buying Retail Send These

These Price FREE!
$

ABC'S OF RELOADING
2nd Edition

By Dean A. Grennefl
Step-by-step instruction on
powders, shells, shot and
loading density. Covers
handgun, rifle and shotshell
procedures. New ballistic
mfo and reload testing tech
niques. 288 8h" x II" pages.

#AB5636 $8.95

LAW ENFORCEMENT
HANDGUN DIGEST
3rd Edition By Jack Lewis
All that's new for on and off
duty weapons: shotguns, spec
ial weapons, ammo, leather and
body armor. How SWAT
works, combat shooting, a visit
to S&W's Police Academy.
288 8W' x II" pages.

#LU5236 $8.95

GUN DIGEST REVIEW OF
CUSTOM GUNS

Edited by Ken Warner
Investigates checkering,
woods, barrels, actions, sights,
finishes and more. Price and
design trends. Plus special
Artisan directory, listing
gunsmiths and specialty shops
by type. 256 8W'x II"pages.

#CU89I6 $8.95

KNIVES '81
Edited by Ken Warner

Complete source for current
info on all major knives and
knifemakers, custom and fac
tory. Over 600 photos. Design
trends....techniques, steels and
more. virectory with over 400
custom knifemakers. 192
8W'x II" pages.

#KV98I6 $5.95

1981 GUN DIGEST
35th Edition
Edited by Ken Warner
New articles by top writers:
Amber, Lott, Simmons,
Hacker, more. 20 pages oftest
fire reports, nearly 150 pages
of photos, sfecs, up-to-date
prices on al U.S./imported
guns available in the U.S.
today! 448 8W' x II" pages.

#GDIOI6 .... $1 0.95

HOME GUNSMITHING
DIGEST 2nd Edition

By R. A. Steindler
All new articles span com
plete what, how-to and why
mfo. Projects for the begin
ner as well as the seasoned
home gunsmith. Plus a di
rectory of the trade. 288 8Y2'
x II' pages.
#HM5I56 $7.95

CARTRIDGES OF THE
WORLD, 4th Edition
By Frank C. Barnes
Completelyup-dated, this en
cyclopedic work covers the
dimensions, performance para
meters, physiCal characterist
ics for over 1,000 different
cartridges in one, well-organ
ized book. 384 8W' x II" pages.

#CW5046 $9.95

BuyOneIDBIIBOOk, Get One Free!
. Buy OBI Books Locally - Or Order By Mail

~~~'\

City Slate Zip _

U.S. & Canada only...2 for t offer expires in 60 days I'-- -'- .L-" _
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Tate in 1978 the Eastern contingent of the
L International Handgun Metallic Sil
houette Association started experiment
ing, using their .22 pistols against the big
bore steel silhouettes. This was excellent
low cost practice, however, it was far too
easy. The standard silhouettes were no
challenge at all for the highly accurate .22
pistols produced by the manufacturers of
today. Reduced targets were developed,
interest grew, more and more big bore
shooters started playing with their .22's.
The wives and children also became inter
ested..22 Silhouette was developing into a
full-blown family sport. A number of re
quests were received at IHMSA Head
quarters in Idaho for .22 Silhouettes to be
added to the curriculum.

The IHMSA's policy has always been to
provide for the needs of its membership, so
Elgin Gates, President of IHMSA, called
and asked me to produce a set of .22
Silhouette competition rules for Board of
Directors review and approval.

The targets were sized to provide a
challenge when set up on a standard 100
yard range. Targets were cut from 3/16"

•PISTOL GOES

By Bert Stringfellow

and 1/4" steel plate, and steel feet were
welded to them. My wife, Shirley, and I, in
the company of Mario Gonzalez, who had
been involved in live chicken shooting
with .22 pistols in Mexico as a boy and the
Bosch brothers, who now host .22 Sil
houettes at Madera, California, loaded our

.equipment in a couple of pickups and
headed for the foothills. A test range was
set up and we went about the task of
determining if .22 pistol silhouettes could
be a competition that might catch on with
the shooters. The first few shots were
misses as everyone adjusted their sights for
those very small silhouettes. Then a
couple of the chickens spun away from the
impact of the standard velocity .22LR
bullets we were using.

Shooting at these little silhouettes with a
.22 pistol is like a contagious disease, after
the first target fell everyone joined in
shooting and setting targets. The five of us
must have burned up 2000 rounds during
that afternoon. We finally settled on a
range setup on which we felt only a very
few, if any, of the top shooters could fire a
perfect score of 40 x 40. We decided that

Top photo shows unidentified shooter
using Cooper or Weaver stance which
works as well for silhouettes as it
does for combat shoots. Left middle
photo shows Stockton firing line. At
right, painting after each relay is
a good idea. Bottom, John Bosch with
T/ C in the popular Creedmoor position.
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On the new .22 silhouettes: rules,
match' procedures, equipment,
winning techniques, and tuning
the .22-011 you need to I~now.
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.22 Silhouettes should emphasize accuracy
and any reasonable hit with a standard
velocity .22LR cartridge should drop even
the elusive rams. The targets were sized
accordingly.

Keeping in mind the things we had
learned during that very pleasurable day
of shooting, the existing IHMSA philoso
phy and current rules of competition, I .
assembled the following .22 pistol sil
houette range layout and rules of competi
tion which were later approved by the
IHMSA's Board of Directors.

Above, the Ruger Mark I is a favorite
among the silhouette competitors. It
is inexpensive, accurate, and rates
very high in'the area of reliability.

RANGE FACILITIES
A Silhouette range consists of four dif

ferent target lines each having 5 silhouettes
of a particular bird or animal. It will have
rams at 100 yards; turkeys at 75 yards; pigs
at 50 yards, and chickens at 25 yards. The
range can have a very simple set up, an
existing High Power range may be used. If
desired, it can be put in a natural setting,
such as a ravine or canyon. Trees and
brush need not be moved and variation in
height above or below the firing point is
allowed and desirable. All targets are
placed on stands off the ground. The sil
houettes should be painted with flat black
paint for contrast.

At a particular club where the back
ground prevents adequate target identi
fication, the sponsoring club shall have the
option to use other colors to permit ready
target identification.

TARGETS
The targets shall be 3/16 or 1/4 inch

thick steel cut to match the full size tem
plates provided by the lHMSA. The feet
shall be 3/16 or 1/4 inch thick steel welded
in place, per the sketches. The targets shall
be placed on flat stands, which are level.

MATCH PROCEDURES
A sanctioned match consists of 40

32

Used in the Semi-Auto category, the
High Standard Trophy above is widely
popular, and requires little tune-up out
of the box. Right, 75 yd. turkey.

rounds. 10 chicken targets at 25 yards; 10
javelina targets at 50 yards; 10 turkey
targets at 75 yards; 10 ram targets at 100
yards. Firing is in 5 round stages, 2 minutes
per stage, in freestyle or standing position
without artificial support.

Each competitor has a bank of 5 metal

Above, ever-popular
single action performs
very well in the siluetas
game. Ruger makes this one.

Chicken, above, at 25
yards is smallest iron
target. Javelina, left,
is placed at 50 yards.

silhouettes to tire against, one shot at each,
left to right in order. Hits out of sequence
are misses, i.e. second shot hitting third

.silhouette a miss, and in this case a double
miss, as only the remaining two silhouettes
may be fired on-shooter cannot fire his

(Continued on page 52)
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BULLSEYE
BANDGUN

ACCESSORIES
The Complete Tune Up Center

Price Includes UPS Postage
KIT # I-H ms ALL NEW MODEL RUGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVERS S 8.45

Hunting Model Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT #I-T FITS ALL NEW MODEL RUGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVERS S 8.45
Target Model Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 60%

KIT # I-A FITS ALL NEW MODEL RUGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVERS-COMPLETE TUNE-UP KIT ..... S10.45
With New Style Hammer Spring To Eliminate Hammer Shock. Included: Your Choice Of Either
Hunting Or Target Trigger Spring-Please Specify.

KIT # I-A ms ALL NEW MODEL RUGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVERS-HAMMER SPRING ONLY S 4.00

KIT #2 FITS ALL CENTER FIRE COLT MARK III TROOPERS & LAWMAN REVOLVERS S 8.60
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT # 3 FITS ALL CENTER FIRE SMITH & WESSON' FRAME REVOLYERS ...................•....... S 8.60
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT #4 FITS ALL RUGER SECURITY-SIX & SPEED-SIX REVOLVERS ....................•.....•.•..... S 8.60
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT '#5 ms ALL SMITH & WESSON K & N FRAME REVOLVERS SI1.50
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT #6 FITS THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDERS S 2.85
Fast Snap Hammer Spring-Insures Primer Fire With All Primers

KIT #6-A FITS THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDERS-COMPLETE TUNE-UP KIT S 9.45
Heavy Duty Hammer & Safety Spring, Plus 40% Lighter Trigger Spring

KIT #7 FITS ALL COLT PYTHON & OLDER STYLE COLT TROOPER REVOLVERS S 9.45
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT #8 FITS ALL BROWNING HI-POWER : S13.5O
Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45% & Increases Slide Power 15%

KIT #9 ms ALL COLT GOVERNMENT MODELS170 SERIES HARDBALLER & CROWN CITY ARMS .... SI4.45
Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45% & Increases Slide Power 15%

KIT #9-A FITS ALL COLT GOVERNMENT MODELS170 SERIES HARDBALLER & SI4.45
CROWN CITY ARMS-TARGET KIT
Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45% & Reduces Slide Power For Target Loads

KIT # 10 ms ALL COLT COMMANDER MODELS & CROWN CITY ARMS _ SI4.45
Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45% & Increases Slide Power 15%

KIT # 11 ms ALL SMITH & WESSON MODELS 39 & 59 S13.50
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45% & Increases Slide Power 15%

KIT # 12 ms ALL DAN WESSON CENTER FIRE REVOLVERS S 8.60
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

BULLSEYE WHITE OUTLINE REAR SIGHT BLADES-FITS ALL COLT & RUGER FIREARMS S 7.45
Will Not Blur Out

NOW AVAILABLE ... THE SAME TOOLING WE USE IN OUR SHOP

BULLSEYE STONE KITS
Stones so diHerent you have to use them to believe it. Completely stone out a handgun' in less than J.S the time of a regular
type stone.
TRAIL SIZE SI4.45 MASTER GUNSMITH SIZE S26.45

BULLSEYE HEADSPACE WASHERS for S&W. Ruger Sec-Six & Colt Python (2 sizes)
to remove end shake from cylinder to insure proper headspace. 30 Pes. Set S21.50

BULLSEYE CRAIN LOCKING BALL KIT
For use with S&W, & Ruger Sec-Six Rev SI9.45
when installing custom barrels and not using front barrel lug. enough for 20 guns

BULLSEYE DRIMEL TOOL KIT
Over 80 pes. to help polish out the works in fine guns
and jewel the hammers & triggers a must in a gunshop S24.50
BULLSEYE POLISHING WHEELS
Used for crowning and throating barrels: also very good for polishing out frames
where stones are too slow (6 pcs. kit) S19.50

BULLSEYE LAPPING COMPOUND
A 900 micron range lapping compound that will give a glass smooth finish to your work (2 oz. bolUe) S13.50

BULLSEYE GUN POLISH
The finest you will ever use to help keep your guns beautiful S 5.50 .
Also the best glass polish for your shooting glasses and scope lens
BULLSEYE GUN LUBE
Slickest stuft around-2 oz. bolUe S 5.50

FROM CUSTOM WORK-TO TUNE UP KITS-WE SUPPLY THE VERY BEST

TRAPPER GUN INC.
28019 Harper
SI. Clair Shores. Michigan 48081
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(313-779-8750)

For Overseas Postage Include
S1.50 extra (All checks or M.O. in U.S. Funds.
Dealers inquire about special prices.
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by Greg Moals

Author Moats takes on all the
important IPSe issues: the

suroivability of the new holster
rule, a report on the Nationa~

and a comment on the future of
combat shooting

,'I THtNK WE'RE tN for 'something' the likes of which we've
never seen before," Ross said as he rolled his eyes in disbelief.
When Ross Seyfried (the "fastest man in the world") voices a
disheartening opinion such as that, it makes lesser accomplished
shooters like myself downright nervous. This apprehensive state
ment about the 1980 IPSC United States ationals, came from a
man that, many believe, has had the greatest influence in
changing practical shooting since Jeff Cooper held his maiden
"Leatherslap."

The history of IPSC in the United States does not show its
National matches to have been high points of executed bril
liance. On the contrary, a smooth running U.S. National Match
seems to have been IPSC's nemesis. That is, up until the 1980
IPSC Nationals held at Newport News, Virginia from October 7
II. Under the orchestration of Stan Pace, Ed Self and Bill Walsh,
the LaFayette Gun Club turned in a stellar performance, fielding
enough range officials and full time help to populate a small city.

Yearly, the best practical pistol shots from around .the United
States congregate for a "shoot out" to determine the best IPSC
competitor (and every second year to select a team to represent
the United States in International competition). This year's event
was unique in two regards: one, a number of the "top name"
shooters (including the entire 1977 U.S. team of Ray Chapman,
Raul Walters, Jerry Usher, Leonard Knight and Kirk Kirkham)
were conspicuously absent from the match, and two, the match
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Above, the "Shootoff" win
ner, on the right, Ross
Seyfried, using muzzle-to
rear holster to defeat Mike
Plaxco who was using a
cross-draw rig.

Left, unidentified contestant
high-tails-it for barricade
where he must pull a lanyard
to open the window through
which he shoots at a target.

Right, at the whistle blow,
run to table, knock off the
can and start shooting. The
"Shootoff" was won using a
muzzle-to-the-rear holster.
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was shot under the shadow of a new
holster regulation which will all but elimi
nate the "competition holster" as we know
it today.

One of the dogmas of practical shooting
has always been to avoid stipulating
equipment requirements, the inducement
being to find out what gear works best. The
forward rake holster worn either on the
strongside hip or in the cross-draw position
had, therefore evolved and come to domi
nate the bulk of the practical shooting
fraternity. The forward rake holster's as
sets are manifold. In the normal course of
human activity the hands and arms are
generally located in the front half of the
torso, therefore a holster located forward
of the hip would be physically closer to
where the hands may be assumed to nor
mally be, and maximize the speed with
which the handgun can be brought to bear
on a target. For purposes of speed, comfort
and security, the holster must tilt the hand-

(Continued on page 67)

The "Scramble" required shooting on
a step and over a barricade, negating
advantage of any particular holst~~.
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The biggest boom around comes from TIC Contender
barrels made by SSK Industries in .430, .375,
and a whopping .45-70-not for the recoil-shy

37AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MAYIJUNE 1981

Left, SSK muzz'e brake eHedive'y reduces muzzle
jump of hand cannons. Above, ten-inch barre'ed SSK
TIC in .430 JDJ, capab'e of taking any anima' in
North America. Ho'ster by Roy's Custom Leather.

New cases ('eft) are far
stronger than o'd cases.
O'd .45-70 brass is weak.

ALTHOUGH THERE IS NO perfect cartridge performance, SSK distance in a TIC is 200 to 225 yards, depending on the shooter.
Industries has a very impressive line of big-bore handgun For small varmints, the 130 grain Hornady is a favorite; for deer,
hunting cartridges for the TIC Contender that offers more power the Speer's 150 grain or 170 grain flat nose bullets. For bear go
than most conventional cartridges. The complete SSK line is too with Speer's 180 grain round nose.
extensive to discuss here so I'll concentrate on four of The TIC .30-40 Krag barrel may be acquired by having a
the more versatile. A S TIC .30-30 barrel rechambered to the Krag at a cost of

These TICs aren't for anyone sensitive to recoil. ",~~~.._ ...~~~-.4 about $33. Rechambering has one
While they do deliver appreciably more power they also drawback however, the .30-30
kick more than a .44 Mag. If recoil is a problem, stay TIC uses a 1-14" twist and
away from the .430 JDJ, .357 JDJ, and
don't bust a primer on the .45-70. The
.30-40 Krag and .338 JDJ are more apt to
be in the recoil tolerance level of the
average person.

The .30-40 Krag is very well adapted to
the TIC and is very .accurate in a
Contender. It also outperforms the .30-30,
.30 and .357 Herretts, and .35 Remington
by a substantial margin when all cartridges
are loaded to sensible limits. Along with
excellent accuracy, increases in both bullet
weight and velocity can be realized with
the Krag without undue strain on either
the case or action. In addition, cases need
not be formed or reamed and case separa
tion that happens with some Herretts and
the .30-30 is non-existent in the TIC Krag.

Accuracy of the TIC .30-40 Krag is
outstanding. Generally speaking, it will
deliver IW' five-shot groups at one hun
dred yards with most bullets and suitable
powders, but as can be seen in the chart
there are a good many smaller groups.

Velocity levels that may be safely
achieved in the TIC Krag with the various
bullet weights are as follows: 125-130
grain: 2400 fps, 150 grain: 2250 fps, 165
grain: 2150 fps, 180 grain: 2100 fps, and
200-220 grain: 2000 fps. With a 14" barrel
these velocities will be 50 to 75 fps higher
than they were with the 12112" barrel used
in the tests. For hunting, the TIC Krag
should prove to be a real performer on
everything up to medium-size big game.

The Krag's maximum practical hunting
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.375 J.D.J.14" bbl. (R Pease Fed Lib primer except CU·2bO)

won't stabilize a bullet weighing much
over 180 grains of the flat base design. The
SSK .30-40 TIC barrel uses a 1-10" twist
which will take care of all weights includ
ing the 220 grainer, but costs almost four
times more than rechambering. The test
barrel used was a 14" .30-30 barrel cut back
to 12'l2" and it wouldn't stabilize any of the
180 grain boat tails, as groups measured 3"
to 4" at one hundred yards. The 200 grain
Speer delivered 'acceptable accuracy,
however there is a question about what
they will do after impact as the stability
must be marginal from a 1-14" twist barrel.

Cast bullets work well in the TIC K,rag.
When several of the Lyman moulds were
used I ended up settling on #31141 173
grain gas checked (GC) bullets for plink
ing. Accuracy is good, 2114" five-shot
groups at one hundred yards, and velocity
runs in the mid-1800s with a moderate
charge of 4895. Naturally recoil is mild in
this loading and comparable to the 14" .30
30 TIC with the other jacketed bullet
weights.

The .375 1D1 is a very powerful hand
gun cartridge which exceeds accuracy of
many big-game rifle cartridges. Utilizing a
.444 Marlin case, it's necked down to ac
cept a .375" diameter bullet with the
formed case having a twenty-five degree
shoulder. Custom reloading die sets are
available from SSK Industries at $40. To
form the .375 1D1 case all that's necessary
is to make one pass through the full-length

. sizing die. No trimming or reaming is
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3 v.. " (4 shots) 1st. pulled. Max.
1v.." (5 shots)
1%" (5 shots). Max.

3v.." (5 shots)
3" (5 shots)
3 5;'6" (5 shots)
Max!
3W' (5 shots)
1%" (5 shots)
powder peaked
Max!
Mild load
2%" (5 shots)
Max.
Max!

4" (4 shots). open sights
2%" (3 shots). open sights
Big game hunting load only.

Recoil is downright abusive!
3Y2' (3 shots), open sights

Heavy recoil

1Va" (4 shots). 3rd. pulled
2" (5 shots) Max.
1y,' (4 shots) 5th. pulled
1W' (5 shots)
2%" (5 shots). Max.

Good plinking load
Mild recoil

1Y2" (5 shots)
1%" (5 shots)
1Ye" (5 shots)-Max.
1" (5 shots)-Max.
13A" (5 shots)-Max.
1W' (4 shots) (1 pull) Max.
1%" (5 shots)-Max.
Ya" (5 shots)-Max.
1¥S" (5 shots)-Max.
1W' (5 shots)
1%" (5 shots)-Max.

1583
1144
1435
1557
1412

2364
2411
2203
2069
2153
2106
2069
2028
2126
2082
2075

1665
1682
1614
1825
1441
1450

1944
2147
2015
1799
1875
1696
1839
1793
1897

1426
974

1300
1525
1155
1290
1500
1650
1575
1280
1500

49.5 H-322
50.5 H-322
41.0-4198
45.0-4198
40.0 H-322
42.0 H-322

37.5-4198
38.0 H-322
41.0 H-322
44.0 H-322
36.0-4198

47.0 H-380
41.0 H-322
44.0-4064
48.0~4350

39.0 H-322
48.0-4350
47.0-4350
49.0 H-205
49.0 H-205
48.0 H-205
44.0 WW-760

36.0-4198
28.0-4198
34.0-4198
38.0=4198
32.0-4198
42.0-3031
37.0-4198
40.0-4198
32.0 H-4227
340-4198
38.0-4198

38.0-4198
40.0-4198
44.0 H-322
42.0 H-322
44.0 H-322
42.0-3031
44.0-3031
42.0 H-322 •
44.0 H-322

HAND
CANNONS

315 Cast
350 Cast G.C.
350 Cast G.C.
350 Cast G.C.
350 Cast G.C.

265 Hornady
265 Hornady
265 Hornady
265 Hornady
315 Cast
315 Cast

405 Lyman Cast
450 Lee Cast
450 Lee Cast
450 Lee Cast
500 N.E.1. Cast G.C.
500 N.E.1. Cast G.C.
300 Sierra H.P.
300 Hornady H.P.
300 Hornady H.P.
400 Speer
400 Speer

.430 J.D.J. 10" bbl. (R·P case CCf.250 pll17lfH)

220 Hornady"
220 Hornady"
220 Hornady
270 Hornady
270 Hornady
300 Sierra B.T.
300 Sierra B.T.
300 Sierra B.T.
300 Sierra B.T.

.45·7014" bbl. (Fed case CC/·250pnmer)

130 Hornady
130 Hornady
150 Speer F.N.
150 Sierra
165 Hornady B.T.
165 Hornady B.T.
170 Speer F.N.
180 Speer R.N.
180 Sierra F.B.
180 Hornady F.B.
180 Hornady F.B.

Temp. 85 degrees. All groups shot at 100 yards using a 'sandbag rest. Pulls called were not
included in the group. Max. loads should be approached with caution as they may well be too hot
in other barrels.
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BITS & PIECES

.375 JDJ bullets (I-r): 220 Hornady, 235 Speer, 270 Hornady RN, 270
Hornady SP, 300 Hornady FMJ, 300 Hornady RN, and 300 grain Sierra BT.

Leupold scope wouldn't stay on long without the help of the SSK scope
base, especially when shooting .45-70. Bushnell scope rings are used:

Bullets tested included .30-40 Krag,
.375 JDJ, .430 JDJ, and the .45-70.

Some of the accessories and compo
nents the author used in his testing of
TIC hand cannons are pictured below.
A wide selection of both cast and jack
eted bullets are available for these
powerful JDJ calibers. Hornady, Speer, .
and Sierra provide bullet designs for
the .375 JDJ (see photo and caption
below). Leupold makes a rugged sight
and the SSK scope base will hold it in
place when some other mounts won't.
The Mag-Na-Port process or an SSK
muzzle brake is a must.

Above, author shows eHects of SSK
TIC .45-70-max recoil. Left photo,
one recoil remedy is Pachmayr grips.

required and firing will complete the job.
The power of the .375 JDJ is somewhat

deceiving. With a muzzle brake installed,
recoil and muzzle jump are quite tolerable
and mask the true power of this cartridge
when compared to the .430 JDJ and .45-70
TICs. I wouldn't sell it short though. Larry
Kelly of Mag-Na-Port Arms is on safari
in Africa and word is being returned that
he dropped a bull elephant with one
shot through the head using a 300 grain
Hornady FMJ in his 14" .375 JDJ. The
Hornady slug penetrated the bull's head
completely.

As can be seen, the .375 JDJ has more
than enough killing power to anchor the
largest of big game and it's accurate also. It
will delivery one-hundred-yard, five-shot
groups measuring IV!" or better with prac
tically all bullet weights. The 220 grain
Hornady and 235 grain Speer are super
performers, breaking 2100 fps from a 14"
barrel. The Hornady slug is constructed
similarly to a handgun bullet (it was de
signed originally for the .375 Winchester
rifle) so it will expand very well at TIC
velocities. The 235 grain Speer has a
thicker jacket than the Hornady 220, giv
ing more penetration with a little less
expansion.

The 270 grain Hornady round nose and
spire point bullets are similar to the 220
grain and 235 grain slugs in expansion
qualities; the round nose opens up faster
and the spire penetrates more. Backed

(Continued on page 65)
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What started as a very capable
handgun, the Ruger Speed Six .357
magnum in stainless steel, turned into
a masterpiece when customized by
Mag-Na-Port Arms, 30016 South River
Road, Mount Clemens, MI 48045;
(313) 469-6727.

FEATURES
Mag-Na-Port venting process; tuned action;
combat trigger conversion; semi-bobbed
hammer; red front insert; pachmayr grips;
polished cylinder release, cylinder flutes,
ejector rod, and trigger guar9; polished
trigger and hammer; engraving; velvet hone
finish; custom walnut presentation case.

For further information on prices of similar
work contact Mag-Na-Port at the above
address or phone.

TO ENTER CONTEST
Send name, address, and all information
shown on sample card. Use a postcard. Mail
to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER, Box 16025,
San Diego, CA 92116. Mail before June 1,
1981. One entry per person.

WE HAVE A WINNER!
The first Custom Gun from the AMERICAN

HANDGUNNER contest is now in the hands
of Glenn Mason of New Jersey. The
proud owner of the Davis custom .44,
when reached by phone to tell him of
his luck, said: "You've got to be kidding!
When I saw the gun in the Sept!Oct
issue, I wrote to Davis for information.
Luckily, I never got around to ordering
one."

Other winners will be announced on
this page as soon as all the red tape is
taken care of ... bear with us. Editor

r-------------------,
I Name I
I Address II City & State I
I HOM-MAYI JUNE I
I If I win, please I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I City State Zip I
L ~

Contest void where taxed or prohibited by law. No purchase
necessary. Winner must comply with all federal and local laws.
Employees and a!ents of Publisher's Development Corp. not eligible
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enough times to make a After trying several
colander out of it, he began occupations and businesses,
shooting at smaller and he finally went to work for the
smaller targets, and soon was Remington Arms Company as
breaking walnuts. a salesman. This, of course,

In 1915 he joined the led to his exhibition shooting
National Guard and one acts and he became one of the
month later, he was on his best pistol, rifle and shotgun
way to the Mexican Border exhibition shooters in the
with the 2nd Infantry. His first land. He used to tell his
time on the rifle range, he amazed audience, "You ought
qualified as an Expert to try it. Start with a milk
Rifleman and when he bucket, then a tin can, then a
returned from the Mexican walnut and then a penny."
Border in 1917, he was He could throw a penny in
mustered into overseas service the air, hit the edge of it with
and transferred to the l68th a .38 pistol, knocking it higher
Infantry. Before Christmas he in the air. Then he would hit
was in England and was sent it in the middle with his next
away to be trained as a sniper. shot, blowing what was left of
He came out of World War I it to smithereens.
with a bayonet wound in his Sometimes he would •
leg and a CroiX de Guerre
medal on hIS tUniC. •

liJJif1liJg11m(fJ

the hole in them with a .22
rifle, and wheriever a skeptic
said he wasn't shooting
through the hole at all but
was shooting off to one side or
the other, he would throw one
in the air with a white paster
over it and hit the paster right
in the middle.

Milt was born on his
father's farm near Mackinaw,
Illinois, in 1893 and bought
his first .22 rifle with money
he had saved from plowing
for his father. He was nine
years old at the time and
when he saw his Uncle John
do some aerial shots with it,
he decided he would try it
himself. He couldn't hit the
small cans his uncle threw in
the air. He fired and he fired,
but he couldn't hit them.

"Try something bigger," his
uncle told him, "and quit
aiming so damn long,"
and he threw a milk
bucket into the air.

After Milt had hit it

ILT HICKS was an exhibition
shooter, and a mighty good
one too. He worked for the
Remington Arms Company
through the nineteen thirties
and forties. He could throw
cans of sauerkraut into the air
and pulverize them with a
high-powered rifle bullet,
filling the air for several
blocks with a pungent aroma,
reminiscent of Munich during
the Oktober Festival. He
could also throw little washers
in the air and shoot through
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By Lee Echols

Clay pigeons were no
problem for Milt Hicks
who started with
buckets as a kid and
worked his way to
hiHing pennies tossed
high.

when I won the .45 slow fire
match at fifty yards at Camp
Perry, both in [94[ and at the
next Nationa[ Matches after
the war in [946, he became
highly interested in what sort
of ammunition [ had used to
perform this maneuver. For
he, along with most of the
other field men for the various
ammunition companies, was
beginning to realize that semi
wadcutter reloads were
winning nearly all of the .45
matches and that the
ammunition companies were
still only making round-nosed
bullets.

I ran into him at a pistol
match at E[ Paso and he said,
"Lee, I've talked most of the
top people at Remington into
watching a demonstration of
how accurate those .45 semi
wadcutter bullets can be. I've
picked you out to furnish
them to me because when you
win two fifty-yard slow-fire
matches with them at Camp
Perry, you must really know
your business in fashioning
re[oads!"

This was such a
misstatement as to be almost
libelous. I never reloaded a
(Continued on page 60)

the shooting business. He
always showed up at the big
Florida pistol matches and
even the hard-hitting bull's
eye men were aghast at some
of his feats with pistol, rifle
and shotgun.

He also was one to always
be on the lookout for
something he could report to
the high-cockalorums at
Remington Arms Company,
which would improve their
ammunition, which, in turn,
would improve their sales. So,

The funniest shooter in print teUs
about the shoofinest exhibition
shooter there ever was, who could
shoot through the hole 01 a washer

tossed in the air...
really!

with a pump 20 gauge
shotgun. He'd always get the
fifth one about three feet
above my flat, tense and
shaking body. He has been
timed doing this in one and
three fifths seconds. Looking
back in retrospect, my part in
this act may have been partly
accountable for some of my
terrible scores shortly after
Milt Hicks' exhibitions.

Milt was also a guitar
player, in a manner of
speaking, and a fair artist of
Western scenes and he was
one of the best liked men in

talk me into being his
assistant, or shilaber, and he
was a conniving and
convincing man. My part in
his act was to take five clay
pigeons, stack them up on my
fingers and hurl them in the
air, practically all at once, but
with the one rolling off my
index finger going the highest
and the rest of them in
sequence until it got to the
one rolling off my little finger,
which would only go about
ten feet above the ground.
Then [ would hurl myself to
the turf and flatten out like a
Dominican sand viper while
Milt started breaking them





By Mike Thill

Top row, from 'eft to right: G. Wm. Davis, Lawrence, Bucheimer,
S.D. Myres, 'nterarms. BoHom row: Bianchi, Safari'and, Cobra, Hunter.
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The cowboy holster of yesterday is here today
made by some of the top holster makers

Time was when the six-shooter was very close to being not
much more than a utilitarian tool. Although we single
action buffs would shudder at some of the uses the gun
was subjected to, some Old West sadists actually twisted

barbed wire around their Colt barrels while running the
fence line or (ugh) committed the heinous act of pounding
nails in with the butt of the revolver. I could go on with other
atrocities, but why give you nightmares?

Of course, some men of the West took good care of their
guns. (Thousands of rattlesnakes, spooked livestock, prowl-
ing cat and coyote sheep-eaters can attest to that.) They took
care of their handguns, and they knew how to use them with
telling effect against critters of all kinds, including variously
colored human varieties. To these men, the holster had to be
practical. This all started just a little over a hundred years
ago. The use of the holster isn't all that old. Before this time,
they slung them over saddles or tucked them into leather- ~.

lined vest pockets..
They liked them high and out of the way, but still

available. The military, flap type doesn't appear to look all
that available, but for rough weather and to keep the dust
out, this was the way to go. Contrary to what we've seen in
the movies and on TV, speed wasn't that big a thing, but they
put a lot of stock in their handguns staying put. These were

. (Continued on page 63)



By Evan Marshall

* This new load from S& W is a Nyclad semiwadeutter all-lead
ho/lowpoint. It has moderate muzzle flash and blast, and it's ex
cellent choice for those who rely on the .38 Snub for self-de
fense.

"In spite of Norma's earlier claims to the contrary, tests
conducted by H.P. White Laboratories have shown that the
Norma .38 Magnum load is in fact a + P load. • "This load from
Speer is not a + P load, which accounts for its relatively low ve
locity.

.601 "

.635"

.678"

.629"

.612"

.618"

1034fps
1099fps
1023fps
988fps

1021fps
1004fps

.516"

.522"

.612"

.534"

.526"

.516"

903fps
916fps
889fps
878fps
882fps
888fps

JHP
JHP
SWC-HP*
JHP
JHP
JHP"

m'lIIllfl••'ZGI'IEm'M@M'Mi,.
a. R-P
b. S&W
c. S&W
d. W-W
e. Speer
f. Federal

125 grain loads

THE AMMO SCENE first appeared in the early part of 1978 in an
attempt to provide AMERICAN HANDGUNNER readers with accur
ate, no nonsense ballistic information about commercially avail
able handgun loads. The success of this effort was proven by the
response of its readers. For those who missed it, here then is a
condensed version of the same series.

All the latest in up-to-date
ballistics by the author that
gave us the popular Ammo
Scene column that appeared
in earlier issues

.38 Snub Loads 2" Vel. 2" Exp. 4" Vel. 4" Exp.

a. R-P SWC 658fps .357" 802fps .358"
b. R-P SWC-HP 768fps .524" 987fps .592"
c. R-P RNL-HV 802fps .363" 935fps .395"
d. WOW SWC 747fps .367" 968fps .423"
e. WOW SWC-HP 816fps .529" 1005fps .603"
f. Federal SWC 769fps .372" 934fps .518"
g. Federal SWC-HP 803fps .518" 992fps .600"
h. Speer JHP 799fps .486" 918fps .534"
i. S&W JHP 787fps .479" 945fps .541"
j. S&W SWC 737fps .359" 902fps .504"
k. S&W SWC-HP 803fps .534" 988fps .623"
I. Frontier SWC 722fps .358" 899fps .423"
m. R-P RNL" 652fps .357" 704fps .357"

"Standard velocity .38 Special load-included only for
comparison purposes.

TUE.380Auro

158 grain loads

T
he .380 Auto has been around a long time, but wasn't
given serious consideration as a defensive handgun until
Lee Jurras introduced a hollow point load for this cali
ber. It didn't always expand, but the more efficient bullet
shape and higher velocity substantially improved its

stopping power. Browning BDA was used for the tests.

7"
1"

916fps .502" 1013f
922fps .577" 1102

JSP
JHP

TUE .38 SPECIAL

T
his caliber was introduced in the early part of this cen
tury to replace the .38 Long Colt. It became a highly
popular caliber, but has fallen short in one area
stopping power. The traditional .38 Special load is a
marginal stopper at best.

Lee Jurras introduced the Super Vel offering in this
caliber, that was the first high performance load for the .38 Spe
cial. Currently, virtually all handgun ammunition manufacturers
offer similar loads. The officer or civilian can buy a box of this
high performance ammunition that will go a long way to upgrad
ing the stopping power of this once totally inadequate cartridge.

Velocity was checked on the author's Oehler chronograph with
sky screens, while expansion was checked by using a twenty
pound block of ductseal. While ductseal does not duplicate the
resistance of flesh, it does offer a consistent medium. Further
more, tests show that a recovered diameter of at least .50 in duct

.seal is required before the same load would show consistent
expansion in actual field use.

a. Norma JHP':' 1104fps 1298fps .543"
b. Super Vel JHP 1034fps .534" 1107fps .578"
c. R-P JHP 976fps .542" 1103fps .569"
d. WOW JHP 918fps .556" 1098fps .623"
e. Federal JHP 932fps .533" 1123fps .603"
f. Speer JHP** 856fps .502" 945fps .534"
g. S&W JHP 904fps .521" 1089fps .587"
h. Frontier JHP 882fps .488" 1004fps .536"
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.463"

.489"

.492"

.508"

.465"

.471 "

.439"

1003fps
1014fps
1036fps
1042fps
1008fps
1031fps
999fps

JHP
JHP
JHP
JHP
JHP
JHP
JHP

a. Super Vel
b. S&W
c. Speer
d. WOW
e. Federal
f. Frontier
g. Remington

4" Vel. 4" Exp.110 grain loads



.675"

.357"

.704"

.643"

.704"

.712"

.804"

.756"

.633"

.688"

.765"

-.623"
.687"
.634"
.528"
.645"
.629"
.659"
.527"
.702"
.609"
.603"
.357"

1289fps
1283fps

1367fps
1256fps
1322fps
1344fps

1322fps
1258fps
1248fps
1146fps
1263fps
1238fps
1256fps
1106fps
1128fps
12071ps
1234fps
1257fps

--
JHP
JHP
JHP
JHP

JHP
FMJ*

JHP

a. Super Vel
b. Speer

c. R-P
d. S&W
e. Speer
f. Federal

a. W-W JHP 1378fps
b. R-P JHP 1412fps
c. S&W JHP 1235fps
d. Speer JHP 1356fps
e. Federal JHP 1406fps

a. WoW SWC
b. W-W JHP
c. W-W JSP
d. R-P SWC
e. R-P JHP
f. R-P JSP
g. Federal JHP
h. S&W SWC
i. S&W SWC-HP'
j. Speer JHP
k. Speer JSP
I. Norma FMJ

a. Speer

158 grain loads

140 grain loads

*This load from S& W is an all-lead hollow point that produces
impressive expansion in spite of a moderate velocity.

125 grain loads

150 grain loads

',. Designed for metallic silhouette use
.645"
.716"

1306fps
1403fps-$1--

--
JHP
JHP*
JHP
JHP
JHP

JSP
JHP
JHP

JHP

JSP
JSP

125 grain loads

a. Winchester
b. Federal
c. Remington
d. Frontier
e. S&W

90 grain loads

95 grain loads

a. Winchester
b. Winchester
c. Speer

a. Super Vel

a. Winchester
b. Federal

115 grain loads

100 grain loads

TUE9MM

"Most accurate of all 9MM loads tested

T
he 9MM did not see widespread acceptance in the de
fensive handgun until the S&W Model 39 was adopted
by a variety of police departments. Ironically enough,
the early version Model 39s would not digest high per
formance loads without extensive modifications. Later

versions would usually handle the lI5 grain jhp loads, but were
finicky about the stubby 100 ·and 90 grain loads. The gun used in
this testing was a prepro~uction S&W Model 439. It fed
everything without a hitch.

"New S&W Nyclad load for 9MM

a. Speer
b. S&W

JSP
SWC-HP*

1102fps'
1143fps

.529"

.682"

TUE .38 SUPER

TUE .357 MAGNUM

I
ntroduced in the mid-1930s, the .357 magnum did not see
widespread use in law enforcement circles until 30 years
later. Today, it is probably the most serious rival of the 38
Special. These loads were. tested in a Ruger stainless Se
curity Six with 4" barrel.

t.Load

a. R-P 130 grain FMJ
b. R-P 115 grain JHP
c. WoW 125 grain JHP
d. SW 112 grain JSP*

=====
"Out of production Super Vel load. It produces groups under 2"
at 50 yards in authors Bar Sto equipped .38 Super.

T
his has to be the most unappreciated handgun cartridge
of them all. The Super makes the 9MM appear anemic,
and with a Bar Sto barrel produces accuracy that bor
ders on the unbelievable. The loads tested here were
shot through a Colt MKIV .38 Super with 5" barrel.

1406fps
1342fps

JHP
JHP

a. Super Vel
b. WoW

110 grain loads
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t'ESt' REPORt':

HYDRA-SHOK S.D.L.
You Heard About
Their .38 Special
But How About A
.357 Magnum That
Does All Those Tricks
PLUS!

By Sheppard Kelly

Aphone call from Steve Vogel, Vice
ft. President of Sturm-Ruger, was my
introduction to Hydra-Shok. "There's
something new on the ammunition market
that you ought to look at," he said; "I'll
se.nd a box down." That was four years
ago, and I remember opening the small
package and finding a red, .38 wadcutter-

size box with the words Hydra-Shok and
Scorpion in large black letters. My reac
tion was, "Hmmm, .38 Special hollow base
wadcutter, inverted, with a post in the
middle, nickel case. Interesting, but???" I
reflected on an article I had read in the 60's
about reloading .38 Specials with an
HBWC seated backwards, and the awe
some expansion and ·subsequent stopping
power such rounds produced. I had shot
some loads produced by a friend, and was
not im pressed, however. Accuracy was
poor, and keyholing rampant, with erratic
expansion. Later I found out my friend
had loaded these rounds far in excess of
the recommended velocities, but the mem
ory remained. As I mused over this new
ammunition, I had mixed emotions. Some
literature included with the new ammuni
tion referred to it as the "Ultimate Defense
Load," and spoke of consistent .60-caliber
expansion, maximum transfer of energy
Jmd limited penetration. Claims such as
this were not new to me. Six months before
I received this ammunition, I had been

selected to supervise weapons training and
development for my department. At that
time, high velocity, expanding .38 Specials
had just come into vogue, and the 1l0
grain .38 Special reigned supreme nearly
everywhere in the federal government. A
great deal of very expensive and extensive
testing in specially formulated gelatin and
on "computer man". targets had been con
ducted to prove the efficiency of this load.
While I had never used it in a confronta
tion situation, I had fired a number of
rounds, and my analysis of it supported the
laboratory conclusions. It was accurate,
had very controllable recoil, and the bullet
would expand impressively in gelatin and
Ductseal. Considering this, I tried to ap
proach the test of the then new Hydra
Shok Scorpion with as much objectivity as
possible. Since Hydra-Shok Scorpion is
not the subject of this article, I'll summa
rize the results. A Model 60 2", Model 19
2V2" and Ruger Security Six 4" revolver
were used. Test medium was wet pack (wet
newsprint sealed in plastic) and test dis-
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AMMUNITION WEAPON PENETRATION

tance, 15 feet. Accuracy tests were also
conducted. In essence, my tests supported
the manufacturer's claims regarding ac
curacy, controllability and expansion.
Penetration was minimal, 2Y2" as myoid
records indicate, and expansion averaged
.58. Muzzle energy calculated out to ap
proximately 157 foot-pounds. I was im
pressed, but I still had reservations. Surely
a cartridge that was only delivering 157
foot-pounds of energy, less than half of the
+ P + .38 Special load I was carrying,
couldn't reliably stop a human?
Nonetheless, I felt that the concept of the
bullet warranted further investigation. I
contacted the producer/designer, Dick
Baughman, and began a series of "infor
mational exchanges" on the Hydra-Shok
principle. His theo.ry on the incom
pressibility of fluids and the action of fluid
pressure on the bullet post to influence
expansion was well thought out.

About this time several things happened
that caused me to view the Hydra-Shok in
a different light. First, my department's
armorer began to show me examples of
significant wear ("accelerated wear" in his
words) and weapon malfunctions caused
by the steady use ofour + P + service load.
Several of the older Model 19's, having
seen the use of thousands of rounds of this
high pressure ammunition, had to be with
drawn from use and labeled "unservice
able." His concern registered with me that
the possibility existed of a weapons mal
function in a deadly force confrontation
when a worn weapon and high pressure
round were used. Tests of various lots of
the + P + ammunition showed startling
variations in pressures, with many aver
ages above the +P+ limits set by SAAMI.
I had also begun to receive reports from
several non-federal law enforcement agen
cies which were using + P + ammunition,
of various makes, that bullet performance
was not as the laboratory tests had indi
cated when variables such as reduced ve
locity and other than contact distance im
pact were taken into account. Something
appeared to be amiss.

Secondly, about the time the abovt'·in
formation was being received, I was intro
duced to Lt. Frank McGee, commanding
officer of the New York City Police De
partment's Firearms Training and Tactics
Section. Frank provided me with studies of
what had actually happened in shooting
incidents involving New York City police
officers over a period ofyears. Light condi
tions, number of assailants, distance, shot
placement, medical examinations of indi
viduals shot with various types of projec
tiles, all were discussed, explained, and
when questioned were raised, answers
were given by example and fact, not spec
ulation and theory.

Considering the New York City Police
Department is annually involved in more
shooting confrontations than any other
police agency in the country, I took to
heart what Frank had said. I returned to

(Continued on page 65)
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3V2"
4Va"
5"

2fa"
51A"
3"

41A"
4" M66

2V2" M66HYDRA-SHOK .357
FEDERAL .38 125 JHP + P+
FEDERAL .357 125 JHP
HYDRA·SHOK .38 SCORPION
WoW 158 LHP .38 +P
HYDRA-SHOK .357
FEDERAL .38 125 JHP + P+
FEDERAL .357 125 JHP 43fa"
(Federal .357 jHP shed jacket in both tests. WOW .38 Special LHP penetrated the most of any
rounds.) 15' Ve/ocity-2W' M19-863 f.p.s. 15' Ve/ocity-4" M66 -973 f.p.s.

7

From left to right, Hydra-Shok SDL, Federal .357 Magnum JHP, Hydra-Shok .38
Special Scorpion, Federal .38 Special 125 gr. JHP +P, Winchester-Western .38
Special 158 gr. LHP + P. Hydra-Shok .357 averaged 18,500 psi-remarkably low.

A preHy respectable 6-shot group that was fired from a sandbag rest with a
2Y2" Model 66 using the Hydra-Shok SDL in .357. Note the vertical stringing.

The expansion results using wet pak as a media. From left to right, Hydra-Shok
S.D.L..357, Winchester-Western ,38 Special LHP +P, Federal .38 Special 125
grain JHP +P, Federal .357 Magnum JHP (shed iacket as it expanded). No two
behaved exactly alike. Hydra-Shok muzzle energy calculated out to 157 ftllbs.
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TuE.45ACP

don't know ifit's our common Mormon heritage or not, but
I've always been fascinated by the guns designed by John
Moses Browning. Of all his inventions, however, none has
held my interest like the 045 Auto. I consider it the finest
defensive handgun available.

T
he 044 is advertised as the worl9's most powerful hand
gun, but I've found the Al to outperform it. The 044,
however, does offer the shooter a much wider variety of
factory loads. The loads listed below were fired from a
Ruger Super Blackhawk with 7Vz" barrel.

I

Velocity ExpansionLoads

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION announced the
addition of the 44 Smith & Wesson Special cartridge to its
1981 line of pistol ammunition. For its loading Federal has
chosen a 200 gr. lead, semi-wadcutter, hollow point bullet.
This is the only expanding bullet load offered in this
caliber by any manufacturer. Muzzle velocity of the new
round is approximately 960 fps from a 7Vz-inch barrel
revolver and 920 fps from a 5I/z-inch. The cartridge is
designated 44SA and is packed 50 rounds per box.

NEW 44SA FOR SMITU &. WESSON

I
fthere's another contender for the .. 38 Super dubious hono!,
It would be the Al Magnum. It's a shame, because the Al is
simply the best police revolver cartridge we have. The all
lead semiwadcutter has proven to be a reliable one-shot

. stopper with none of the problems present with the .357
Magnum. I've carried one for the lasteleven years in law enforce-
ment, and it's second only to the 045 auto. .

The "Magnum" loads for the Al will do virtually everything
the .44 will. If you handload, the AI's superiority becomes even
clearer. Unfortunately, it has received a lot of bad press it hasn't
deserved. The loads tested here were shot through a S&W Model
57 with 6" barrel.
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REDUCES
FRICTION

BLUE WEAR
AND RUST

.. The
~"METALOY"

finish

Fred Schmidt
Tel: (004) 746-9269
5904 Signal Hill Rd.
Mechanicsville, Va 23111

Metaloy Co.• Inc.
6567 E. 21 PI. 'T"Tulsa, OK 74129

(918) 836-3781

(1) Phenomenal molecular bond
will not chip or peel

(2) Extremely Hard satin finish (70
Rock. "C") with super lubricity

(3) Excellent protection against rust
(4) All internal and external parts

processed

Jones Extended Magazine Release
Button for Colt, AMT and Crown
City Autos. Completely replaces
the existing release. No drilling or
tapping necessary. Instructions in
cluded. Patent Pending. $19.95
postpaid. N.Y. res. add 7% tax.
JiM'S FLYE SHOPPE Dept. AHG
Rd. #1 9518 Rt. 60 Fredonia, NY
14063

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS

]1"rrba ~utt :§l1np
Custom Gun Work 45, PPC

Unllned
$24.95
$24.95
$22.95
$22.95

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conversion (pal Pend)
Douglas 1·10 twist BBl 1,080" Dia 6" long
Square recess muzzle
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc.
H.B.W.C. only

• Reduced Leading
• No bullet jump
'Reduced recoil
X-Ring Accuracy
Each gun individually built

TeflonUned
$38.95
$38.95
$36.95
$36.95

T-Shirts
Only $6.95

Hand Silkscreened
On U.S.-Made Shirt
Gold on Royal
Rebel Flag and Second Amendment Also

Available
Send Size. Make and $695 + $1 p&h to

Box 55045 DeplA lillie Rock. AR 72205

~~__----J

The first major Holster innovation in years. A
perfect combination of Top Grain Leather with
Teflon Lining.
Add $2.00 for BfW pl!'s $1.50 for shIppllll. California
residents add 6% 1181es'tax. Send check or money
order. Dealers inquiry weIc:oma.

~
P.o. Boll 821

'Ii Rosemead, California 91770

AvaiJable in Black or Brown. The two tone
brown pieturecl is available with B/W only.
Available for: S&W K·Frame, Gov't Auto,
Commander, 8mg H. P., Meel. Auto's, SmaH
Frame D.A.

S&W K Frame
Gov't Auto
SmalI.D.A.
Medium Auto

THE --BODYCUA:R:C"
WITH THE ALL NEW TEFLON LINING

MatchllS,A&B
Stage A . 7 yards 12 RDs. 25 sec.
Stage B - 25 yards 18 RDs. 90 sec.
6 RDs. Kneeling
6 RDs. Standing Barricade, LH.
6 RDs. Standing Barricade, RH.
25X, 5-10

Shadowshirts

Life
lnsur~e

@T
(Continued from page 27)

The important consideration is that of
finding a barrel length that works well for
you. Most individuals would not select a 4"
.44 when deer hunting in open country. A
14" TIC .30-30 would be an excellent
choice in this situation for the individual
who can see the sights well. Some indivi
duals would be far better off with a 4 inch
.44 if they can see the sights on it and not a
14" TIC.

Individuals with acute visual problems
and those who just want to improve their
ability to hit at long range may want to
consider scoping something like a 10 or 14
inch TIC in one of the hot calibers.
Scoping a handgun, particularly a TIC or
XP-100, does for a handgun exactly what it
does for rifles-enables the user to see
better and therefore hit better. Scoping
hard kicking handguns is a problem
however. SSK Industries (Rt. 1, Della
Drive, Bloomingdale, OH 43910) can help
out in scoping TICs that kick hard.

From the standpoint of practicality, al
most any hunting handgun can be made to
work in almost any hunting situation.
Long barrels will work in the woods and 4
inchers will work in open country. I fre
quently feel we sometimes emphasize "the
right equipment" for a hunt to the point of
being ridiculous. No animal punched with
a 240 grain .44 Hornady HP is going to
know if it came from a 4 or 8 inch gun.
With the same hit, I'm convinced the result
will be identical from the viewpoint of the
hunter too.

Higher velocities do give better bullet
performance. However, in revolvers there
just isn't enough velocity spread from 4 to
8 inch barrels to make much difference in
bullet performance on game. The way to
get better bullet performance is to use a
heavy soft bullet such as the Remington
.44 mag JHP or go to a lighter bullet
capable .of higher velocities. H&H
Cartridge (Super Vel) and Federal both
load 180 grain.44 magnums that perform
well. The Super Vel round was about 100
fps faster from my guns but both are
excellent in the accuracy and punch de
partments. Sierra, Speer and Hornady all
sell lightweights that perform well on
game.

Significant velocity-power differences
exist when graduating from revolver to
single shots but with the exception of the
.357 Herrett and .35 Remington 14" guns
pistol bullets still work well. The .357
Herrett and .35 Remington are capable of
velocities that will cause 158 grain revolver
bullets to come apart in flight.

The 14" TICs are the finest long range- .
big game handguns available. They have
the power and accuracy to be used effec
tively by an excellent shot on deer at 200
250 yards in .30-30, .357 Herrett and .35
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Lou Ciamillo
Pistolsmith

c/o MARYLAND GUN WORKS, LTD.

Police Combat Revolvers

SPECIALIZING IN RUGER,
S&W, AND COLT
CONVERSIONS

Combat Conversions on all guns include Douglas or Apex
1-1/16/1 round or square barrel, 30-Mar, Davis, Mascot or
Aristocrat Rib, complete action job including smooth trigger wi
trigger stop and speed hammer.

All above work on most Colt. S&W and Rugef Revolvers:

Round 1-1/16" Barrel- (Blue) $245.00
Square Barrel wI ejector rod shroud $295.00
(Add $10.00 for stainless)

'Prices include taking original sights and barrel in trade.

DEALERS IN HOGUE AND ROGERS CUSTOM GRIPS
CHARTER MEMBER AMERICAN PISTOLSMITHS GUILD/M.D. FIELD REP PMA

For more information write: Lou Ciamillo - Gunsmith
c/o Maryland Gun Works, LTD. 1 26200 Frederick Road 1 Hyattstown, Maryland 20734

(301) 831-8456

NOW 36 TARGET
COMBINATIONS

LIFESIZE, FULL COLOR
COMBAT TARGETS

FOR INFORMATION:
ADVANCED TRAINING SYSTEMS
12 Skillman Lane
St. Paul, Minnesota 55110
(612) 483-8113

"The Electronic Range Specialists"
ADVANCED TRAINING SYSTEMS 1/lIl/Jlf

Remington. Verne Juenke (Accuracy Den,
25 Bitterbrush Rd., Reno, Nevada 89523)
performs accuracy work that will give as
tounding accuracy from even old, worn
out T /Cs. His accuracy work is reasonably
priced, excellent in workmanship and well
worthwhile.

There is no magic formula to select a
particular barrel length for hunting hand
guns. It boils down to simply this: the guy
behind the gun is responsible for its use,
whether it is used successfully .....
or unsuccessfully. ~

.22 SILHOUETTES

(Continued from page S2)

third shot at the untouched second sil
houette. Only hits and misses are recorded
and a silhouette must be knocked from its
rest to score a hit. "Turning" a silhouette
on the stand does not count. Ricochet hits
count if the target falls.

If one foot or the other of any hit
javelina or ram is completely off the stand,
then the hit will be scored, even if the
target is still standing with the other foot
still on the stand.

Otherwise, in no case shall a hit target be
awarded as a scored point unless it is
knocked down and/or off its stand.

SHOOTING POSITION
Standing: Any standing position will be

allowed with the gun being supported by
one or both hands_ No part of the one or
both arms or hands holding the gun shall
contact any other part of the body from the
shoulder out.

Freestyle: Freestyle being any safe posi
tion without artificial support. No part of
the gun, stock or grip shall touch ground or
ground cover, and the gun must be held in
such a manner that the line referee and/or
Range Officer can see that the gun is
visibly clear of the ground at all times
when in firing position. Nesting the barrel
in the top of a shoe or boot or across the
sole or notch of the heel constitutes artifi
cial support and is not allowed. Handi
capped competitors may fire from wheel
chair with one or both elbows supported,

. or with braced crutches or with support
from chair or stool replacing leg.

IHMSA CLASSIFICATION
The first score fired in a sanctioned

match by a new shooter will establish his
initial class, thereafter, any two scores,
including said first score and any re-entry
scores that exceed the break point of any
class will move the shooter directly to that
class.

FREESTYLE POSITION
Score: 0-10 Novice Class

11-17 B
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STANDING POSITION
Score: 0-7 B

8-15 A
16-21 AA
22-40 AAA

The point spread on the classifications
was established to provide a maximum
number of classes and to allow the
shooters to compete against only those
other shooters who are at their level of
shooting skill.

.22 Silhouettes make an excellent shoot
ing sport. The range is easy to set up, the
targets are challenging and there is a great
deal of satisfaction in seeing your target
react to your hits.
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Send for 92-pg ADULT
AIRGUN CATALOG/
GUIDE (FREE with men
tion of code HG5Y. Add
$1 for fast first class mail).

Suggested
Retail
from $90
to $600.

BEEMAN
47-HG5Y Paul Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 472-7121 ,

Beeman's ADULT spring
piston air pistols offer top
velocity and incredible accuracy.
Economy to top-of-the-line models
are qu iet, durable and easy to cock.

470 fps/0.8'" etc..

BEEMAN
HighPo~er

Airguns No pumping, /10 C02, /10 Fa/Fes!

.. .provides handsome appearance of stainless steel
THIS IS THE FINISH! It protects ALL metal surfaces
by a combination of heat and chemical treatments.
The surface you see; the bore where deterioration
is most deadly; moving parts - without harm to
close machine tolerances, without loss of temper
to springs. Far outlasts blueing. Lab and field
tested for several years. Provides like-new restora
tion for favorite older guns; special good-looking
protective finish for that new purchase. Results
guaranteed! Investigate.

WRITE FOR
Full color illustrated
brochure and name
of nearest
dealer

A
AA
AAA
International

18-23
24-29
30-35
36-40

HANDGUN CLASSIFICATION
Competition is in three categories as

determined by pistol action type.
Semi-Automatic Handgun: A maga

zine-fed blow-back ope'rated pistol cham
bered for the .22 Long rifle cartridge.
Barrel to have a maximum length of 71fz
inches. Maximum weight to be 50 oz.
unloaded with magazine.

Revolver: A multi-chambered revolving
pistol chambered for the .22 Long rifle
cartridge. Barrel to have a maximum
length of 10 inches and the pistol is to have
a maximum weight of 55 oz. unloaded.

Single Shot Handgun: A pistol capable
of containing only one cartridge. Gun to
be chambered for the .22 Long rifle car
tridge. Barrel to have a maximum length
of 10 inches and the pistol is to have a
maximum weight of 55 oz. unloaded.

Any action type may be used equally in
standing category.

Ammunition: The .22 Long rifle car
tridge is the only cartridge allowed in this
competition.

The pistol rules were written to allow the
use of all current production pistols cham
bered for the .22 lon~ rifle. The rules do,
however, prohibit the use of target attach
ments, such as barrel weights, muzzle
brakes and adjustable stocks. Handguns
used in IHMSA .22 Silhouette competition
must qualify as follows: "A gun that is, or
was, a catalog item on or before January I,
1979, and was readily available to the
general public. The gun must be complete
at all times in form, finish and mechanical
function as manufactured, and only parts
which are manufacturers catalog items for
the particular model may be used for
repair or replacement. A trigger job may
be performed on the gun and sight-black
may be used for sight definition. Stocks
which are standard catalog items and
which are finished by the maker to stand
ard patterns may be used as replacement
parts. The Technical Committee shall have
the responsibility of determining the ac
ceptability of any handgun or accessory

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . MAY / JUNE 1981
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WRITE FOR CATALOG. DEPT. 1A, 16580 CEDAR AVE. SO.,

ROSEMOUNT, MN 55088

Next issue, Part II will present methods
for tuning the .22 pistol, with sections on
Ruger Mk I, S& W MIl, Thompson/
Center, and High ~ .
Standard. ~
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PISTOLS USED
The .22 Silhouette game is currently

dominated by pistols produced in the USA
by Yankee firearms manufacturers. This is
a good situation for the sport.

The single shot category competitors
prefer the Thompson/Center (Box 2405,
Rochester, NH 03867) Contender in the
bull-barreled version at the rate of about
10 to lover any of the other single shot
pistols. The T/ C regularly turns in an
excellent performance with the only per
fect 40 x 40, to date, being recorded with
one of Warren Center's bull-barreled ver
sions.

Revolver honors are shared by Ruger
(Southport, CT 06490) and' Smith &
Wesson (2100 Roosevelt Ave., Springfield,
MA 01101). The Ruger .22 revolvers with
factory adjustable rear sight and barrels of
6Y2 or 9Y2 inches have turned in some very
presentable scores. The Smith & Wesson
Model 17, or K-Model as it is popularly
known among the shooters, is also very
well thought of in the 6 and 8rs inch
barreled versions. An 8rs inch Model 17
was used by Dave Whitman to win the
1979 California State Revolver Cham
pionship. My favorite, and the revolver
which won, for me, the 1980 California
revolver championship, is the 6-inch-bar
reled K-Model with Pachmayr (1220 S.
Grand Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90015) pres
entation stocks.

The Semi-Auto category is very popular
among the competitors and three man
ufacturers currently share popularity.in
the category. The Ruger MK-I, Smith &
Wesson Model 41 and the High Standard
(31 Prestige Park Circle, East Hartford, CT
06108) Trophy Citation or Victor Models
appear to compete equally in the Semi
Auto Category with only the ability of the
shooter determining the winner of any
match.

The over all Semi-Auto winner of the
1979 California State Championship was
Jerry Pantaleo of Fresno, using a Smith &
Wesson Model 41 and the 1980 winner was
John Bosch of Madera, using a 7'14 inch
barreled Military Trophy Model.

released to the public after January 1, 1979
for competition."

In October of 1978 the general member
ship of IHMSA voted to require that all
pistols used in the production category
competition should be across-the-counter
pistols.

By a 97 percent vote the membership
eliminated the possibility of an all-out
equipment race destroying their sport as it
has so many other sports. Their shooting
sport is to emphasize skill instead of equip
ment and anyone with a pet pistol is ready
for a match.

•
Norma Precision Division, General Sporting Goods Corp.
798 Cascadilla Street, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850

FAST &ACCURATE!

.38 Special Norma Magnum ammunition (stock # 19119),
previously not designated +P, has been redesignated to +P.
Velocity and energy figures remain as previously published.
Magnum performance is unchanged.

Several earlier shipments of this ammunition, not carrying
the +P headstamp, may remain unsold or unused. These should be
treated as +P and may be identified by the lot code number
stamped on the side of the inner carrier of the box. These include
those numbers beginning with the digits: 016, 048, 057, 086, 117,
118, and 127. Anyone possessing ammunition so marked should
observe manufacturer's recommendations for their gun relative
to firing +P cartridges.

MIDWEST FIREARMS

Guns,
Guns Accessories,
Clips, and Parts for Broomhandle
Mausers, Lugers, P-38,
1911A1, M1 Carbines

Using a Michigan Arma
ment customized Colt .45,
Nick Pruitt, Newhall, Cali
fornia, had the fastest time in
the U.S. Nationals at York
town, Virginia. In man vs.
man competition, Nick was
timed at 5.35 seconds.

Complete .45
Combat Modifications

Spedalizing in all
Colt A.C.P. handguns

MICHIGAN ARMAMENT, INC.
Custom Handgun Specialists

214 East Adrian St. • Blissfield, MI 49228 • 517/486-4000
Thomas Kohler /' John Post, Sr.
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"LIGHTNING"'·
Grips for Autos
Model #660 Colt "Government"
.45 Auto: Colt "Commander."
• Flat Compact Design. Deep Finger
Grooves. Hand Filling Shape. Left
Panel Specially "Dished" for Quick
Magazine Button Release

$23.95 ea. plus $1.00 postage & handling.
CA Res. add 6% Sales Tax.

::~forFUIl A1BlonchlA1Dii
Color Catalog (i}D7\ifm~~
(send S1.00) \!J\!:!)W~~TM

100 Calle Corlez, Dept.AH-581 Temecula, California 92390

REDUCES RECOIL. IMPROVES ACCURACY

IN LESS
THAN
6 WEEKS

JAEGER
Master Gunsmith

your handgun can
be customized.
A special new service for IPSC • PPC •
IHMSA Shooters. Paul Jaeger Inc. now has
the largest staff in the East geared to high
quality custom handgun work.

Send for our free literature. Write Jaeger
Master Gunsmith, 211 Leedom Street,
Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 884-6920.

"LIGHTNING"'·
Grips for Revolvers
Model #650 S&W Chief
M36. M60
Model #655 S&W "K" M19.
M10 Round
• Shrouded Hammer. Finger
Grooves. Molded Rubber
Construction. Speed Looder
Clearance. Single Action
Capability. Flat Compact
Design. Hand Filling Shape
• Checkered Palm Swells

$22.95 ea. plus S1.00 postage & handling.
CA Res. add 6% Sales Tax.

Patented.
Other Patents
Pending.

RECOIL CAN GET NASTY
Accuracy wise, the .430 JDJ with the 265

grain will average around 3" for five shots
at one hundred yards. Velocity runs from
the 1600 fps up into 1825 fps with a max
imum load, however recoil gets heavy as
charges are increased and can get nasty
with maximum charges of 4198.

The cast slugs for the .430 JDJ generate
more recoil and muzzle jump than the 265
grain Hornady, but in most cases isn't
excessively abusive. Maximum hunting
loads generate a good bit more recoil in a
10" barrel, but are very accurate. The 315
grain cast bullet moves out between 1440
fps to a sizzling 1583 fps in a 10" tube,
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . MAY/JUNE 1981

with 42.0 grains of H-322, these slugs will
average IY2" to 13,4" five-shot groups at one
hundred yards and cruise along at 1799 fps
out of a 14" barrel. The Sierra and Hor
nady 300 grainers are the heaviest bullets
offered in the .375" diameter. Loaded with
44.0 grains of H-322 they move along at
1897 fps, deliver excellent accuracy, and
penetrate more than any of the other bullet
weights. The ability of the 300 grain Hor
nady FMJ to penetrate speaks for itself.

Although I didn't include cast bullets in
testing the .375 JDJ, a wide variety of
weights and styles are available and per
form very well, especially for practice.

In the hands of a practiced handgunner,
the .375 JDJ will take game out to two
hundred yards, and recoil of this cartridge
isn't at all abusive with the 220 grain or 270
grain slugs. With the 300 grainers, recoil is
noticeably heavier. The .375 JDJ is a very
good choice for big-game hunting, deliver
ing better accuracy and more power than
the .375 Winchester rifle.

(Continued from page 39)

HAND CANNONS

.430 JDJ POWERHOUSE
The .430 JDJ is a real powerhouse. with

a 350 grain cast bullet this wildcat car
tridge equals the power of a .45-70 rifle.
The .430 JDJ is simply a .444 Marlin case
trimmed 1110" to 2.125" and uses .429" to
.430" diameter bullets. It is at its best with
265 grain and heavier slugs. The lighter .44
Magnum bullets may be used for special
purpose loads, but they will not do any
thing the heavier slugs can't do more effi
ciently. The 265 grain Hornady will not
stand up to the velocities achievable in the
.430 JDJ, tending to break up shortly after
impact with high velocity loads at short
range. It's a good bullet for large varmint,

. but may well be excessivley destructive on
deer. With no heavier jacketed bullets
available, custom double-cavity bullet
moulds can be puchased from SSK in four
styles and considerably heavier bullet
weights-220 grain and 260 grain GC in
one mould and 315 grain and 350 grain GC
in the other. The 315 grain and 350 grain
seem to be better suited to the .430 JDJ.



8.95
2.25
4.95
6.95
5.95

,85
.35

1.25
1.50
1.95
1.95
.30
.45
.30
.30
.30
.30.

1.50
.55
.30
.30
.30
.30
.30

7.95
.30
.30
.25

.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

TEXAS ARMAMENT CO.
P.O. Box 135H Brownwood, TX 76801

(915) 646-5827

Please include postage. Texas
residents please include 4% sales tax.

Write or call to get our monthly
. mailing of bargain priced gun parts

and accessories.

EACH
Hammer Strut $1.25
Hammer Strut Pin .20
Barrel Link. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
No. 13 Barrel Link

(For Matching Guns) .
Barrel Link Pin .
Firing Pin .
Firing Pin Stop .
Plunger Thbe .
Ejector .
Grip Screw .
Recoil Spring .
Magazine Catch Spring .
Firing Pin Spring .
Main Spring ' .
Plunger Thbe Spring ." .
Recoil Spring Plug .
Grip Screw Bushing .
Main Spring Cap .
Main Spring Cap Pin .
Main Spring Retainer .
Slide Stop Plunger ' .
Safety Plunger .
Grip Safety (Long) .
Hammer Pin .
Sear Pin .
Ejector Pin .
Main Spring Housing

Retainer Pin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30
Main Spring Housing (Flat) ... 7.95
Main Spring Housing

(Gold Cup Style) .
Recoil Spring Guide .
Disconnector .
Trigger (Long) .
Trigger (Short) .
Trigger (Adjustable Match,

Aluminum) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.95
Trigger (Adjustable Match,

Blue Steel) 10.95
Trigger (Adjustable Match,

Stainless Steel) :.... 12.50
Sear Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .95
Hammer (1911A1) . .. 7.95
Hammer (1911, wide) 10.95
Barrel Bushing 5.95
Sear... .... .. . . . . 5.95
Magazine Catch Lock 1.25
Magazine Catch 5.50
Grips (G.!.) . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.95
Magazine 5.95
Slide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59:95
Rear Sight 1.50
Front Sight. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50
Extractor 4.75
Thumb Safety 6.95
Slide Stop . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.95
Barrel 27.50
Barrel Bushing Wrench . . . . . . . .60

Federal's new 300 grain HP performs
impressively out of J4" .45-70 TIC.

depending on powder and charge weight.
The. 350 grain GC slug can be driven in the
1550 fps range, with maximum loads. Two
of the most suitable powders for both
bullets are H-322 and 4198, with the latter
yielding more velocity and recoil. Ac
curacy seemed to be better as powder
charges were increased.

Standard .444 Marlin dies are used for
reloading the .430 JDJ, however, some
seating dies must be shortened in order to
crimp the bullet. Lyman's dies may be
used as is.

The .430 JDJ is suited to either open
sights or pistol scope. In either case they
must be ruggedly constructed or they will
fall apart in no time from the effects of
recoil.

The best barrel length in the .430 leans
towards the 12'12" or 14" over the shorter
10" tube because of more velocity, a better
sighting radius with open sights, and extra
weight helping to dampen recoil. Shots of
up to two hundred yards are within the
practical effective range of this '·cartridge.

The .430 JDJ may be rechambered from
a .44 Magnum TIC barrel with excellent

results. Cost is the same as the TIC
Krags-$33. Having a 14" tube cut back to
12'12" will run another $15.

Last, but not least, there is the 107-year
old "block bustin" .45-70. SSK Industries
picked a real winner when this cartridge
was adopted into their line ofTIC barrels.
The recoil can be extremely heavy, or no
more than that of a skinny barrel 10" .44
Magnum TIe. As a matter of interest, the
.45-70 is the most popular caliber accord
ing to sales.

Factory ammo in the TIC .45-70 is mild
in both pressure and recoil. Federal has
recently introduced a 300 grain hollow
point round that's most impressive. A 14"
barrel will kick it out at 1475 fps and it
should prove to be a good performer on
deer.

Reliable handloading data is abundant
for both cast and jacketed slugs in the .45
70 and can be used in the TIC if pressures
are kept below 28;000 c.u.p. The use of
load data for the '73 Springfield is usually
sufficient for hunting. It's possible to use
moderate 1886 Winchester loads without
harming the TIC; however, recoil starts to
get very heavy as charges are increased

P.O.

CHOOSE A WINNER

BULLSHOOTERS' new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit .An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors: red. yellow. orange.
blue. green. and opaque whife. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes. without heat.
Inserts won't fallout. withstand hot
bluing. Our Fluorescent kit Includes side·
torms. mixing bowl. and complete. illus'
trated instructions on front and rear sight
inserts. Immediate shipment. satisfaction guaranteed
20 INSERTFLUORESCENT 6 COLOR KIT, $16.95 Ppd,
150 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT $3B.50 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT $59.00 Ppd.

(Original 12 insert opaque 4 color kit . $1195 Ppd.)

Ask about our luminous pigment
Arizona Residents add 6% Sales Tax.

BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY
Dept. AH/9625 E. 3rd Street/P.O. Box 13446

Tucson. Arizona 85732/602·298·6924

Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E.W.B. Corp.

~el~
All Caliber Pistol

Cleaning Kit
Complete care for your finest
pistols. Duraluminum clean
ing rod, phosphor bronze
brushes, silicone cloth, nylon
cleaning tips, wool mops,
patches, Guns~ick, oil, solvent
and expert cleaning instruc
tions. Deluxe kits for shotguns
and rifles also available.

N~

\ Hand crafted, fully
lined, leg & hammer
tie downs, 24 loops.
Prompt Shipment,

Specify waist $59.95 p.p. Cashier's
size Gun make, check or money or-
bbl. length & der. Please add $2.00
caliber. extra for 7v," bbl.

Send $1.00 for comple e catalog.
Dealers, please inquire.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040

FLUORESCENT COLORS!
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• Drop-in installation
• Release slide without

shifting grip

• Ideal shape for
speed and comfort

$19.95 each

EXTENDED SLIDE RELEASE

I
CYLINDER&SLIDE SNOP INC.

~ P.O. BDX 9.17
FREMONT. NE. 68025

-:;:::' fIN.•02 72,..277

Dealers please inquire

....•......••...........••...........
: DREADNAUGHT ;
: 357 ! 44 B & D :
: Conversions of S&W 27-28 Ruger 357 :
: T.C. Contender-Marlin 1894 :
: BAIN & DAVIS =.
: 559 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, Ca. :. ......................................

• Drop mag. without
shifting grip

• No snag design
• Also fits Colt autos
• Easy installation
(drill & tap 1hole)
installation available $ 10.

$19.95 each

GunsmithIng at Its flnestl
Have your Colt Auto or ours customized as only
King's can do it! We've been satisfying our
customers nationwide for over 30 years!
Inquire for prices.

A. King's Arsenal Type Staking Tool for King·s.
Micro. Bomar front sights 18.50

B. King's Bushing Wrench..... 3.00
C. King's White Outline Blade for Ruger, Colt,

Micro sights 5.50
D. King's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Plug Set for

Colt 45 Auto; 416 stainless steel. RC 30-35
(specify Government or Commander) .. 25.00

E. MagaZine Base Pad .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . 1.95
F. King's Wide Combat Grip Safety - no alteration

to frame (specify Gov't or Commander) .. 22.50
G. King's Recoil Spring Guides; 416 stainless steel,

ground. heat treated finish (specify Government
or Commander. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. 22.50

H. King's Trigger Boot for Colt 45 Auto. acts as
stop, Gold Cup Width 12.00

I. King's Target Bushing (blued) 8.50
J. King's N.M. Bushing; 416 stainless steel

RC30-35 15.00
K. King-Tappan Combat Sight. the famous original

for Colt 45 Auto . . . . . . . 29.00
L. King Hard Ball Sight ... .. 18.00

King's Hard Ball with White Outline 21.00
M. King's Combat Speed Safety 18.00

.Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices

E

complete with detailed instructions

please add $1.00 postage per order

• Drop-in installation
.Special design will not

snag on holsters
• Reduces felt trigger pull
• Ideal for combat and

target shooters
• Eliminates mag. safety

$ 24.95 each

WIDE COMBAT TRIGGER
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THE CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP ANNOUNCES
3 NEW PRODUCTS FOR SHOOTERS OF THE

BRO\NNING HI- POVVER

M Dealer Inquiries Welcome. Order from:

KING'S GUN WORKS 1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd.- Glendale,
CA 91201· (213) 244-6811·244-7686

COD, MASTER CARD, VISA ACCEPTED.
CA. RESIDENTS ADD 6%. SHIPPING & HANDLING 1.50

CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS
Presentation grade stocks of fancy American
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters.

SUPERIOR CRAFfSMANSHIP
lllustroted brochure $1.00

ROBERT H. NEWELL
55 Coyote 51. Los Alamos. N.M. 87544

Redfield's 4x scope, base, and rings
endured recoil from SSK .30-40 Krag.

and can easily be pushed to excessive
limits.

There's a wide variety of both cast and
jacketed bullets from which to choose and
the majority work well in the TIe. Starting
with cast bullets, Lee Precision, Inc. offers
three moulds: 457-405 grain FN, 457-450
grain FN and 457-500 grain GCFN. The
405 grain is a good bullet, being accurate at
practically all velocities and penetrating
well. Weight and expansion qualities de
pend on hardness of the alloy used.
Backed with 36.0 grains of 4198, the 405
grain Lee bullet moves out at 1426 fps and
is pleasant to shoot. It's a good all-around
plinking weight and also useful for
hunting.

The Lyman #457193405 grain mould is
also a good choice. Its nose is slightly more
flat than the Lee bullet and longer ahead
of the driving bands by about 1/8".

The 450 grain Lee slug will weigh 430
grains if cast hard and 470 grains with pure
lead. The variations in weight will not
significantly affect the low pressure levels
being dealt with in the TIC, but variations
in point of impact at fifty and one hundred
yards are sometimes drastic. Cast hard at

430-440 grains, this bullet with 31.5-4198 is
accurate, recoils closely to factory ammo,
and is a good practice load. Velocity is 1136
fps from a 14" tube. Increasing the charge
to 34.0 grain-4198 pushes the slug out at
around 1300 fps. Adding four more grains
of powder to the charge makes the load too
heavy in recoil to shoot very much.

Lyman's #457125500 grain round nose
bullet can gain complete penetration in a
variety of objects, but many people favor a
flat nose cast bullet over a round nose for
use in the field.

Northeast Industrial, Inc., 2516 Wyo
ming, EI Paso, Texas 79903, offers a mould
that casts a 550 grain gas check slug that
offers the most in power and penetration,
but can easily be loaded to a point where
recoil is more than can be tolerated by
'ninety-five percent of handgunners. 32.0
grains of 4198 will drive the 500-grainer at
1155 fps with moderate recoil and is all the
more I care to shoot in this bullet weight.

A new owner of a .45-70 TIC should first
use the light to moderate loads until he
becomes familiar with the handling of this
extremely powerful handgun. It will save
possible injury to both ego and forehead.

Jacketed bullets for the .45-70 are plen-
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the competitive advantage

THERE ARE
105
WAYS

TO BECOME
THE WORLD'S BEST

PRECISION
HANDLOADER

... with the components that set the stan
dards for the world. Components from
Oynamit Nobel. Components that expert
shooters the world over rely upon. The
components that many of the top bench
resters swear by. 105 of the finest, most
reliable, precision components from the
company that back in 1926 revolutionized
shooting with their invention of the famous
RWS SI NOXI 0 non-corrosive primers. The
company that makes the reputable Rottweil
Brenneke shotgun slugs, the original
Brenneke RWS TIG and RWS TUG bullets,
specially heat-treated RWS center fire rifle
cartridge cases - and scores of other great,
top quality products for the serious hand
loader who demands that competitive
advantage l

tiful, with a weight and design for just
about any type of hunting situation. The
300 grain and 400 grainers are accurate
and expand very well at TIC velocities.
The Hornady and Sierra 300 grain hollow
pointers are both fast expanders and per
form well on deer-size animals.

The 350 grain Hornady round nose bul
let, designed for the .458 Winchester Mag
num, has a thicker jacket and won't open
up at the .45-70 TIC veloci ties. It would
undoubtedly be a good penetrator, but so
are the 500 grain and 550 grain cast slug,
which are a lot cheaper to shoot.

In the 400 grain, Speer's flat nose bullet
is ideal. It's accurate, expands well and
stays in one piece at TIC velocities. It's
suitable for anything from deer to moose.
This is probably the best all-round bullet
for the .45-70 TIe.

The 500 grain soft point and full metal
jacket bullets are nothing but penetrators.
They can't be driven fast enough to ex
pand even in hard materials, let alone
body tissue. At 1300 fps the slugs will
completely penetrate a concrete block
lengthwise. The 400 grain Speer is all the

SSK TIC "hand cannon" mounted with
4x Redfield scope makes an excellent,
powerful and accurate hunting handgun.

IPSC, PPC (, SERVICE GUNS
tailored to your needs

W. R. MOORE
P.O. Box 17252

Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(send sase for prices)

HAVE A GUN THAT SHOOTS THE
WAY YOU WANT IT TO!

Real hand fit actions, every part matched
and polished for beautifully smooth crisp
feel. S&W -Colt - Ruger revolvers only.
Write for information.

O WO S
P.O. Box 23028

ACTI N RK Richfield, MN 55423

MAGNIACENT
BRASS

PAPERWEIGHT
Full size replica of the Knuckle Duster

ORDER TODAY! ~~':t~;~'
Aluminum paperweight $3.95 ea.

Postpaid
For novelty paperweight use only.
Not intended for any other use.

Send cheCk or M.O. to,

BEST
SPORTS SUPPLIER

po. Box 492, Dept. 25
Hazelwood, Mo. 63042

55-CAST LEAD BULLETS
Sized & Lubed

GUARANTEED QUALITY

GREASE TYPE LUBRICATE #2 AL
LOY. Shipped COD, Freight Collect.
Dealer Inquiries Invited. $1.00 for
samples

pssco, Inc.
7448 Mentor Ave.
Mentor, OH 44060

Special
per M

$23.50

24:'50
24.50
25.50
25.50
25.50
33.00
33.00
34.00
28.00
29.00
33.00

9MM 125 RN

38141DEWC
38141 BBWC
38150 SWC
38158 SWC
38158RN
41225 SWC
44215 SWC

44240 SWC
45185 WC
45200 SWC
45230 RN

Descrlpllon

heavier you can use and still obtain good
expansion.

The .45-70 TIC is a very versatile
hunting handgun. It has the ability to
generate more than enough power to stop
any animal. It may well be the best all
round hunting handgun offered.

I've worked fairly extensively with the
.30 and .357 Herretts, the .30-30, and the
.35 Remington over the last five or six
years, and until I took on the assignment of
testing and evaluating these SSK TICs I
was pretty well satisfied with the perfor
mance of these small capacity, high pres
sure cartridges. Now that I've had a taste
of SSK's large capacity, low pressure car
tridges, I'm thoroughly- convinced that
they greatly surpass the performance of
the smaller high pressure cases for hunting
medium and big-game animals. The truth
lies in the performance; and the power and
accuracy of these' four SSK cartridges is
outstanding.

Prices for a 14" TIC barrel start at $140
less sights. These are premium quality
barrels with the lugs electron-beam
welded to the barrel. Each barrel is test
fired with proof loads before it leaves SSK

Dynamit Nobel of America Inc.
105 Stonehurst Court
Northvale, N.J. 07647

If your dealer doesn't stock the complete
line of RWS, GECO and ROTTWEIL
precision handloading components,
write or call us today.. .'201-767-1660.

Dqnamit Nobel

EI_~

• RWS SINOXID BOXER PRIMERS
• RWS SINOXID BERDAN PRIMERS
• RWS CENTER FIRE RIFLE CASES
• RWS CENTER FIRE RIFLE BULLETS
• GECO PISTOL AND REVOLVER CASES
• GECO PISTOL AND REVOLVER BULLETS
• ROTTWEIL BRENNEKE SLUGS
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ALLOW 12 TO 16 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT

The Dan Wesson 44 Mag., 357, and
.22 with ventilated or solid ribs are ideal

for scoping. The BUEHLER base is installed on
the barrel shroud with screws. Shrouds can be

changed without removing the mount. Like all BUEHLER
products, quality and dependability are built in. No

mount is made better. Mount complete $49.50.
Send for FREE Catalog 36H

BEAUTIFUL CONTROL

SUPERIOR CONTROL OOESN'T HAVE TO 8E UGLY.
Now you can have beautiful control in Cocobolo, Zebrawood. Rosewood, or other unusual exotic
woods. like the exhibition grade Bacote illustrated above. Quality engineered, finely finished, your
new Bullshooters· Fingergroove Grips will give you positive. beautiful control.

Retail Price
Walnut , $24.95
Standard Grade Exotics $35.00
Exhibition Grade Exotics $50.00
For more information and complete list of exotic woods, send S.A.S.E .
Dealers write for discount information on all Sullshooters' products.

BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY
Dept. AH/9625 E. 3rd Street/P.O. Box 13446

Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924
Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E.W.B. Corp.

Copyright, 1980, SEWS CORP.

(for Colt .45 auto and Identical trames)

You will solve the problems of slippage and inconsistant hold by simply Installing a pair of
Bullshooters· Fingergroove Grips on your .45 auto.

Your scores will improve automatically as the fingergrooves insure proper hand placement and
totalty eliminate shifting of the weapon especially during rapid fife.

These features. combined with the natural pointing and handling characteristics give the advantage
you need in hunting or competitive shooting.
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TYLER'S "T" GRIP
enTER SHOOTING
with this improved
cost Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt
ond S & W MODERN
Revolvers. DURABLE. PRAC·
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COlORS.
POLISHED or SLACK $5.00; GOLD $5.25

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colt, S & W
and many other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $3.75; GOLD FINISH $4.00
ORDER DIRECT OR AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
Send make & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s please.
• Fully Guaranteed • Prompt Postpaid Delivery.
Genuine Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. l.e
loaders-Bullet Molds-Gun Accessories. Hand-mode
Holste,. & lelts, Leath.r & Clarlno.

- Dealer Inquiries Welcome 
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 W. Britton Rd., Oklahoma City, Oklo. 7311.
Call loll-free (800) 654-8415 (Outside OK)

thousand rounds of ammo under it and
has yet to fail. Cost of the base and three
rings is $50.50 installed. A buyer of one of
these TIC Hand Cannons should probably
use only the SSK scope base and buy the
best scope he can afford.

It's advisable to have any of the four
calibers I've discussed either Mag-N a
Ported or have SSK install their muzzle
brake on the barrel. Everyone has proba
bly heard of Mag-Na-Port and its merits,
but the SSK muzzle brake is new-to
handguns, anyway. It's basically the same
as a brake for a rifle except that at the
muzzle a special cap is added. The expan
sion chamber reduces effective barrel
length by approximately lYs". It's very
effective in keeping the muzzle down in
recoil and retails at $65.

Detailed information and up-to-date
prices on the entire line of SSK barrels or
complete guns is available for the asking
by writing SSK Industries, Route I, Della
Drive, Bloomingdale, OH 43910, or phon
ing (614) 264-0176. They'll be more than
happy to give advice on caliber selection
and suitable sights tailored ~

to specific needs. ~

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . MAY I JUNE 1981

Hond'oods: lor, 1-3: .30-40 Krog; 3-4:
.430 JDJ; 5-7: .375 JDJ; 9-JJ: .45-70.

Industries. Complete custom fitted TICs
are also available.

There are some additional items which
may be necessary for these custom TICs to
give the handgunner trouble-free perfor
mance. First, probably the best grips to use
are Pachmayr's Presentation rubber grips.

Good sights, whether iron or glass are
mandatory to hit anything with a reason
able degree of accuracy, and this is es
pecially true with the SSK TICs, as they
deliver considerably more recoil. In light
of this, SSK offers an open sight system
that has been designed to take the recoil of
its big bores and stay in one piece. The
Micro sight is standard on the rear with a
special mounting base underneath that's
secured to the barrel with three hex-head
screws. Up front a number of sights are
available, such as a hot pink post or
Lyman 17-A. Cost of the open sights is $65
installed. SSK also markets a scope base
designed to eliminate the scope sliding
forward under recoil or the base ripping
itself from the barrel. It's constructed so
three Bushnell I" scope rings may be used
to hold just about any pistol scope made
for the base. The system has had many



SELDEEN
LEATHERSMITHS

222 Ramona Place
Camarillo, CA 93010

Brochure on request

THE COLT GOES
DOUBLE ACTION IN '81 in the

SELDEEEN D/A
HOLSTER

",........1,;. )

r~
THE COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL $6.30
AR·15. M-16 ANO M-16Al (5.56mm Rillos).. . .. $8.70
INGRAM MAC-l0 $5.50; Ml CAR81NE S8.75
The most comprehensive. best illustrated manuals for the use.
maintenance and repair of these effective weapons.
Money order or credit card only' in store or by mail' catalog $1.00

SURVIVAL 800KS (213) 763-0804
Dept. AH • 11106 Magnolia Blvd.· North Hollywood. CA 91601

Single action autos can be carried
with no round in the chamber

and be action ready-Safely and Reli;bly.
This holster activates the slide and

chambers a round during draw.

"FROM EMPlY CHAMBER TO
FIRED SHOT IN A FRACTION OF

A SECOND"
Available for all large frame single action

automatics in black or brown from
$35.00 to 39.95.

. WONDEBSIGHT
, .....}, A fully adjustable rear sight

,
~ <" that requires no alteration to

. ~. ......the older five-screw saw
. ~" "K" and UN" frame revolvers.

.A1so adapts to currentWimodels and many others
.~ using one tapped hole in

frame. 18 95
CA Res. Add Tax •
Factory Orders Postpaid
FIREARMS DEVELOPMENT LAB

5U YOLO AVE., DEPT. AH
OROVILLE, CA 95965

....

(Continued from page 43)

vinces him that he should give a wide berth
to a Star Sizer and Lubricator whenever he
runs into one.

I explained all this to Milt Hicks. "I
hustle reloads from anyone I can find who
can screw up his courage enough to work
those damnable machines which turn
them out," I told him.

I tried to remember whom I had hustled
for the ones I had fired in 1941 at Camp
Perry. I couldn't do it. One of the worst
wars in history had taken place in the
meantime, and trifles such as bumming .45
reloads off of somebody had got away
from me.

The 1946 operation, however, was dif
ferent. It came readily into focus. I had got
out of the Navy and was back with the
Customs Agency Service in Laredo, and
just before leaving for Camp Perry, I went
by the gun shop of Ed Bechelheimer,
whom I knew was a man with guts enough
to tackle those dangerous sizers and lubri
cators and things, and was turning out
some mighty fine .45 semi-wadcutter
bullets.

I have learned to profit from my com
plete helplessness around machinery. I tell
such a pitiful tale to people more gifted

MILT HICKS

shell in my life. In 1936, when I moved to
Puerto Rico, I took a disorderly mess of
metal-like rummage with me which I had
been told would make reload bullets, if a
man who knew anything at all about ma
chinery got busy with it. I had a Pacific
Reloader, a Star Sizer and Lubricator and
great quantities of pig lead, but I had no
more idea of how to make them perform
than I had of dancing the double-shuffle
turkey trot at the Roseland Ballroom in
New York.

It is impossible to describe the physical
throes a man goes through when he sizes
and lubricates his thumb. The aching,
piercing misery of it and the immediate
stabbing pain, followed quickly by a har
rowing, throbbing agony which usually
marks a man for life and certainly con-

For More
Information

Contoct:

Safety Direct, Inc.
23 Snider Way

Sparks. NV 89..31

ADVANCED HEARING PROTECTOR

WELL CAST ~
NARDO
BULLETS

A Superior Design that offers MORE.

Quality. Comfort & Custom Fit

~-L. /lL L Box 2496
r~·~ HARTFORD. CT 06101

WE HAVE A
VENT RIB
FOR IT! $1495

PLUS $1.00
POSTAGE. HANDLING

A great new look .
for your favorite DA 4" or 6". Install it yourself in
minutes. No machining. Available. too. for all Ruger
Blackhawks and the 6'12 Super Single Six.
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714 W. CIENEGA AVENUE, SAN DIMAS, CA 91773
PHONE (714) 599-3319 • (213) 332-1989

·Patent Pending

""'OUICKFRONpM
NO, 75

The Fastest
OUICKFRONTTM on

the Market

This holster is designed
for S&W K and N frames

2% ",4",6" & 6'12" 44
caliber revolvers and Colt
revolvers models 4" or 6 ".

Must use large factory
target grips.

/

SPECIALISTS IN LEATH R POLICE EQUIPMENT
An illustrated catalogue is available ($2.00).

Tex Shoemaker&Sans, Inc.

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement personnel. For infor
mation write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
\1 P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205
~ (314) 696-5544

This holster is
designed for the Colt
45 Automatic
Government Model
Gold Cup and
Commander. We do
not claim it to it
any other gu
• Patent Pending

BRAND
NEW
THIS

YEAR!

TEX'S !TWIN TORNADOS'
Here's a pair to draw to!

TEX
SHOEMAKER

'OUICKFRONpM
NO, 45 OF

them all up and shipped them to Milt at
the factory in Bridgeport.

I heard from Hicks about a month later.
I still have his letter and here's what it said:

"Dear Lee:
"Of all the scurvy hoaxes you've ever

played on me, that .45 semi-wadcutter
trick takes the first-place gold medal!

"I got the demonstration all set up, with
a well-accurized, .45 Gold Cup ational
Match automatic sitting in the machine
rest. We had everybody there to watch it
from the President himself to the boys who
sweep the fulminate of mercury off the
floors. I slipped a magazine with five of
your highly-touted reloads into the gun,
and then, being the showman that I am, I .
gave them a short, pungent speech about
how the manufacture of these shells by
Remington would revitalize the company;
run sales to astronomical figures and prob
ably set new world's records all over the
place.

"I fired the first five without looking at
them and when I finished and took a look
through the scope, I came about as close to
fainting as I have since I watched the
wolverines eat my Uncle Walter up above
Mackinac. I had a high six, two 9 o'clock

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . MAY IJUNE 1981

than I as to get their complete sympathy
and cooperation. Ed furnished me with
four boxes of the straight-shooting little
boogers, and I hied myself off to Perry with
them.

''I'll get them for you from Ed Bechel
heimer," I told Milt Hicks. "When those
vice presidents and general managers at
Remington see what they'll do in a ma
chine rest, they'll tool up for those .45
semi-wadcutter bullets in no time."

We both laughed at how surprised those
Grand Panjandrums at Remington would
be when they saw those semi-wadcutter
reloads tear the ten ring out at fifty yards.
"Oh, they'll wise up then!" I told Milt
Hicks. "They'll tool up and have those
semi-wadcutter bullets in the stores before
the next National Matches!"

When I got back to Laredo, I told Ed
Bechelheimer about Milt's plan. "Boy!"
Ed said. "We'll mail him four boxes of'em
and they'll just stack upon one another
when he fires them at fifty yards!" We tied



SNI'CSK'
The Snick Stage V

Holster System: ......-..,,'~
A Break Front . .'
Holster of Space '. '. '.
Age Plastic
Developed and
Tested in Combat
Competition and
Daily Wear,
Superb in Both
Applications
Send $1 for catalog or order and specify Model for
45 Gov't or Commander or P-35 Browning or Medi-
um Frame Revolver. $28 plus $1.50 postage and
insurance. Magazine carriers - vertical or horizontal.
45ACP $10. 9mm $12 each. Calif. Res. add 6% tax.
Send a street address if possible for UPS delivery.
No left hand models.

.45 COMBAT SHOOTERS

Ambidextrous Safetys "",. $2B.00
Extended Speed Safetys $17.SO
NEW Trigger Guard Shoes-Squares .
- Trigger Guard , , . , $14.9S
Extended Magazine Release-Drilled and

Tapped. complete , ... "" .. " .. $21.9S
Extended Slide Release-Blue ... , .. , , , , $16,SO
Extended Slide Release-Stainless Steel ... $19,9S
Wide Grip Safetys-Blue. specify Gov·t.

or Commander .. , ... "".", .. $17.9S
Combat Rubber Magazine Base Pads .. , .. ,$ LSD
Pachmayr Grips-GM-4S, GM-4SC .. , , . , .. $13.S0
Chapman Hi-Ride-Holster. Belt. & Pouch, , , $60,00
long or Short Adjustable Trigger IAlumn.) .. $12.00

Add $US for Postage and Handling
Send Cashiers Check or Money Order 10:

IATGHEI SHOOTERS SUPPLIES
P.O. Box 17591-A

Nashville, Tennessee 37217
Phone (61SI 331-0224

SNICK PRODUCTS, Dept. A
3212 Gulf St., Bakersfield, Calif. 93308

r··..·,7·(···'.1.
• I '\\ •

• •• •• r..~,.~_,.,a Converts standard.

• I a I ~~ belt holster to •
~--';"';-SINCE 1857 shoulder holster.

• #9 HANOI-STRAP •
• Sturdy lightweight leather shoulder strap converts •

•
most belt holsters into shoulder holsters or may be •
used with matching spring loaded holster as illustr-

• aled. #9 Strap only-SI4.95 •
#9 Holster only-S29.95 pius postage $1.50

• FREE CATALOG-holsters, scabbards.•
cartridge belts. cases, slides and slings.

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO.•-.;; :-~ .o.;~ ;9.9~O~

I'm going to get even with you ifit takes me
fifty years!

"Wrathfully yours,
"Milt Hicks"
I went down to Ed Bechelheimer's gun

shop, "Look what Hicks sent me," I said,
handing him the letter.

Ed read it over, quietly, 1 thought, for a
bird who had almost ruined the life of a
fine man. "You know what happened?" he
asked, and before 1 could tell him 1 cer
tainly didn't, he went on, "I m'ust have got
those boxes out of a pile my punk kid
loaded."

1 felt genuinely sorry for Milt Hicks, but
all the way back to my office 1 mulled over
how horrible it would have been if Ed
Bechelheimer had given me that bunch of
whirly-bird bullets just before 1 left for
Camp Perry instead of waiting to send
them to Milt Hicks!

Another thing, Hicks was wrong as he
could be about me setting the manufac
turers back fifty years in the final manufac
ture of.45 semi-wadcutter bullets. Before a
year had passed, every bullet manufactur
ing company in the country was turning
them out by the thousands.

It just goes to show you how a man will
exaggerate things when he's ~'

all worked up. ~

sevens, a low five and a miss.
"Out of desperation, I gave a low chor

tle, which, as you know, is a blend of a
chuckle and a snort, trying to hold the
attention of the high ranking officers of
Remington. I nervously loaded my next
five and fired them. None of these got
inside the six ring. They cut a sort of doily
around the five ring ... but I'll say this for
Bechelheimer's reloads, By Jesus! I didn't
get one complete miss with that last five!

"I looked around in complete despair,
trying to explain things. There was no one
left to explain to. They'd all gone out a side
door and back to their different types of
occupation.

"I want to tell you this, Lee: You have
set back the manufacture of .45 semi
wadcutter bullets for, at the very least, fifty
years!

"And I want to tell you another thing:

$

Swenson Extended Speed
Safety for all above
models:
$25.00 plus $1.50
postage & handling.
6% Calif. Sales Tax
for Calif. Residents.
Overseas slightly
higher postage.
Complete installation
instructions included.

S17~L

Now-the Swenson
Ambidextrous
Safety.
Patent No.
3492748.

Jam~s t.Clark
PISTOLSMITH
Rt. 2 - Box 22A

Keithville, Louisiana 71047

(318) 925-0836

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Also available to fit base on current
production model Mark I.

(White outline blade - $350 extra)
Replaces rear sight on Ruger models with
adjustable sights. Large. flat rear blade with
deeper sight notch. Improved sight picture.
Better click adjustments.

Add $1.00 for postage
and handling.

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
Post Office Box 606
Fallbrook, Ca. 92028
Phone: (714) 728-5319

RIGHT HANDERS!

LEFT BANDERS!

For use on all .45 caliber Colt, Mk IV, Gold Cup,
Lightweight and Combat Commanders, 1911 and

1911 Al govt. models, and Vega, AMT Hard
baller, Detonics and Crown City Arms. $40.00
plus $1.50 postage & handling. California resi

dents add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage
slightly higher. Installation instructions included.

CLARK" RUGeR
Adjustable
Rear5ight
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INTERNATIONAL SHOOTISTS INC.

Pistolsmithing at its finest-building
Combat autos on your gun or ours. A
complete repair and customizing
dept.-servicing dealers nationwide.

63

Send large S.A.S.E. For Brochure

For Dealers & IPSC Club
Discounts-Send for Catalog:

THE SHO GUN SHOP
26646 5 Mile Road. Redford, MI 48239

24 Hr. Telephone Orders-
313/535-0819

Check. COD or Credit Cards Accepted.
Send FFL & SASE for Service & Product List. or send
FFL & $2.00 for Complete Catalog.

GET A GRIP
ON SAVINGS.
Sight In On Our
Inventory And Services!

NU-LlNE GUNS
"UNDER RIB"

"The Gunsmith's Gunsmith"

SHO GUN
CUSTOM SHOP

SHO GUN DISTRIBUTORS

IPSC & COMBAT ACCESSORIES
PARTS. FIREARMS &OTHER FINE PRODUCTS

·Prepaid Orders Over $150·

PPC GUNS BUILT 1" BULL BARRELS
HANDGUN BARRELS RELINED
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED
JAY SCOTT GRIPS & COLT PARTS-
$10 MINIMUM ORDER
S& W SIGHTS INSTALLED ON
COLT SLIDES
S& W MOD. 28 TO .44 SPECIAL
AND .45 L.C.
Colt & S & W Warranty Station

6" Python Barrels. $62.00 prepaid
For parts order. add $3.50 packing and postage

NU-LlNE GUNS
1053 Caulks Hill Road. Dept. AH

Harvester. MO 63301
(3141 441-4500
(3141447-4501

(Continued from page 45)

practical men. The fancy doo-dads came
later. Belts rarely matched the holsters, but
they believed in lots of cartridge-holding
loops on the belt.

We'll leave the coverage of the modern,
fast-draw Western rigs with their forward
rake and steel linings for another issue.
Let's concentrate on what you can easily
buy across the counter at reasonable
prices, while still fulfilling that desire to
"wear 'em like it was." Although we'll
show you a few tie-down types, mostly
you'll see the high-riders. Tie-downs truly
didn't come onto the scene until the early
20th century. As you can see by the photo,
we are picturing nine different holsters as a
great place to start your search for that
look that wants to go along with your
favorite single action.

In the group photo (from I to r-top):
This 4570 Grizzly Rig is by G. Wm. Davis
and is a high rider with thick leather and
cross lacing. It's in all barrel lengths and
fits all SA's except .22. Next we have the
Lawrence. It's oiled and comes in basket
weave or plain. This will really hold a 7'12"
SA securely. Third from left is Bucheimer
in saddle tan. This particular one is for a
short-barreled Colt. What about S.D.
Myres? Recognize that old name? This one
is ornately flower-carved and is an extra
heavy left-hand model. Lastly in that row,
this Interarms model fits their Virginian
Dragoon. In the bottom row (l-r) leads off
with the Bianchi 1851 black powder model
that rides high and has a hammer thong
for security. Safariland offers this form
fitted model with thong and buckle. Next,
the carved model by Cobra with an acorn
design. Lower right is the Hunter No. 1060
with snap-on belt loop and tie-down. Most
of these companies have more than one
offering in this category.

So much for the holsters illustrated.
Authentically speaking, Brauer Bros.
makes a flapped cap and ball holster in
black (Union) or russet (Confederate)
variations, plus a "Y" series with open top

COWBOY HOLSTERS

IS YOUR
LIFE
SAFE?

•

SWMS manufactures standard or custom scaled
silhouettes for your range. for more Information.
send 25' and a self-addressed envelope to:

Southwe.t Metallic Silhouettes
P.O. Box 476 Uvalde, Texas 78801

Or Call: (512) 271-5454 or (512) 271-3217

1/5 scale N.R.A. Small Bore rifle silhouettes.,
1 set. . . .$9.98

3/8 scale IHMSA .22 pistol silhouettes. 1 set., ..$,17.80

"low are made of mild st..l.
One set consl... ot4 anlmall.

Full scale long lasting Jolloy 360 long range pistol and
high powered rifle silhouettes .$.269.99

You HAVE To BE

TOUGH To

SURVIVE

Now you can join the champions, Mickey Fowler and
Mike Dalton, in the latest, most improved techniques
in the arts of sel1 defense, competition, or just those
who must carry a pistol daily. Classes are now forming
with the personal supervision Of. Mickey and Mike at
their new facility in So. Cal. These international experts
will teach you to fire fast controlled shots, with the
mental conditioning to attain pin-point accuracy and
fulfill your personal goals!
Send $1.00 Postage and Handling For Full Descriptive Brochure To:
International Shootisls Inc. P.O. Box 5254, Mission Hills, CA 91345
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Standard Unit

Adapters have
Spinner Tops

Strong . '0
Ratchet ~ ~
has 18° ~ / •
Working Arc~ ...

Stubby
Unit

Ratchet Assembly

Send check or M.O. to:
THE CHAPMAN MANUFACTURING CO.

Route 17, Durham, Connecticut 06422
Dept.AH-5,

Complete with a Stainless
Steel Ratchet having a
torque strength of 200
inch pounds, this pocket
size (4W' x 6") set
contains a screw driver
handle plus extension and .
a full assortment of the
most often used adapters.
Adapters, made of Chrome
Nickel Molybdenum, have
parallel sides for optimum
bite. Packaged in a vinyl
covered steel case.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

NO. 9600 KIT
Immediate Delivery!

Only $18.95
Add 51.50

to Cover Postage
and Handling in ·U.S.A.
(In Canada add S2.501

American Sales & Mfg., Box 677,
Laredo, TX, 78040

Brauer Bros., 817 N. 17th, St. Louis,
MO,63106

Bianchi, 100 Calle Cortez,
Temecula, CA, 92390

IM. Bucheimer, Box 280,
Frederick, MD, 21701

Cobra Ltd., 1865 New Highway,
Farmingdale, NY, 11735

G. Wm. Davis, Box 446, Arcadia,
CA,91oo6

El Paso Saddlery, Box 27194, EI
Paso, TX, 79926

Eutaw Co., U.S. Highway 176W,
Holy Hill, SC, 29059

Don Hume, Box 351, Miami, OK,
74354 ,

Hunter Holsters, 3300 W. 71st Ave.,
Westminster, CO, 80030

Interarms, 10 Prince St.,
Alexandria, VA, 22313

G. Lawrence, 306 S. W. 1st Ave.,
Portland, OR, 97204

S. D. Myres, Box 357, Millis, MA,
02054

Old West, Box 2030, Chula Vista,
CA, 92012

Safariland, 1941 Walker Ave.,
Monrovi~, CA, 91016

and even a Buntline. Don Hume an
nounced a lot of new/old ones at the
recent SHOT show. Their #92 can be
worn high or low with a drop-loop attach
ment. Their famous River Belt holster
rides high with tie-downs and hammer
straps standard. FOUL other models cover
just about every other need. Eutaw out of
South Carolina make a nifty rig with the
authentic look. Then there is American
Sales with a low-priced outfit in black or
brown that handles up to a 6W' barrel. El
Paso Saddlery has two great ones. A basket
or swirl-stamped number with a safety
strap and a floral-carved that looks very
authentic and is an open-topped model
with the cross-piece. Old West, as its name
implies, also can fit your percussion guns
from Walkers down to Baby Dragoons. A
lot of these holsters have that extra piece
across the center of the holster.

If you select to stay reasonably or ex
actly authentic, this is as good a cross
section as you can consider. They are not
the typical overly-ornamental Buscadero
rigs that you may have seen the singing
cowboys wear, but the quality and selec
tion is there and they will stand up to and
surpass most of the ones you've seen in
those old time, faded tintypes. You'll get
the genuine look and it won't set you back
a month's pay earned by herding critters
north to Abilene. The cowboy holster of
yesterday? It's here today, .......
pardner! ~

COWBOY LEATHER

The only pancake type
design with a rear sight
and elbow protector.

Safety strap secures
behind the hammer for a
long lasting snug fit.

Ideal for dress belts with
1';'" belt slots (1'1.
optional)

A high ride holster that's
not top heavy.

Fine suede lining optional
(shown)

All around hard working
holster for sportsmen and
police.

Safety strap is behind the
hammer for asafe. snug fit.

Extra wide belt loop for
added strength.

Double stitched at stress
points.

Takes up to a2'/4' belt.

Fine suede lining optional
(shown)

THE WORK HORSE
MODEL #20

CLOSE COMPANION
MODEL #30

COMBAT SHOOTERS
COMPETITION RECOIL
ASSEMBLyTil
• Simply Instal! yourself
• ImprCllledconfrol
• ImPI'Qv~ accuracy
• Diminished recoR
• ,.§Xtencled IIfe.,of frame
• Corr/petltlon recoU guldtt
• Dual reeoU springs
• Tool steel for rugged life

Faclto!'Y. r ~~~1'IJRlNQ CORP.
Direct ~:?tl~9~~r

(206) 624-9090

DEALERS!

EN£6ADE
HOLSTER & LEATHER CO.
P.O. Box 31546
Phoenix. Arizona lI5046

INTRODUCING:

EACH ONLY 524.95 unlined 531.95 lined
Basket weave add $3.00

Renegade wants you to have the best! Try
one of these outstanding holsters for 30
days. If you're not completely satisfied.
we'll cheerfully refund your money.

Available fur 81W K & Nframe; CoIl & Ruger 8-6 10A1
Specffy; Mike. model. caliber. bbl. length 12'/... 4". 6tlz"1
russet or bllCk. plain or bask_va.
send check or money order to:
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Open 9:00·5:00 Daily
Closed Sunday

Phone (918) 673·2810

Route 2. Box 92
Miami, OK 74354

J & G Sales Inc.
442AH Miller Valley Road Dept. AH

Prescott, Arizona 86301
Telephone: 1-602-445-9650

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

$9.75
Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from
Forcing Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in
either 38-4t-44-45 cal. Bra•• cloth palehe. (Pk. 10)
$1.90. Order direct or from your dealer. Check or
Money Order. or Money Order.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

Gunsmith - Bud Price
21 years experience
NRA Life Member

STOCK NO. DESCRIPTION NEW PRICE
1070 Walther pp, ppk/s [New Models] .22Ir., 32acp., 380 $35.00
1073 Browning Hi-Power, Model P-35, 9MM Para 35.00·
0972 Colt Bisley Model Single Action 35.00
1075 Colt Single Action Army [Pre-WWII Models] 30.00
0971 Colt Single Action Army [Post WWII Earlier Models] 28.50
0970 Colt Single Action Army [Post WWII Latest Models] 30.00
1072 Colt Peacemaker, New Frontier .22 30.00
0973 Colt gov't. M/1911 auto, comdr., ace, gold cup, etc 24.75
0974 Colt Python, other off. pol. Old model Frames

Magna Ext. Style 39.75
0975 Colt Python, other off. pol. [stand size replaces

factory wood] 28.50
1071 Ruger Bearcat Single Action .22 28.50
0980 Ruger Single 6, Blackhawk [New models XR3-RED] 28.50
1074 Ruger Single 6, Blackhawk [Old models XR3] 30.00
0978 Ruger Super Blackhawk 33.75
0979 Ruger Security 6, Pol. Servo 6, Square Butt......... 30.00
0983 Smith & Wesson, "J" Frame-Round Butt 28.50
0984 Smith & Wesson, "J" Frame-Square Butt 28.50
0985 Smith & Wesson, "K" Frame-Round Butt ......•... 30.00
0986 Smith & Wesson, "K" Frame-Square Butt .....•... 30.00
0987 Smith & Wesson, "N" Frame-Square Butt......... 31.50
0988 Smith & Wesson, Model 39 49.50

Bona Fide Dealer Inquires Solicited.
Best Ivory Grips Available

High-quality genuine.
STAG once again avail
able and at REASON
ABLE prices! All orders
must be accompanied by
certified check, money
order, or formal request
for C.O.D. shipment. In
clude $2.50 per order to
all 48 states.

HIGH QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
REASONABLE MARKET PRICES.

We have Bushnell & Weaver scopes at tremendous
discounts. We also offer many specials on Ruger, Colt,
Remington. S&W, SAKO. TIC. Winchester, Armalile.
Hardballer, Back-Up'. Leupold. Weaver, Bushnell. Etc.
Please send us $1.00 in stamps or change to cover
shipping and handling on our large illustrated list. Your'
dollar is refundable on firs.t order over $100.00.

SMITH & WESSON and RUGER
MOST MODELS aE"rt==-===-_;
IN STOCK· ~1I!!!IJIIl

M500 CHRONOGRAPH
.VELOCITY TEST [';J

YOUR RELOADS • _..... •

.FROM $79 M: • >~'

.w~~TlT F~ERpt~i:E~UU. ,. - > •

Cus!. Chr. Co. Box 1061 Brewster WA 98812

S&W 110166.357 Magnum, Second-Six
loader, and Hydra-Shok S.D.L. ammo.

HYDRA-SHOK S.D.L.
(Continued from page 49)

Washington with a new opinion of what
constituted an ideal police service round
and what should be taught in a realistic
firearms training program. While my
Model 19 and the + P+ service load were
still carried, by regulation, a Model 60 and
Hydra-Shok Scorpion ammunition found
its way into my overcoat pocket on a
number of occasions. In view of what I
thought was a realistic evaluation of my
tactical employment of a firearm (close
range, multiple assailants), I felt confident
that the Hydra-Shok would provide cer
tain advantages over the + P + load. (The
author was fully aware of the legal
ramifications involved in using other than
authorized ammunition, and had obtained
approval from his superiors for the use of
Hydra-Shok.)

Our department continued in close con
tact with Dick Baughm~n, as well as other

companies, to try to find a solution to the
technical (excessive pressure) and tactical
(muzzle flash and blast, inconsistent ex
pansion) problems of the + P + load.
Shortly before I left federal service in 1978,
Baughman had developed a round that
had promise as a replacement for the
+ P + ammunition. Testing continued to
assure the desired performance.

In February of this year, a phone call
from Baughman related that the final de
sign improvements to this new ammuni
tion had been completed and the load had
been adopted for issue. Dick also indicated
that he was sending some for testing and
evaluation.

Upon arrival, I noted that the same red
and black packaging is used, but there all
similarity ends between this new round
and the previous Scorpion load. First, the
new cartridge is a .357 Magnum instead of
a .38 Special. Government specifications
required that the .357 Magnum case be
used to decrease chamber pressure and
increase accuracy. A nickeled cartridge
case is used to facilitate extraction, and the
primer sealed to resist moisture penetra
tion. The bullet nose cavity measures .26"
wide and .28" deep, with 1/8" of exposed
lead above the jacket, with a weight of 125
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BELLS CUSTOM SHOP
DAVE NORIN-Pistol Smith
3313 MANNHEIM ROAD
Franklin Park, Illinois 60131

Send S.A.S.E.
for complete
price list.

Specialists in
Combat & Competition

Handguns

RELIABILITY
ACCURACY
QUALITY

BELLS
CUSTOM SHOP

(312) 678-1900

Fully
Adjustable,

uses factory front
sight. Matt Black

Oxide or Satin Nickel.
Order yours by mail!

Write or Call for Brochure & Price Lists.
Dealers Please Inquire.

No Collect Calls, Please!

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar

Deming, New Mexico 88030
505·546·2151

Lee
... Echols
. ft.'A5 Nat'l Trophy Winner 1941
.. Send $6.00 to Lee Echols, 1640

Maple Dr., Unit 68, Chula Vista, CA
92011. CA buyers add 6% sales tax.

Pistol Sights
MMC ADJUSTABLE PISTOL SIGHTS
for S&W M-39 & M-59

IF YOU DON'T HAVE
THIS FUNNY BOOK
ABOUT THE PISTOL
SHOOTERS
YOU'RE MISSIN
OUT ON THIN S'

grains. Overall length is IW' and the head
stamp reads HYDRA-SHOK .357 MAG.

Of the 500 rounds received for testing,
all were carefully examined for visible
defects (dents, seating depth, etc.), and
none were found. Pressure information on
the round from H. P. White Laboratories
indicates an average of 18,500 PSI, re
markably low for a .357 Magnum and
lower than either + P or + P + .38 levels.

Shooting evaluation of the new Hydra
Shok .357 round was oriented to its use as a
self-defensellaw enforcement load. I
selected weapons representative of police
service revolvers, i.e., a 2Y2" M19 and 4"
M66. Ammunition used for comparison
was the Federal 125 JHP .38 Special
(+P+), Federal 125 JHP .37 Magnum,
and W-W 158 LHP..38 (+ P). These
rounds are representative of ammunition
used by my department and other area law
enforcement agencies. An 8" thick, 18" x
18" square of wet pack was prepared for
expansion and penetration evaluation. A
Master and a Marksman class shooter
were used to represent the spectrum end of

.357 Magnum controllability test went
to Hydra-Sholc over J25 JHP Federal.

police qualification levels, for tests of con
trollability under distance/time limit
factors. The course of fire consisted of six
shots in four seconds at seven yards, six
shots in five seconds at fifteen yards, and
six shots in six seconds at twenty-five
yards, under ideal conditions of light and
temperature (45°) and against a single
target. No attempt was made in this test to
simulate combat conditions, but merely to
provide a measure for controllability com
parison between ammunition (.357 Mag
num Hydra-Shok and .357 Magnum
Federal).

As the accompanying photographs
show, the Hydra-Shok round exhibited
excellent accuracy and an impressive
expansion/penetration ratio. Control
lability definitely favored Hydra-Shok,
with both shooters (whose normal service
round is the 125 JHP Federal.38 + P + in a
2V2" M66), commenting that the recoil of
the Hydra-Shok was a bit less than their
issue ammunition. In test targets fired by
the control shooters, group sizes increased
when the Federal.357 Magnum round was
used, and while the Master class shooter
had some vertical stringing of his hits (at
25 yards, caused by sharp recoil and short
time limit for recovery), the Marksman
actually missed the target once at 15 and

DEALERS!

FACT Y
DIRECT

COMBAT SHOOTERS

Do it yourself action jobs
S & W "K" & "N" DA Spring Kits

................... $10.00
RUGER SECURITY SIX. COLT MK
III. S&W M·36 & 60. Double actIOn
spring kits. Specify Kit .... $7.65
COMBAT PAK. Heavy duty spring kit
for all COLT .45 autos and Browning
Hi·Power.
Specify which model .. $16.50
WHITE OUTLINE SIGHT BLADES
for RUGER. COLT. MICRO adjusta·
ble rear sights. Specify. . $6.10
SECURITY SIX
Adjustable Kit $11.00
S&W TRIGGER REBOUND SPRING
PACK-4 Spring Strength $7.65
TIC SPRING PAK. 10·30 oz. Trigger
Return Spring. Heavy Duty Hammer
Spring & Heavy Duty Bolt Spring

... $16.00
NEW MODEL. S.A RUGER TRIG
GER RETURN SPRING. Reduces
pull about 50% $7.10
S.A. RUGER Mainspring. Fast
Hammer Fall. . $6.50
CUSTOM TIC BARRELS for
SILHOUETTE or HUNTING.
17 through 50 cal .. from $140.00
SECURITY SIX Hot Pink
Front Sight. . $15.00
2 CAVITY MOLDS, 265 & 315
GR..44. 225 & 275 GR..41. 182 &
200 GR..357 $30.00

CUSTOM PISTOL SCOPE BASES
... $27.50

Rechamber T / C-30-30 to 30-40
Krag, .41 to All JDJ, .44 to .430
JDJ, 35 Rem & 357 H to
.358 JDJ ... $30.00
Solid rib for Super
Blackhawk ... $60.00

Dealer Inquiries Invited

SSK INDUSTRIES
Rt. 3AH. Della Drive

Bloomingdale, OH 43910
(614) 264-0176

UNI-VEST
BY GARTH

Designed for Law Enforcement &
Sporting Use

\~I ~The most practical
~;; f~'1 •. 'comfortoble way to

corry a gun. Uni-Vest
fits revolvers or auto
matics with 2" to 6y,"
barrels in three spe
cially designed holster

. pockets. Uni-Vest also
- has a two magazine
- pocket which opens to

accommodate loose
ammo. Heavyweight

. /" blue denim. Sizes
S-M-L-XL. Specify right or left handed. $5.00
deposit on COD·s. S omped envelope brings
literature. $39.95

GARTH CO.
DeptAH, P.O. Box 14354

Tampa, Florida 33690
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Fits all Colt series .45
pistols - GOy't model,

Commande~ Gold
CuP. Detonics, etc.

Distributor of
Hogue Monogrips@

Power Custom
GRAND MASTER DELUXE

with Hogue
Monogrips@

Also available, the new Lee White
Outline rear sight blade for Colis,
Rugers and Micro at $4.95 each.
Jobbers and distributors call or
write for quantity discounts.

LEE'S RED RAMP KITS - $9.95
The original liquid sight kit, highly fluorescent under poor lighting conditions. Our
material should not be mistaken by the "Bull·ogna" being offered by some would·be-·
competitors. - Mini-Kit - 1 color (your choice), will do 25 sights . $9.95.
_ Deluxe Mini-Kit . all four colors
(red, orange, yellow and white), will do
100 sights . $35.00. - Regular Kit .
1 color (your choice), will do 55 sights
$19.95 - Deluxe Kit· all four colors,
will do 220 sights· $69.50. - Our kits
are very easy to use. Fully illustrated instructions provided. (No tools).

Our kits are being used by many major law
enforcement agencies and by most major pistol
smiths in the U.S., including Centaur Systems,
Cheshire & Perez, Jim Clark, L. E. Jurras, Kings,
Mathews & Sons, and Pachmayr. With a minimum
of tools, you can have an attractive, functional
front sight. All our products are fully guaranteed
by Lee Baker. Send check or money order to:

LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 E. Ave. U-3, Dept. AHG, littlerock, CA 93543
Phone (805) 944-4487. MasterCharge, VISA .and COD orders are welcome.
Residents of California please add 6% state sales tax.

National combat champions rely on the expertise
of Ron Power to produce customized firearms
worthy of the user's potential.

Now Ron Power has extended his services
for the serious competitor one step further
by offering specialized tools and customized
patented parts.

Send $2.00 for an illustrated brochure of
services and Power Accuracy Products.

NOW YOU CAN
COMPETE
WITH THE
POWER ADVANTAGE

POWER CUSTOM, INC.
P.o. Box 1604
Dept. 11

Independence, MO 64055

Designed and manufactured exclusively for Bingham!
Drum is centered to pistol frame to maintain balance of
pistol. Added weight is balanced to reduce recoil, pro
vide greater accuracy and reduce recovery time. 30
round cartridge capacity without reloading. Nonglare
blued finish. Pistol can be carried in most holsters with
drum magazine attached. To order, send cash, check or
money order for $46.50 plus $2 shipping and insurance
for each drum. PATENT PENDING

BINGHAM, LTD. Dept. AH-5 _
1775-C Wilwat Drive, Norcross, Ga. 30093 Phone: 404/448-1440

A revolutionary concept in firepower
for your favorite .45 pistol

TAYLORMKI
.45 PISTOL DRUM

three times at 25 yards with the magnum
ammunition.

Weapons were examined for unburned
powder in barrel and cylinder, and none
could be found, and fired cases showed no
signs of excessive pressures.

While these tests were limited in scope,
it appeared that Hydra-Shok is now pro
ducing the most tactically efficient (accu
rate, low muzzle blast, flash, recoil, and
excellent expansion) .357 Magnum round
on the market. Dick Baughman has called
the new load S.D.L.-Super Defense Load,
and, in my opinion, it is an apt descrip
tion. Those individuals and agencies seek
ing a solution to the problems of the
+ P+ syndrome would do well to eval-
uate the Hydra- ......
Shok S.D.L. ~

IPse HOLSTER RULE

Tom Campbell displays the form which
allowed him to win the "Scramble."

(Continued from page 35)

gun so that a good, solid "shooting grip"
can be obtained while drawing the hand
gun. This means that a holster worn for
ward of the hip must tilt the muzzle for
ward of the grip (this same holster if slid
across the belt to the weak side angles the
handgun for an ideal grip from the cross
draw position). However, if this same hol
ster is worn to the rear of the hip (over the
bak pants pocket) it is almost physically
impossible to draw the handgun, short of
dislocating one's shoulder. To acquire a
decent shooting grip on a handgun worn to
the rear of the hip, the muzzle must tilt to
the rear as it traditionally did for years
prior to IPSe competition. Due to its
overwhelming attributes the forward rake
holster was almost universally accepted,
becoming a pretentious (although effec
tive) token of practical pistol shooting.

Then Ross Seyfried entered the scene.
Ross won the 1978 U.S. Nationals, and was
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HALLOCK'S .45 AUTO HANDBOOK

A must for gunsmiths. collectors, dealers and serious hobbyists.
This book was writen by a retired USAF Match pistolsmilh, who
has spent many years specializing in these pistols.

2nd place in both 1979 and 1980. In the
1979 World Championship Match he
placed 3rd. In the "man against man"
events, he won both the 1979 and 1980
events and the 1979 International event
(hence the title "fastest man in the world").
The striking factor in Ross' austere record
is that he tabulated these laurels using a
muzzle-to-the rear holster that 20 years of
competition had "proven" ineffective!
This accomplishment gave light to a new
approach to defensive pistolcraft and more
and more "Seyfried-type" holsters ap
peared in the practical shooting arena,
helping to further discredit the reigning
holster prejudices.

In August, when the International func
tionaries gathered to formulate their plans,
it was decided to alte.r the course of the
holster controversy by stipulating a holster
rule. Although nebulous, the rule as stated
says, " .. the holster must be capable of
being worn under light clothing without
being seen." This will make wearing a

'lE] ,. 11/\ " TiC '.t.e .... '"u .

IT'S LL -._- IT'S
PROVEN ADJUSTABLE
-20-30"ACCU- - T1GHTtNSURREL

::=~.IMPIIOII" . ll[rsH1~u _.:."~..':~",:",.
-20-3O"INCRfACE IN -'-'- .." - STANT ..\RRR

CASE LIFE. IT'S ALSO POSITION.
-EASY TO INSTAll-COMES WITH

ALL NECESSARY TOOLS.
-GUARANTEm FOR 5 YEARS.

ORDER DIRECT CARONE RESEARCH
$14.95 DANSVILLE,N.Y.14437

COMPLETE PHONE 716·335·3636

The Trigger Job
The Accuracy Job
Match Sights
Misc. Modification
Misc. Information

$1\.95 POST PAID

FROM

THE MIHAN CO.

4917 KAREN

OKLA. CITY, OK 73135

For each copy sold $\.00 will go to the NRA-ILA to

fight gun control.

CHAPTER TITLES:
History
Identification
Basic Marksmanship
Functioning
The Tune LIp

(This design
for caps
too)

holster in front of the hip in either the
strongside or cross-draw position a matter
of considerable complexity. Although po
lice officers will be given a waiver for their
duty equipment, this rule also coerces the
shooter to mount his holster on his pants
belt. Since relatively few IPSC competitors
are legally authorized to carry concealed
weapons, many shooters feel that the new
holster restriction is of very vague prac
ticality to the bulk of the participants. The
rule will have the effect of prompting the
shooter to wear his handgun to the rear of
his hip (consequently with the muzzle to
the rear). Some feel that this is a 20 year
regression as far as holster innovation is
concerned. However, Ross and a handful
ofother competitors have proven beyond a
doubt that the muzzle-to-the-rear holster
worn to the rear of the strongside hip is "or
can be" as practical as the forward rake/
cross-draw design.

The 1980 match consisted of five sepa
rate events that were a "surprise" to every
one (including the officials) until the night
before the match.

Event I was a series of stages where the
contestant would draw and fire two rounds
at a target. Since the farther the shooter
moved back from the target, the less his
success depended upon speed and the
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557.00
528.73
517.10
513.43
458.87
456.60
446.82
435.42
432.55
426.97
423.55
407.19
399.63
397.22
377.43

1980 IPSe NATIONALS
TOP SHOOTERS

1. John Shaw (TN)
2. Ross Seyfried (CO)
3. Tom Campbell (MA)
4. Mickey Fowler (CA)
5. Ray Neal (CA)
6. Mike Dalton (CA)
7. Mike Fichman (CA)
8. Bill Wilson (AR)
9. Nick Pruitt (CA)

10. David Stanford (UT)
11. Mike Plaxco (AR)
12. Steve Duffy (IL)
13. Roger Burgess (MD)
14. David Scott (SC)
15. George Lorrison (VA)

Custom.
Pistols

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO

For more infonnation and goo' specifications:
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt: 1 Box 203
Roland, Arkansas 72135 (501) 868-9767 or (501) 868·9787

30097 Via Velez PI., Dept. AH-5-81 Temecula, CA 92390
(eA res. add 6% sales tax) (Foreign orders add 25% postage)

Highest quality workmanship by
a champion competitor. We are
quoting 1 to 3 months delivery
time.

• Men's T-shirts. H~;ght; 100%
collon. rre-shrunk ami colorfacst. Machine
washable.'Reinforced knit, hI·crew neck

•~~..5O%cOllOO, 50% ~st~r,.J:~~ .~Ie~:/':.:::z.::. . . collars and helJl~d sleeves. $7.50 ea.
poll·over. Lt. Blue only. $12.95ea.' • llidI8s V-Neck in 50% ~ollon, 50% polyester. Machine
• SHOOTERS BaR~. One size fits all. Foam lined. washable, color fast $8.50 ea.
Choice of Dark Blue or Green. Available In designs shown. • Black imprint on either Yellow, Bone or Powder Blue s!)lrt. ,
$4.50 ea. (Includes postage &< handling) • Stzes in S. M. L, ami XL ,
• Attention Gun Clubs! Custom design IAA>rk available with • indicate size, quantily,color, design, and full mailing adOress.
minimum order. Write for details. .
'. Dealer Program AvaJlable. _ • .
To order send check or M.O. to:

SHDDTERST·SIURTS
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New IPse rule sanctions this muzzle
to-the-rear holster worn rear of hip.

greater his marksmanship ability was
tested, the course did not favor any par
ticular holster design. The winner of Event
I was Mickey Fowler, last year's National
Champion, who used a Bianchi "Chap
man Hi-Ride" holster 'worn in the cross
draw position.

In the speed match, the shooter ad
dressed three targets, one 90 degrees to his
right, one directly in front of him and one
90 degrees to his left, all at five meters. On
the signal, the shooter had two seconds to
draw and shoot one round at each target

and only hits in the 6" x 6" head counted!
Two seconds is an almost ludicrously short
period of time to accomplish the task at
hand, therefore this event would appear to
favor a forward rake "speed rig." I say
"appear" because ironically this event was
won by Ross Seyfried using his muzzle:to
the-rear holster!

The scramble defies description. It was a
conglomerate of pain-inflicting obstacles
and clusters of targets leaning at inebriated
angles, which combined to consume inor
dinate amounts of time to accomplish. The
shooter first stepped up on, and then shot
over a wall at two targets, negating an
advantage to any particular holster design.
A one meter square, sawdust filled tunnel
was then navigated, engaging six targets
through a couple of "portholes" cut in its
downrange side. After the tunnel, two
targets were shot from a "Rhodesian Wall"
just prior to moving to the final firing
position where the moving target was en
gaged. To add a spark of enthusiasm to the
shooter's efforts, the moving target was
started 30 seconds after the start signal was
given, regardless ofwhere the shooter was!
At no time after the start whistle did the
shooter have to re-holster his sidearm; if
re-holstering between obstacles had been
mandatory, the tunnel would have caused
a lot of the contestants utilizing the cross
draw mode to opt for the strongside carry.
Tom Campbell was the top performer on

This forward rake holster worn front
of hip is prohibited by new IPse rule.

the "Scramble" utilizing this unique ster
num positioned holster.

The "Reach" was aptly named for the
long range from which the targets were
engaged. Since the shooter was not forced
to re-holster between positions, holster de
sign did not enter into the success-factor of
this event. This course was an almost pure
test of sight alignment and trigger squeeze,
and "shoot as fast as you can hit." The



This year's IPSC National Champion,
John Shaw, used a cross-draw holster.

winner of this event was John Shaw who
used a Gordon Davis "Usher Interna
tional" holster worn in the cross-draw
position.

The "Jungle Lane" was composed of
. four separate assaults down a clearly

marked trail. Since the contestant could
draw his handgun as soon as the start line
was crossed (and no re-holstering was re
quired) this course of fire favored no par
ticular holster design. John Shaw also won
this event utilizing his cross-draw holster.

The top 16 shooters on the first five
events ran this course "man-against-man"
(two shooters, the first one to finish being
the winner).

A digital timer was started when the
"go" light came on, signaling the contes
tants to move three paces and knock a can
off of a table with their "strong hand"
(prior to drawing their weapon). A series
of four metal targets (placed at various
distances) had to be knocked over, the
handgun reloaded and then a round metal

P~RF~CTION IS OUR STANDARD

TOM'S GUN
BLUING snap
1818 Crestview Drive
Carroll, Iowa 51401
(712) 792·4238

PPC Conversions on S&W, Colts and
Rugers. Specializing in 10" Bull Barrel for
.22 auto In-Shop bluing, satin nickel.
gold and all types of metal and wood
finishing. Delivery time-3 to 5 weeks.
Write or call for details and prices.

II Complete Gunsmithing Service II
Send 30¢ in stamps for information and prices

II
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GUTRIDGE, INC.
2143 Gettler Street, Dye" Indiana 46311 .865·8817

NEW QUICKLINE@) COMBAT SIGHT

For Colt Government and commander
As Quick as pointing your finger

COLT 45ACCURIZING

CUSTOM PPC REVOLVER

II disc shot off of an electrical contact to stop
the time.

In addition to the electrical equipment,
a "flawless performance" was turned in by
Nick Pruitt with the fast time of the day,
5.35 seconds. Since the handgun had to
remain holstered while the contestant
knocked the can off of the table, a holster
worn in front of the hip, either strongside
or cross-draw would have been physically
quickest, and therefore most efficient. Ross
Seyfried added an appendage to this law
of natu~e by winning this match with an
incredible display of speed, accuracy,
poise, but most important-consistency.

This year, no one had to wait for any
smoke to clear to know that John Shaw
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was the new United States Champion.
John's performance all week had been
exemplary and when the shooters voted to
cut the point value of the shootoff in half,
John's victory became irrepressible.

Out of the six events that took place at
the match only the "speed shoot" and the
"shootoff" gave a physical advantage to a
forward rake holster and Ross won both of
these events with his muzzle-to-the-rear
holster! This is perplexing if analyzed
obj~ctively.Whether Ross is as good as he
is because of his equipment or in spite of it
is hard to say. When proficiency is mea
sured in hundredths of a second, con
centration and discipline (traits, sadly defi
cient in today's society) become far more
paramount than which way your holster
tilts.

The new holster rule has stirred up quite
a ruckus. Many clubs have discussed dis
affiliating with IPSC (adopting the "take
my-ball-and-go-home" policy), while oth
ers have stated that they will simply ignore
the new holster dictum.

Many applaud the new ruling hoping
that it will circumvent ~he evolution of
hybrid, unrealistic gear. They fear the
precedent that PPC set by falling into the
abyss of equipment specialization, reduc
ing it to a state of sham practicality. This is
clearly not the case with practical pistol
shooting. Diversity of course design sepa
rates the practical match from trivial

While lanyard in teeth holds window
up, Ross Seyfried shoots "The Reach."

shooting games, and in that regard the
future of IPSC is bright.

Although IPSC has been influenced by a
number of people, its ideals, formation

and functioning have been due in large
measure to Jeff Cooper, IPSC's supreme
patriarch. In 1980 the reins of IPSC in the
United States were passed to Jake Jatras.
Whether the recent holster ruckus be
comes a significant issue or a "tempest in a
teapot" is largely in the hands of the new
U.S. Regional Director.

The stage has been set, the trend is
clearly advancing toward the muzzle-to
the-rear holster design. How smooth this
transition takes place remains to be seen.
Most of us participating in IPSC are
"blessed" with an attitude of "I-may-not
always-be-right-but-I'm-never -in-doubt,"
and therefore conflicts are inevitable.
However,mostpracticalshooterspossessthe
resiliency that will enable them to weather
the storm of controversy and further the
progress ofthis, the most meaningful shoot
ing sport.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
Jake Jatras, director of IPSC in the U.S.,
explained that the new holster rule has been
adopted only by the International Body and
thereforeappliesonlyto InternationalCom
petition. Jatras said U.S. IPSC Region clubs
"are free to run their matches under current
holster guidelines." Ifa club wishes to adopt
the new rule, that it fine, but not mandatory.
International competitors, however, will
be subject to the new ~

rule. ~

~IEMIIIGTDILIElOIlllIllDIIE~
Handgun bullets of the highest caliber.

At Remington, we offer you the most complete
line of reloading components in the industry.

So no matter what type of shooting you do
-from silhouette to target to law enforce-
ment to game-there's a Remington
pistol or revolver bullet that's
right on target.

And you'll be happy to
know that all Remington
bullets-from our .38 cal.,
148 gr. wad-cutters to our
new .44 cal., 180 gr. semi
jacketed hollow points-are
the most consistent per
formers for your money.

Which is why, on the range
or in the field, shooters of
the highest caliber shoot
bullets of the highest
caliber.

Remington.

To learn more about the advantages of reloading in the
Remington Reloading Zone, ask your Remington dealer
for our new components catalog. It's free. Or write us
at the address below. These bullets, listed by grain

weight and type, are generally itl
stock at your dealer's. Others
are available on special order.
9 mm. 115 JHP, 124 MC; 357 cal.
110 SJHP, 125 SJHP, 158 SP,
158 SJHP, 158 LDSWC; 38 cal.
95 SJHP, 110 SJHP, 125 SJHP,
148 LDWC, 158 lORN, 158
LDHP, 158 LDSWC; 41 mag.
210 SP, 210 LD; 44 cal. 180 SJHP,
240 SP, 240 SJHP, 240 LDGC,
240 LD, 45 cal. 185 MCWC,
185 JH?, 230 MC, 230 lO, 250 lO.

Remington is a trademark registered in the
United States Patent & Trademark Office
by Remington Arms Company, Inc.,
Bridgeport. Conn. 06602.



All the big shots read GUNS. It offers the
best coverage of the firearms scene ever
assembled. Whether you own a giant
killer or a plinker, you'll get a lot more
enjoyment from it when you gain a
thorough knowledge of all types of guns
and their uses.

Ifyou're a sportsman who wants to
know more about reloading, competition
shooting, or even have black powder in
your blood, you'll be able to pick the
brains of some of the most
knowledgeable experts in the world,
right from the pages of GUNS magazine.
Twelve big issues a year, chock-full of
color stories and features, come your way
when you become a regular subscriber to
GUNS - and you save yourself a lot of
money over the 52.00 single copy price,
plus a trip to the newsstand.

For a sUbscription to GUNS, use the
attached postage-paid card or send your
check or money order for the term you
select: 3 years 533.45 (you save 538.55),
2 years 524.85 (you save 523.15), 1year
514.95 (you save 59.05). FREE BONUS if
you order now: The GUNS PATCH for
jacket or hat ... a 53.50 valuel

Write to: GUNS Magazine,
SUbscription Dept. 108, 591 Camino de la

. Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108

•



Third Annual
Texarkana Gun Club Bowling Pin Handgun

Match
Saturday, April 25, 1981

Match begins at 9 a.m., Books close at 10 p.m.
Entry Fees-$30.00 if received by April 23

$40.00 thereafter, including day of match
Over $2,500 in Trophies and Merchandise

Including 12 Ruger guns!
Direct Entries and Inquires To:

Jim Nelson, President
Texarkana Gun Club ,
Texarkana, Texas 75501

(214) 794-5571
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Our custom-designed
rasp has both a coarse
& fine cut. Perfect for
barr:ll inletting where fast '.' c~s
culling & smooth tinishing $1430 ..... IN 1
IS desired. Diameter: 112",. 51 POSTAGE"

5/8". 3/4" Length 2" 0..1' Set ot 3 rasps. ~.
NEW GUNSMITH CATALOG. 52.00 j, handle.. $40.75 -.'

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC. (E.I.1936)
Dept AH-5813577 East Tremont Avenue. New York. 10465

""~~
]1 - "-r er:-rett·(' -\ Available from your dealer.
~~ ,;) ~ For catalog send $1.00
~ !;torh. ,.9Hr. PO Box 741-H5
~2s .:.:;;;.;r' Twin Falls, Idaho B3301 U.S.A.

FISHER
CUSTOM
FIREARMS

Choice of smooth, fine line or skip checkered for Ruger, Colt and S&W,
DA revolvers.

Specializing in 45
IPSC conversions;
Perfect match
of reliability;
Accuracv and
control;
All guns tested
and guaranteed
Recommended by
ROSS SEYFRIED
1978 National
Champion

Kittredge Way, Aurora', Co. 80013, [303] 755-37102199 S.

/
I

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

~~-; .-~~ A. JACK ROSENBERG
& SONS
12229 COX LANE

DALLAS. TEXAS 75234
214-241-6302

Colt Firearms has announced to its
distributors that production of Colt
Single Action Armies will be
discontinued on or about December
1981. This decision has been made
due to current market and economic
conditions. Continuous production is
scheduled through 1981, however, the
phase-out will occur model by model
each month. Some models have
already been discontinued and this
will continue through 1981.
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Do something for your pistol club or
local range: send us the name and
address for the upcoming big
directory of clubs and ranges.

Send to: American Handgunner
Club/Range Directory, 591 Camino
de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego,
CA 92108.

All clubs & ranges:
directory wanted

The .38 Special Norma Magnum
(stock # 19119) introduced in 1980 is
to be redesignated + P in the United
States, according to information
received from FFV Norma, Sweden.
"It will still have a muzzle velocity
of 1225 fps, and a muzzle energy of
367 ft. Ibs. In other words, it will still
have its remarkable Magnum
performance," he said.

"We are designating the cartridge
+ P in the United States simply to
observe industry standards here,
which are different from some other
countries," he added.

For additional information contact:
Greg Pogson, Vice President,
Marketing (607) 273-2993

Norma .38 Magnum
now designated + P

As compiled from data recently
provided by Federal Cartridge,
Winchester-Western, and Remington
Arms, here are the top selling cartridges:
l. .38 Special
2. .357 Magnum
3..25 Auto
4. 9mm Luger
5. .45 Auto
6. .32 Auto
7. .44 Remington Magnum
8. .380 Auto
9. .32 S&W Long
10. ".44 S&W Special

Top ten cartridges
according to sales

Colt to discontinue
Single Action Army



Do you need any parts or
accessories for?, Colt 45 Auto, M1
M2 Carbine, M1 Garand, 1903
Springfield, M-16-AR-15, M-14
M1A, 1928-M1A1 Thompson, M3
M3A1 Greasegun. Ruger Mini-14, S
& W "K" Frame, Mac, 30 Cal.
Browning, 50 Cal. Browning, M60
Belt Fed, Astra 600 9m/m, F.N. Fal,
Luger, Combat Shotgun, Fi"tlng
Pins, Magazines. Clips. Manuals,
Clothing, Hunting Equipment,
Camping Equipment, Survival
Equipment or any of the other
thousands of items in the latest 1981
Cadre Supply Surplus Catalog. Has
exploded view drawings of above
weapons for parts identification and
other invaluable information. Items
listed in stock for immediate
shipment. Don't delay, send $3,00
for your 1981 parts and eq ui pment
reference catalog. Refundable with
first order.

Cadre Supply
P.O. Box 22074 HG
Memphis, Tennessee 38122
(901) 526-4986
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HOT NEWS

~
WALLEY.HOLS'I'EIi

I for Hi·Standard Derringer

~
Looks Like ~ Wallet 00 the Outside

~ I Packs a 2'Shot Punch Inside!
.,NLY $17.9S POSTPAID

I "d

):BE~:~~G~~::~.=.~~'I'ER
. ~nd other L~rge·Fr~rrcAutos

Thick Durable Leather
ONLY n.9S POSTPAID
(C~hf residents. ~dd 6~ (~K)

7821 WILLOW St.

New Orleans, La. 70118

WRITE ..

D. B. P Engineering

Gov. Mod. 28.50 • 1.00 handling
Colt Commander 33.50 + 1.00 handling

Louisiana residents add 5 % sales tox

All units have a unconditional money back guar.

• IMPROVES FUNCTIONAL RELIABILITY
• IMPROVES HANDLING
• FASTER RECOVERY FROM RECOIL
• REDUCES TORQUE
• NO MODIFICA nONS REQUIRED

([::" :"tl:'1 :)/; :'2!UiI(I(! !i(i!ltq
D.B.P. ENGINEERING

Full length captive recoil spring
system for Colt Gov. Mod. and

Colt Commander

For info. send S.A.S.E.
S",:EYE HEIlIGSOIl
2049 Kerwood Ave. # 3. Los Angeles, CA 90025

Everyone at AMERICAN HANDGUNNER
thanks Glenn for his kind word, but most
especially the support that he and
thousands ofothers have given us. The
Custom Gun Giveaway is one way that we
can show our appreciation.

CONSISTENT 50 X 50
HOME HANDLOADING
Since my name was mentioned in Sight
Settings by Lucy Chambliss in the
MarchiApril 1981 AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER, I am taking the liberty of
disagreeing with Jim Weller's column in
the same issue regarding handloads.

I think my handloads are pretty darn
good. In addition to the 1496-110X Lucy
mentioned, I also fired a clean 600-42X
in the Governors 20 held at Fort Meyers,
Florida during July 1980. I give part of
the credit to myself, after all, I'm the guy
that aims and fires the revolver and who
puts in all the hours of practice. Another
part of the credit goes to Travis Strahan,
who built me the finest revolver I have .

GIVEAWAY CONTEST:
OUR FIRST WINNER
It was indeed a thrill to be the recipient
of your first American Handgunner
Custom Gun Giveaway. May I first
express my thanks to Jerry Rakusan,
Niki Delabarre, Mike Packard and those
whom I have not mentioned who were
involved with this particular drawing,
and a special thanks to the one who
chose my name.

I can honestly say this is the first thing
I have ever won. The funny thing about
my winning was that when I saw the
picture of the gun in AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER magazine I was
overwhelmed by the beauty of it and I
decided to purchase a Smith & Wesson
model 25-5 and send it to Bill Davis for
the custom work. In fact. I contacted the
Davis Custom Shop in California and
asked them to send me information and
a price for the identical work that was
done on the contest gun. I didn't receive
the information which delayed me from
the purchase and in the meantime
I mailed my entry with little thought of
ever being chosen. In any event things
worked out perfectly.

Keep up the good work and my
highest compliments to a great magazine
and much more to those persons that
made this possible for me.

Glenn D. Mason
Williamstown, NJ

SPEAK
our

~- -I ~

SEl\;1)

$4.95 PLUS 59¢ POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AH-51, 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE. PA 19003

HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

A TEXTBOOK BY E. R. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS

HALF & HALF BULLET LUBE
ALOX and PURE Beeswax Only
6 sticks $5.95 36 sticks $19.90

ULTRA SONIC CLEANERS- writW;f~~rn~~~Jon
GARFOLAS SMITHS' SUPPUES

139 Park Lane. Wayne. NJ. 07470
We pay Postage UPS land area

MOLYBDENUM GUNLUB
Oil Based for Protection

MARK I for Warm [, Hot Weather
MARK II for Cold thru 'Freezing

2 oz. Dispenser $4.25 ea.-Kit (I (, II) $6.95
Now: Gunsmiths 8 oz. Bulk pac-$9.90 ea.

ANSOM "Master Series" RES

GUNBOX

"Ta~~~!e
will hold 10 magazines
in any position. $9.50 ea.
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50 Grip Inserts
available to fit
different Pistol
and Revolver
Frames

An International Standard for Accuracy Development

C'A.rco Box 308HG,Highland, CA 92346
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DIV. OF HORNADY MFG. CO.

nI!I from
Illiici6.c

When Pacific decided to improve "0'1' frame press des'
the way. We angled the frame 30°to one side so that you can ave
a clear view of the entire reloading operation. You don't have to
do things by "feel" anymore - and better still, there's nothing to
reach around since the front of the "0" frame has been moved out
of your way.
We not only made it easier for you to see what you're doing -we
give you less to do. Our new Positive Priming System...... is a

"hands-off" operation. Primers are fed and inserted automatically with
one stroke of the operating lever. What's more, you get bonus.
strength from the new strontium alloy used in casting the 0-7 frame.
It won't spring or distort, even during the heaviest case forming or
bullet swaging operations. And this extra strength is important
since our new handle/linkage system lets you apply maximum pressure
with minimum effort - particularly during the final portion of the
lever stroke when sizing operations are at their most critical point.
You'd expect a press with all these improvements to carry a pre-
mium price. Not so. The new 0-7'" lists at just $65.95 in our new
Pacific catalog. It's also available packaged with the die set of
your choice or as part of a complete reload
ing kit. See your Pacific dealer today or
send for your copy of our new catalog.

PACIFIC TOOL CO.
Dept. AH-5 , Box 2048
Grand Island,
Nebr. 68801

ever fired. The remainder of the credit
goes to the ammo I shoot, and here's
where I have to disagree with Jim
Weller's contention that handloads can't
shoot as well as factory ammo or
commercial reloads.

The only ammo that I shoot in
competition is the ammo I load myself.
Contrary to Jim's experience, my
handloads, Ransom Rested at 50 yards,
give me 50X per 50 rounds, and do it
every time-performance I just can't
consistently get from any factory ammo.

For the benefit of other shooters who
want to improve their scores I use
WW231 powder, Federal small pistol
primer and Precision Ammo's .38 cal.
148gr. HBWC. With good brass, good
components, and a loading machine in
proper adjustment, anyone can load for
X ring accuracy. The rest of it is up to
you and your revolver.

David Wiegel
Orlando, FL

A recent article by Massad Ayoob (see
American Handgunner Jan/Feb 81, page
16) has prompted this letter. I am one of
the many unfortunate cops armed with
the obsolete 158 grain Police Service
Round. Further, my department seems
one step worse than others-requiring the
military jacketed bullet. .

I would hope that AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER could correct this. Let
those of us who understand handguns
bring moral and legal pressure against
police departments indifferent to the
lives of their officers.

C.W. Franklin
Milford, CA

POLICE .38 A~MO
STILL A PROBLEM

Thank you for your letter. We recognize a
problem exists with some Departments in
regards to service ammunition.
Unfortunately, we are just a magazine and
have no real power in directing or making
of official policies. If our media influence
helps some, that is our intended and hoped
for achievement.

To those who must suffer under
backward or uninformed administrations,
we sympathize with and strongly
recommend an active role be taken in
bringing light to dark corners. Practically,
you might leave a copy of AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER-open to page 16 (Jan/ Feb
81 issue)-on the Chief'S desk some
morning.

The next step is to circulate a petition
among knowledgeable officers and present
a battery of signatures to show you're
serious about change. Also, make a
resolved effort for some local media
support.

Good luck, C. w., we're with you all the
way and would be interested in hearing of
any efforts making headway.
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HANDGUN
MARKET

35¢ per word. $4.90 minimum per ad. Each word in address including number and zip counts as one word; abbreviations
count as one word each. No discounts for frequency or cash. Advance payment with copy due before 14th of month-four
months ahead of issue date; e.g., Jan/Feb issue ad due before 14th of October. Closing date is firm. Late ads will appear in
next issue. Mail to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

ACCESSORIES
MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS.
Carries pistol and holster stock over shoulder. ve, $14.
Excellent, $16. Unused, $18. Postpaid. Kenneth Lane (AHG),
Sutz (Vorarlberg), Austria.

Smooth! Is the way you describe resizing with Imperial
Sizing Die Lube. Great! The ease of wiping it off. I oz. tin $1.65
plus 20¢ postage. LeClear Industries, P.O. Box 484HG, Royal
Oak, MI 48068.

AMMUNITION
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES ON QUALITY RE
LOADING, BULLETMAKING TOOLS/SUPPLIES.
BEGINNERS/COMBAT SHOOTERS OUTFITS. STAR
UNIVERSALS, C-H AUTOCHAMPS IN STOCK. FITZ
PISTOL GRIPS/AMMO BOXES, FACTORY DIRECT.
"HOW TO" BOOKLETS. NEW "1980 DISCOUNT
CATALOG"-$5.00-CONTAINS "HOW TO"
INFORMATION ON BRASS CLEANI, G, TUMBLING,
TAPER CRIMPING, BULLET LUBE FORMULAS,
COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF CURRENT PROGRESSIVE
RELOADING MACHINES. PAUL JONES, BOX 1087G,
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91340. FREE EXPERT ADVICE.
213/365-4450.

CANNO FUSE, 3/32" diameter, waterproof, 10 feet $1.00,
34 feet $3.00, 58 feet 55.00 Postpaid. Catalog 25<. ZelIer
Enterprises, Drawer W-27, Wickenburg, AZ 85358. '

New U.S. Military Bullets-POSTPAID-22 cal. 55 gr.
FMJBT, canalure 845.00 per 1000. 7640 Round drum $265.00
(West of Rockies, add $7.00 per drum additional shipping).
Once-fired, tumbled-clean, POSTPAID military brass-.223
$25.00 per 1000; .308-$45.00 per 1000. Send SASE for list of
available commercial brass; FFL required for shipments.
Quantity Discounts Available. Widener's, 2309 Nave Dr.,
Johnson City, TN 37601. Phone: 615-282-6786.

BOOKS
COLT'S SAA POST-WAR MODELS by Geo. Garton. All
info verified by COLT! History. scarce or rare models,
Buntline specials, flap-tops, production figs, commemora
tives + MORE! $17.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNEH
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* * *

GUNSMITHING by Roy F. Dunlap. A volume that will bea
constant source of info for many years to come. A complete
one-book reference for the professional and amateur alike!!
$16.95 + 50< post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 59l
Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

-----
SURVIVAL GUNS by Tappan. A guide to the selection,
modification and use of firearms and related devices for
defense, food gathering, etc. $9.95 (softbound) + 75¢ post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Heina,
San Diego, CA 92108* *

MAUSER BOLT RIFLES by Olson. Over 672 photos, draw
ings, exploded views and cutaways. Charts, spec tables, data
tables and symbols. $24.95 + 81.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* *

U.S. CARTS & THEIR HANDGUNS by Suydam. Softback
Only! Most info ever printed on the subject! $9.95 Softbound
& 814.95 Hardbound + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNEH
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* *

PISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Hogg & Weeks. THE
ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY reference manual on the mod
ern, unique, exotic, rare or otherwise handgun. $24.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108 * * *

----
PERSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & McLoughlin. A guide
to personal safety with common sense do's &don'ts, defense
again~t firearms and edged weapons, what to do after it's over
and more. $8.95 + $1.50 post. HANDG UNNER BOOKS/
Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *
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STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $3.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
82.00. Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St.. New York, NY 10022,
Department E.

CRIMEFIGHTERS SEND $1.00 FOH FULLY ILLUS
TRATED POLICE CATALOG: B-PEC, DEPT AH580,
9889 ALONDRA, BELLFLOWER, CA 90706.

FAST & Fancy Revolver Shooting by Ed McGivern, the
Dean of Revolver Shooters; $14.95 postpaid; Sportbook, Box
776H, Barrington, IL 60010.

INGRAM-MAC MIO & Mil .380, 9mm, .45. Operation &
Maintenance Manual. Contains 35 illustrated, detailed
pages. Info on Operation, Disassembly, Cleaning, Mainte
nance, and Silencer, 85.75. MO or Credit Card only. Catalog
81.; Survival Books, 11106 Magnolia Blvd., North Hollywood,
CA 91601. (213) 763-0804. In store or by mail.

RARE, scarce, out-of·print books on Firearms, Edged Weap
ons, Hunting, Fishing. Catalog $2. refunded with order;
Melvin Marcher, 6'204 N. Vermont, Oklahoma City, OK
73112.

Fascinating new Paladin catalog listing books on weaponry,
survival, home workshop guns, revenge techniques, plus
more. 81.00. Paladin Press, Box 1307-AHC, Boulder, CO
80306.

SHOOTI G HANDGU S SAFELY AND ACCU
RATELY. Exc.-ellent 28 page manual for handgun owners
who have no opportunity for formal training. Imparts safety
precautions and teaches proven techniques for becoming
accurate shooter. Supplemented by instructive photographs.
82.50. Seitzer Publications, Dept. AH, Box 4414, Albany.
Georgia 31706.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
STAHT GUN BUSINESS TODAY! Part-time O.K. Proven
plan! Cash in on fantastic demand! FREE INFORMATION
(S.A.S.E. appreciated). MESA, Dlawer9045-NR, Steamboat
Springs, CO 80477.

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIAS
CUSTOM EMBHOIDERED EMBLEMS, your design, low
minimum. Identify, promote, reward with emblems. Free
booklet. Emblems, Dept. 93, Littleton, New Hampshire
03561.

REGULATION INSIGNIA-all military branches + police,
all genuine. Over 700 items including rank, service wings,
badges, miniature medals. NASA patches. Catalog $1.00
(refundable). Kaufman's; Dept. GG-51, 504 Yale SE, Albu
querque, NM 87106.

FIREWORKS
BEER CAN MORTAR. Complete information and detailed
instructions, no complicated machining, range to 1000 yards.
Information on bursting projectiles included. Send $4.00.
Pioneer Industries, Box 36, 14A Hughey St., ashua, NH
03061.

FOR SALE
GREAT SPORTING POSTERS-24/set, full color.
Collection of scenes from Remington, UMC, Lefever, Abel'·
crombie & Fitch, Winchester, etc. Printed on heavy duty
slOck. $9.95 + 81.50 post. HANDG UNNER BOOKS/Dept
CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

BULLETPROOF VEST. Tested by the U.S. Army Edge
wood Arsenal. \Vill stop the .44 magnum. Send $1.00 (re·
fundable) and SASE for details. MPS Co., PO Box 1754,
Matthews, NC 28105.

COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL. COMPLETE MANUAL. More
than 100 pages, 80 photos and illustrations. Details on
disassembly, repair, construction, and marksmanship. $6.50
Catalog $1.00. MONEY ORDER 01' CREDIT CARD ONLY.
SURVIVAL BOOKS, 1Il06 Magnolia Blvd., North Hol
lywood, CA 91601. (213) 763-0804.

Handcuffs! Peerless Nickel or Blue $18.95. Leg Irons $28.95.
S&W Maximum Security Handcuffs S29.60. Order! Deco
Products, "M;' Box 42808 ';;151, Houston, Texas i7042.

WHALE SPERM OIL, Genuine, 100% pure. Stockpile
supply collected prior to endangered species act. Excellent
firearms lubricant/preservative. Legal sale certificate
accompanies shipment. Pint $15.00; quart $28.00; two quarts
$50.00; gallon $87.75. Postpaid. COD orders, add $1.15. Order
from distributor: Nick Wyshinski, Dept. AH, 1319 Sixth Ave.,
Berwick, PA 18603.

Your ~pecific reloading, ballistic or firearm questions re
searched and answered. No appraisals or collector arms
questions. $3.00 each + SASE. T. Robinson, Box 521.B,
Grangeville, Idaho 83530. NRA Life Member.

GUN PARTS
TIC Contender 45/410 Barrels, Octagon or Bull $99. Robert
BryarlY,8132 Union, Indianapolis, IN 46227.

SILENCER. Very effective. Complete plans. Inexpensive
part, simple modification. Send $5.00 cash. Keith's Enter
prises, Box 5686, Hacienda Heights, Calif. 91745.

OCTAGON BARRELS. Rifte or Pistol. All centerfire cal
ibres, custom tapered or half octagon-half round.
Chambering for any cartridge. Write KOGOT-John T. Pell,
410 College, Trinidad, CO 81082.

GUNS FOR SALE
GeNS! CONFIDENTIAL SUPPLIERS LIST. 55.
HORTOl\, BOX OB332AH, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53208.

GUNSMITHING
Your S&W 28 converted to 45 Colt 44 Mag. David Woodruff,
Box 5, Bear, Delaware 19701.

LUGERS blued and restored. Kreighoff blue, Mauser blue
and rust blue. Grips recheckered; Nick Burson, 18788 West
Jefferson, Riverview, MI 48192.

Old Guns restored blue or brown finish dbls. Repaired-Parts
made-Let us repair, reblue all your firearms. BUllIl'S, 1612
Bull St., Savannah, GA 31401.

INSTRUCTION
REMEMBER THE OLD ASH CAN, M80, etc.? Complete
detailed instructions on above and many others. Serl'tt $3.00
to: Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

KNIVES & SWORDS
SURVIVAL KNIVES!! Swordcanes, icepicks, razors,
daggers, commandos, hollow-handles, & more. 100'it4
Satisfaction-Guaranteed, w/Discounts to 35~, & FREE
GIFTS w/all orders! Photographic (40+ page). Catalogue
now HALF-PRICED! Only $1.50/Airmailed!
SELECTLINE, Box 39IAHG, P.C., Hawaii, 96782.

MILITARIA
Militar.\', Sportswear-World's largest selection of Military
Insignia sportswear-also military or civilian award
certificates-special forces, U.S.M.C., Airborne, U.S.N. Seal
Markshlanship, Weapons expert & Instructor and many
more-Send $1.00 for 1981 catalog-Military Graphics, Dept.
BB, Box 228, Dunkirk, Maryland 20754.

Military Medals & Decorations Bought, Sold, Traded.
Current List 5Q¢; subscription 8 issues, $2.50. Vernon, Box
387AH, Baldwin, NY 11510.

CAMOUFLAGE COLLECTION CATALOG-Flight
jackets, field jackets, camouflage cloth, caps, berets, insignia,
more. Genuine GJ. $1.00 (refundable with order). Kaufman's;
Dept. GG-21, 504 Yale SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106.
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HEIGHT •POSTPAID

8'/," $16.99

8" $14.99

OPENING WIDE

SENIOR 5'12"

STANDARD 5"

These books ore Brand New. Titles Will Vary. When the
Cover is dosed, you can't tell these from an ordinary
book. Inside openings are lined with Red Velvet-like
Material.

•POSTPAID IN 48 STATES. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

THEY CAN'T STEAL IT •••
IF THEY CAN'T FIND IT.

ROGCHILD, INC., P.O. BOX 1336F
CLARKSBURG, WV 26301

ATTENTION
9MM SHOOTERSI.

~
STOP PAYING HIGH PRICES\OR 9MM
AMMO!!-This is your last chance to buy
high quality CZECH 9MM ammo at less
than half the cost of commercial ammo.

500 roundS ... 554.95 Postage Paid UPS
1000 rounds .589.95 Postage paid UPS
5000 rounds ... 585.95 per 1000 Postage Paid

UPS
10,000 roundS ... 575.50 per 1000 trUCk Freight

Collect
20,000 rounds ... 569.95 per 1000 trUCk Freight

Collect
50,000 rounds .. 565.50 per 1000 truck Freight'"

Collect
Sample Box of 80 roundS ... 510.00 UPS Postpaid

Czech mfg. in 1950-60·s. Berdan corrosive
primed. Near 100% reliable. Suitable for all
9MM pistolS. semi auto MACs and all 9MM
submachine guns. VIJe have now sold over 1 '
million rounds of this ammo with no
complaintS-Only reorders. FFL license
must accompany each order. If you are not
a·dealer. find a local dealer or gunshop
who will accept shipment for you. Orders
with certified check or money order are
Shipped same day they are received.
Personal checks held 10 days.
Semi-Auto MAC M10 pistols and carbines
in stOCk, call for current availability and
price..45. 9MM..3BO. These are
patterned after the infamous MAC-10
submachine gun but are available foi
purchase same as any pistol.

QUALITY PRODUCTS CO.
DIV. OF PARAGON S-S INC.

P.O. BOX 301-H
ROMEOVILLE, IL 60441

(8151 725-9212

H1/3 MOON CLIPS
Re<lldily nilibble .45 APC <lImmo un be used
in your U.s. 1917 MOdel <lind newer models of
Auto Rim Type .45 C<lIliber Revolver. This new
clip holds two urlridges <lind h<lls m<llny <lIdv<lln·
uges over the h<llif-moon dip. For <lI FREE
s<llmple, send sumped. self-addressed envelope.

Clip Prices': 25 lor $3.95; 50 lor $6.95 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS. PO Box 145, Mollnto. OHIO 43535

IIISAIINE
Better yet ... gi'~e

them the enclosed
subscription order

. card.

SHARE YOUR
INTEREST IN
SHOOTING

TELL A FRIEND ABOUT

WANT TO PURCHASE

DUCK STAMPS-Signed and unsigned. Send stamps,
remittance via return mail. Inquiries invited. Ducks, P.O.
Box 529, Ashland, WI 54806.

CHEMICALS, FUSE, CASINGS, etc. Send $2 for catalog,
refundable with first order. WESTECH CORP., Box 593,
Logan, Utah 84321.

GI DOG TAGS/MEDICAL TAGS-Four styles, from $2.00.
Protect yourself in the field, your kids in school; vital medical
information readily available. Customized imprinting. Free
brochure. Kaufman's; Dept. GG-31, 504 Yale SE, Albuquer
que, NM 87106.

Decot Hy-Wyd Custom Sport Glasses. 30 lens shades
"Finest under the Sun." Interchangeable lenses:-Permanent
mount. Write for brochure: P.O. Box 10355, Phoenix, Arizona
85064.

DEER HUNTER'S COOKBOOK. 35 mouth-watering veni
son recipes. Make the most of your hunt. You'll be pleased.
Only $4.95. SPICY JERKY RECIPE. There is none better.
Delicious spicy flavor and aroma. Jerk any game easily and
expertly. Only $2.95. Both for $6.95. HERITAGE RE
PRODUCTIONS, P.O. Box 382, Dyer, IN 46311.

HANDCUFFS-Smith & Wesson $22.50 pair, two $38.00, Leg
Irons $28.50 set. G. Noramaco, Box 30243·AH. St. Paul,
Minn.

Your Personalized Custom Made Hand Stamp, Hardened
Tool Steel, 1/16" Letters. SSAE Custom Stamps, Box 5, Bear,
DE 19701.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE: Genuine U.S. Armed Forces surplus clothing,
individual equipment, packs, boots, survival gear, First Aid
packets, etc. Send $1. for our latest catalog to: Steve J.
Pedergnana, Jr., 1034 So. Claremont, Chicago, IL 60612.

J-E-E-P-S-$19.3O!-C-A-R-S-$13.50!-650,OOO ITEMS!
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS-MOST
COMPREHENSIVE DIRECTORY AVAILABLE TELLS
HOW, WHERE TO BUY-YOUn AREA-$2
MONEYBACK GUARANTEE-"GOVERNMENT
INFORMATION SERVICES," DEPARTMENT UF-3,
BOX 99249, SAN f'RANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94109.

MILITARY SURPLUS

ALTERNATE IDENTITIES, Name Changes, whatever.
Custom made Badges. l.D.'s. List $1. (refundable); C.W.L.,
Box 3230, Pasadena, CA 91103.

SURVIVALIST'S SHOPPING LIST-Learn what you need
to survive a "situation," the first winter-and beyond! Send
$4.95 for large list to R. Mahoney, P.O. Box 10653, Pittsburgh,
PA 15235.

Need one each of any model or serial standard Colt auto in
good condition of following calibres: 45, 38 on 45 frame, 380,
25, 22 pocket (if made) and 22 Woodsman. P.O. Box 25064,
Houston, Texas 77005.

SPECIAL FORCES; AIRBORNE RANGER; MARINE
RECON; AIRFORCE PARARESCUE; TAC-14 original
military designs on T-shirts, sweatshirts. Free brochure.
Kaufman's; Dept. GG-71, 504 Yale SE, Albuquerque, NM
87106.

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

Ideas, inventions, new products needed by innovative man
ufacturers. Marketing assistance available to individuals,
tinkerers, universities, and companies. Write IMI·AHG, 701
Smithfield, Pittsburgh, PA 15222.

Buddy L Toys and Trains 1920's-30's. T. IN. Sefton, P.O. Box
1871, San Diego, CA 92112.

MODERN
MILITARY. ANTIQUE

NUMRICH ARMS, the
world's largest supplier
of gun parts offers new
for 1980. Catalog NO.9
covering a 100· million
parts inventory with in
formation never before
in print.

Your STAR TOOL will
DOUBLE PRODUC
TION with a HULME
CASE FEEDER. THE
RELOADER IS
DRILLED & TAPPED
FOR THE FEEDER.
Manufactured by the
same firm for 40
YEARS. HULME FIRE
ARM SERVICE, Dept.
AH, BOX 83, MILL
BRAE, CA 94030

DON JIJDD 45 ACCIJRACYJOBS
SPECIALIZING IN

TARGET/COMBAT PISTOLSMITHING THE 45 ACP
ALL POPULAR SIGHT OPTIONS

GUARANTEED ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
COLT •.. S&W ... RUGER

LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST
.3202 W. DENGAR 915-694·1166
MIDLAND. TEXAS 79701 NRA LIFE MEMBER

GWMDAVIS
P.O. Box 446 * Arcadia * CA 91006

#455
"SECURITY"
Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new' 79 Catalog.

LASER 1

~~ENGRAVED ~, If'
_.' ~. GUN GRIPS il.l

'M).. CUSTOM Q\ 'f, /

f:(..{1( OESIGN 'oIiJJ I
~ ~.I;:, AS Gov't. Model,9MM Browning HP
~ ~'\.' . 9MM S&W 59 & 39 Booth 1733

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHEi{ PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

WORLD GUIDE TO
GUN PARTS

U.S. PRICE $2.95 FOREIGN $3.95

P.O.BOX AH , WEST HURLEY, N.Y. 12491
PHONE (914) 679·2417 TELEX 145331

NUMRICH NEWARMS CORPORATION

1980 20~~~ges
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State Zip _

Publication

City _

New Address _

Name --.:.... _

1. Present address
Attach address label from a
recent issue or print your
name and address exactly as
shown on the label plus your
J.D. number which appears
directly above your name on
the label.

2. Fill in new address

I.D. number _

State Zip _

City _

Name _

Address _

Mail this form to:
PUBUSHERS'
DEVELOPMENT CORP.
591 Camino de la Reina.
Suite 200
San Diego. CA 92108

If you're planning to move,
please let us know at least
eight weeks before chang
ing your address. Fill in the
following information to in
sure uninterrupted service.

Scrimshaw art grips
now from Art Jewel
Art Jewel Enterprises, Ltd. announces an
addition to their Eagle Grip line of
handgun grips-custom hand scrimshaw.
Scrimshaw art is available on all ivory or
mother-of-pearl grips, inscribed in choice
of black or colored ink. These unique
grips enhance value and appearance of
any handgun. Write Art Jewel
Enterprises, Ltd., Box 819, Berkeley, IL
60163. One dollar for color brochure.

Lead buildup no sweat
with Wipe Away cloth
Put aside the solvents and bristle brushes
when it comes to removing stubborn lead
from your firearms. The new Wipe A way
cloth from Belltown Distributors is
guaranteed to remove even the toughest
lead buildup from your revolver or auto.
It will not harm the gun's' finish, and it's
quick and easy to use. It really works!
Send $4.95 plus $1.00 shipping to
Belltown Distributors, Box 444,
Bedford Hills, NY 10507.

WHAT'S
NEW

AMMO·NOW
CARTRIDGE STRAP

IMPROVED

WE NEED MORE
HANDGUN
ENTHUSIASTS
ON OUR
SIDE! YOUR

COPY OF
HANDGUNNER

MAGAZINE
WITH A FRIEND

Maybe they'll get their own
copy, by using the enclosed

subscription card.'

Hunters, target shooters, or single shot enthusi
asts can carry a variety of pet loads sorted for
rapid reloading. Velcro strap fits wrist or rifle stock,
snug plastic holds shells securely. Center fire or
shotgun sizes. Please specify cal. six to nine rounds
depending ~n calibre, all with popular camouflage color,
sturdy nylon strap. A must for silhouette fans. DEALER
INQUIRY INVITED.

Send 5.50 NOW. Cash or M,O.-P.P.D.

CAL DRAKE ENT. P.O. Box 9217
Marina Del Rey, CA 90291

FUNCTIONAL, RELIABLE, COMBAT PROVEN

PISTOLSMITHING BY

CHUCK RIES
Send $1 for full list of services available

EXCLUSIVE WEST COAST DISTRIBUTOR FOR

ESSEX ARMS
Dealer Inquiries Invited

PO Box 205, Culver City, CA 90230
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~
PACIFIC ORDNANCE

Yes, I wish to order the new Brass Backstrap.

Round 'Trigger Guard
Square Trigger Guard

QuantityQuantity
___ Colt S.A. Army

Old Model Ruger _
___ New Model Ruger
COST (No. of Units Ordered) x $69.95=$ _
SHIP TO: Name _

Address _

City State Zip __

Only orders with certified check or money order accepted.
Prices subject to change without prior notification.

Include $2.00 per unit for shipping charges.
MAIL TO:-Pacific Ordnance, Inc.

1414 Highway 101 East
Port Angeles, Washington 98362
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